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FOREWORD

In commemoration of its Silver Jubilee, the

Karnataka Historical Research Society has planned the

publication of a series of which the first volume is now
being issued to the public. This volume constitutes a

review of the Karnataka history of Jainism, particularly

in its relationship with the culture of the Province,

As shown by the writer, for over a thousand years from

the first century of the Christian era onwards, Jainism

nourished in all parts of the Karnataka and while

being itself influenced in several ways, Jainism has left

an indelible mark on the growth of the Karnataka

Society. The volume deals with the changes Jainism

accepted in its history in this Province as well as the

many ways in which it affected the thought and life of

its people. The author has no prejudices or pre-

possessions which a writer who professes a faith finds

difficult to avoid in discussing the past achievements of

that faith. The knowledge of such a writepis sometimes

found to be defective owing to lack of experience and

intimate contact. But his advantage is that he can

bring an open mind to his study of the history of the

faith and that is a greA advantage indeed. The

author of the volume has i^stowed considerable labour

on his study of his subject ~^*hich is characterised by

impartiality and breadth of mihd.
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The author’s study into the modifications of the

original Jain principles owing to the reactions of the

environments in which they had to grow in the

Karnataka is of special interest to the followers of the

Jain faith. It shows why Jainism disintegrated after a

vigorous life of over ten centuries in this part of the

country. To put it in a nutshell, the author’s view is

that the conditions prevailing in the Karnataka in the

later days affected the purity of the Jain principles in

fundamental ways. The caste system which subdivides

the Jains into smalh isolated blocks and weakens their

faith as an instrument of growth, is an accretion

gathered by Jainism during its stay in Karnataka.

This largely led to the decay of Jainism in this

Province. Incidentally, the author’s views on the

causes of the decay and downfall of Jainism here

show unmistakably the vital defects in the body of

ideas and customs which have in recent times kept

Karnataka at a very low rung in the ladder of progress.

The utility of this volume leads one to hope that

similar studies in the various forces which operated in

Karnataka after the sun of Jainism had set would

follow this, the first volume of the series. The author

has set a fine example in dispassionate and yet apprecia-

tive study of his subject which I hope those who
come after him will do well to follow.

BELGAUM
16th January 1940 A. B. Latthe



PREFACE

The main substance of the present work form parted

of the thesis entitled “ Jainism in South India ” which

was approved by the University of Bombay for confer-

ring on me the degree of Master of Arts, in 1928. I

am thankful to the University for their kind permission

to publish my work in this revised form. Portions in

the original dealing with Jainism in South India outside

Karnataka have been omitted in the present publica-

tion. Likewise, I have considerably revised the chapters

incorporated herein both for correcting errors as well as

for recasting them so as to suit the changed title. The

result has been an all but complete overhauling of the

original thesis on account of its new orientation.

Though I cannot claim that even now it is impeccable

I am hopeful that I have considerably improved upon

the original work. Having been otherwise engaged

since the thesis was presented to the University, twelve

years ago, I sincerely regret I could not find time for a

more searching scrutiny. But such as it is, I offer the

present work for what it may be worth.
*

I am indebted to the Karnatak Historical Research

Society of Dharwar for,the inclusion of this publi-

cation in their valuable s^fies. My obligations to

Professor A. N. Upadhye^ M.^., D. Lit., Professor

R. S. Mugali, M.A., B.T., M^ Ugran Mangesh Rao,

Mr. K. P. Jain and Mr. D. P. Karmarkar, M.A., LL.B.
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for their very valuable criticisms and suggestions for

the improvement of the work are greater than I

could express in adequate words. My gratefulness to

Rev. H. Heras, S. J., under whom I worked for my
original thesis is no less great and sincere.

The views I have expressed are my own. Some of

them might appear to be too contentious for dogmatic

assertion. Likewise, too, some of my authorities may
not be acceptable to all. But I can earnestly plead

that I have written without sectarian bias and utilised

all the sources available to me to the best of my critical

faculty. If my work succeeds in stimulating efforts to

supersede it I shall be content.

WIIXINGDON COLtEGE,
^

January, 1940 ) S. R. Sharma
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INTRODUCTION

Both Jainism and Karnataka CuUiire are among the least

studied aspects of South Indian History. I am not aware of

more than a couple of published works on each of these themes.

Since the publication of Studies in South Indian Jainism

by Messrs. Ramaswami Ayyangar and Sheshagiri Rao, in 1922,

there has appeared only one other book dealing with Mediaeval

Jainism (with special reference to the Vijayanagara Empire)

by Dr. B. A. Saletore. published very recently (1938). Like-

wise, I have come across only two works on Karnataka Culture,

namely. Popular Culture in Karnataka by Mr. Masti Venkatesa

Iyengar { 1937 )
and Karnataka Samskrti { in Kannada

)

by Mr. N. S. Devudu ( 1935 ). Valuable as these contributions

are, they have not rendered any further work along similar lines

superfluous. Nor is it presumed in the present essay that its

subject is capable of being easily exhausted. This is therefore

to be judged only as one more effort to study a rich theme

from a fresh angle of approach.

It is well to make it clear at the outset that this is neither

a complete study of Jainism in Karnataka nor a complete study

of Karnataka Culture, but merely an Introductory Essay attem pt-

ing to assess the bearing of the former upon the latter and

vice versa, with particular reference to a few outstanding aspects.

For this purpose it is desirable to survey the History of

Karnataka from the point of view of the r61e of Jainism, on the

one hand, and the evolution of Karnataka Culture, on the other.

This has been partly attempted in Section One. The ‘Historical

Survey ’ contained therein does not, therefore, touch upon other

problems of either Jaina or !^ai?iataka History. The chronology

of successive rulers of the various dynasties and their political

relations and doings, for instance, have not been dealt with be-

yond the bounds of strict relevance. A knowledge of the
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political history of Karnataka in particular, and of South India

in general, is consequently presumed. On the other hand, the

exact influence of Jainism over rulers and people alike has been

sought to be assessed, by a closer scrutiny of epigraphical and

other references than appears to have been done by some pro-

Jaina scholars A sentimental writer of Jaina history is prone

to the very insidious temptation of exaggerating, may be uncon-

sciously, the value of his evidence. I have made a deliberate

effort to avoid such lapses. Similarly, no attempt has been

made to push the antiquity of Jainism in Karnataka beyond the

limits acceptable to modem ( scientific
)
scholarship. The

dynastic histories of the Kadambas, Gangas, Calukyas,

Rastrakutas, Hoysalas, and others, though at times contempora-

neous or over-lapping from a strictly chronological view point,

have been here treated in isolated succession. It is hoped that

this wiU be more conducive to clearness of impression
(
as to the

r61e of Jainism in each family taken as a whole
)
than the moie

usual and correct method of dealing with each epoch in aU its

complexity.

In the second and third Sections a systematic attempt has

been made to carefuly determine the unmistakable contributions

of the Jainas to Kannada Literature, Art, and Architecture.

Though it is not necessary here to anticipate the conclusions

arrived at there, it may be pointed out that something more

than a mere enumeration of works has been aimed at.

In Section Three, entitled ‘ Idealism and Realism, ’ I have

attempted to show how Jainism, a faith of North Indian origin,

came to be transformed in its South Indian environment in

Karnataka. Though such a study might reveal considerable

divergence between the theory and practices of Jainism, it is

not to be forgotten that all othgr religions, hke Buddhism,

Brahmafiism, Islam, and ChristiSnity, have also been subject to

such metamorphosis under similar circumstances. What is

sought is, therefore, not to disparage Jainism in Karnataka, but

only to estimate its exact character as determined by the local
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conditions and non-Jaina influences in the country of its

domicile. I know that orthodox Jainas are not inclined to

approve of ( some of them even resent
)
these conclusions. But

modern research can only accept facts objectively ascertained

and not sentimentally selected. How far my data are reliable

and my inferences logical is for my unbiased readers to judge.

In the concluding chapter I have summarised all the significant

points in the essay and tried finally to evaluate the essential

elements of Karnataka Culture and the place of Jainism therein.



I. HISTORICAL SURVEY

ANTIQUITY

The purpose of this Survey is to determine the place of

Jainism in the History of Karnataka with a view to ultimate^

assess its influence on Karnataka Culture. To achieve this

object it is necessary to find evidence of the introduction and

spread of Jainism in Karnataka, without overlooking the

religious atmosphere of each successive epoch. The religious

history of India is different from that of most other countries.

Here, it is well to bear in mind that the ‘ conversion ’ of a ruler

to any creed does not necessarily imply the wholesale conversion

of aU or even most of his subjects. Nor does patronage of the

followers, protagonists, or institutions of any faith indicate

conversion in the technical sense. Hence it is very essential to

distinguish between Patrons or sympathisers and Converts or

actual followers. Most of the sectarian histories give an

exaggerated picture of the importance and influence of their

creeds on account of their failure to recognise this difference.

Another point on which modern scholarship and sentimental

orthodoxy have disagreed is that of the antiquity of the

introduction of Jainism into the South. Though the Jainas

may assert that Mahavira himself had travelled through South

India
(
presumably making converts ), and that there were

Jainas in the South already when Bhadrabahu migrated to the

South from Bihar, under circumstances presently to be discussed,

conclusive evidence to bear out these beliefs is lacking. In the

absence of such evidence we must,^ be content to go only as far

as the ef5igraphs allow us, and iio farther.

The earliest of the Jaina lithic records yet available to us has

been assigned by experts, on palaeographic grounds, to the close

of the sixth century A. D. * This is the inscription ( SB. i
)
on
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the rock, variously named as Candragiri, Katavapra, and

Kalbappu, at Sravana Be]gola in Mysore.' In it we are told

that

:

‘ Bhadrabahu-svamin—of lineage rendered illustrious by
a succession of great men who dame in regular descent

from the venerable supreme r?i Gautama-ganadhara, his

immediate disciple Loharya, Jambhu, Visnudeva, Aparajita,

Govardhana, Bhadrabahu, Vi^akha, Prostila, Krttikaiya,

Jayanama, Siddartha, Buddhila and other teachers—who
was acquainted with the true nature of the eightfold great

omens, and was a seer of the past, present, and the future,

having learnt from an omen and foretold in Ujjaini a

calamity lasting for a period of twelve years, the entire

samgha ( or community
) set out from the North to the

South, and reached by degrees a country .... filled with

happy people,. . .
.
gold, .... and herds of buffaloes, goats,

and sheep.

‘ Then separating himself from the Samgha an Acarya,

Prabhacandra by name, . . .desiring to accomplish Samddhi

the goal of penance associated with right conduct, on this

high-peaked mountain—Katavapra, bade farewell to and

dismissed the Samgha in its entirety, and in company with

a single disciple, mortifying his body on the wide expanse

of the cold rocks, accomplished
(
Samddhi ).

‘ And, in course of time, seven hundred Rsis or Saints

( similarly
)
accomplished

(
Samddhi ).

’ 2

The value and implications of this epigraph have been

discussed at considerable length by the late Mr. R. Narasimha-

char, in the Epigraphia Carnatica. Hence it will be superfluous

to reconsider the question here.® The conclusion of the late

Dr. V. A. Smith, regarding the plausibility of the persistent

tradition about Candragupta Maurya having acdbmpanied
•%

1 E. C. ir, p. 71.

2 Ibid . Tr. pp 1-2.

3 E. C. II, Introd., pp. 36-40
^
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Bhadrabahu ( the last of the Jaina Srutakevalins
)
to Mysore

and died there by Sallekhana, may be accepted without any

more ado. Though at first Smith was inclined to reject the

Bhadrabahu-Candragupta tradition as “ imaginary history,
”

" after much consideration," he admitted “ the main facts as

afBrmed by tradition ” to have “ solid foundation in fact.” *

'* In short,” he writes, " the Jaina tradition holds the field,

and no alternative account exists.” ®

There are numerous mementos of Bhadrabahu and Candra-

gupta at Sravana Belgola, even apart from references to their

migration to the South contained in literary works such as the

Brhat-Kathakosa by Harilena ( 931 A. D. ), and others of a still

later date. For instance, there are the hill of Candragiri, with

its cave of Bhadrabahu, and the Candragupta-basti on the fa5ade

of which are carved ninety scenes from the lives of Bhadrabahu

and Candragupta. Among the numerous inscriptions commemo-

rating these munis
(
such as SB. 40, 67, 258, and Sr. 147-148 )

one is of particular importance, viz. SB. 31 ( c. 650 A. D. )
as it

speaks of a Jaina guru, Santi^a, as having restored the Jaina faith,

which had become weak, to its flourishing condition “ as it was

under Bhadrabahu and Cartdragupta.” This presumes a period

of vigorous prosperity, followed by a period of lapse, and again

a period of rise about the first half of the seventh century A. D.

But the history of this period cannot be construed in exact

terms in the absence of lithic or other records of a reliable char-

acter. The existence of the Aloka inscriptions at Molakalmuru

in Mysore,® belonging to the last years of Afeka, makes it of

course certain that the Maurya empire extended so far. In the

Kalsi Rock Edict XIII ASoka declares :
" There is no country

where these ( two

)

classes
(
viz.) Brahmanas and Sramanas, do

•
4 Earlff History of India ( rerised^d. ), p, 154.

5 Ox. Hist, of India, p. 76. « For s succinct statement of the arguments

in support of this view read Bice, Mysore and Coorg from the Inscriptionst

pp. 3-9.

6 For details see Bice, loc. citT, pp. 9-14.
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not exist, except among the Yonas.” ^ By inference, we may
presume that Sramanas existed also in the Karnataka part of

Anoka’s empire. As Dr. Bhandarkar has pointed out, ASoka

uses the term Samgha while speaking of the Buddhists alone,

and $ramana while referring to the Jiinas as well.' Kunda-

kundacarya, the earliest of the Digaihbara Jaina writers of

South India, applies the term Sramanas to members of his own
sect.' Thus it is quite plausible that Jainism continued in the

South after Candraigupta down to the days of A^oka.

Samprati, the grandson of ASoka, is generally accepted to

have been a Jaina, being converted to the Svetambara creed

by Suhastin. He appears to have sent Jaina missionaries of his

persuasion into South India. Though we do not know how

far they penetrated into the Karnataka, this is the first reference

we have to the Svetambaras in the South. After Suhastin, the

saint Kalakacarya (c. ist centB. C. )"
is said to have gone

to the King of Pentha (?) in the Deccan to invite him to

attend his discourses at Pajjusana. May this have befen Hala

of the Satavahana dynasty { who is believed to have been a

Jaina”) ruling from Paithan
(
Pratistanapura )

? The early

existence of Svetambara Jainas in North Deccan is also indi-

cated by references to Padaliptacarya’s visit to Manyakheta

( Malkhed in the Nizam’s Dominions ). The Samyaktva-saptati

of Haribhadrasuri relates that the people of Manyakheta would

not allow Padaliptacarya ( c. ist cent B. C.
)
to leave them and

go elsewhere ; it also says that in all the neighbourhood there

existed Jaina Samghas noted for their good qualities. ’ But as

it also adds, that ‘ just as the King Ugra ( ? )
held him

( Padaliptacarya )
in high esteem, so others did not care a straw

7 HuUszch, As^oka Inscriptions, p. 47 (J),

8 Bhandarkar, As'oka, pp. 168-72.

9 Smith, Ox. Hist., p. H7, nl.’ Pravaeamuara

;

BhandarKhr, Report

on San. Mss., 188.7-84, pp. 91-109. •

10 Ibid , p 185.

11 I. A. XI, pp. 247, 251 ;
C. H. I

,
to. 1C/-68.

12 Glassnapp , Dtr Jainisvius, p. 53.
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for him^^ it is evident that not all the people of Manyakheta

were Svetambara Jainas. As late as 1440 A. D. there was a

Jaina teacher named Mahade who converted the Digambaras

of Deogiri
( Daulatabad )

into Svetambaras and conferred titles

on learned ladies as well?* Thus it would appear that in the

northern parts of ancient Karnataka the Svetambaras were

fairly strong ; while within Karnataka proper the Digambaras

predominated, as we shall observe later.

When exactly and under what circumstances the schism

between the Digambaras and Svetambaras took place is not

strictly relevant to discuss in our present context. But it may
be noted that the Bhadrabahu migration either caused or

accentuated the differences between the two since the Pattavalies

or genealogical lists of the two sects are fairly in agreement up

to Bhadrabahu I. and diverge greatly after him. However, we

find no trace of the work of the Jaina gurus who followed

Bhadrabahu I, beyond the mention of their names in the

succession lists, until we come to Kundakunda, Umasvati and

Samantabhadra.'' Kundakunda being also called Eldcarya}^ has

led some writers to identify him with various persons bearing

the latter name.*^ Though no finality may be claimed for any

opinion regarding this problem, it is interesting to note in this

connexion that Dr. Saletore emphatically states :
“ All these

considerations lead us to the conclusion that Kondakunda must

have been a Kanna^ga, hailing from the village of Konakonala

in the neighbourhood of Guntakal."'" If this could he established

beyond challenge the conclusion would be of utmost importance

13 My. Arch. Report, 1923, pp. 10-11 ; Samyakiva-saptati vv. 96 & 158 ;

I. A. XI, p. 251.

14 My. Arch. Report 1924, pp. 13-14.

15 I. A. XI, pp. 245 ff ; Ibid. XXI. pp^ 5V ff ; E. C II, SB. 254.

10 Sotith Indian Inscriptiene, I. pp 157-7 11. 6-7.

17 Jaina Gazette, XVIII,* pp, 8-16. Saletore, Mediaeval Jainism,

pp. 225-98, 239-40.

18 Ibid. p. 228. See the S^rivapa Belgola list of FontifFs in Mysore

Gazetteer, I, p. 287.
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for our theme. The value of Kundakunda’s work will be

assessed in a later chapter. He is placed about the first

century B. C. by some scholars.'* Professor A. N. Upadhye

places him at the beginning of the Christian Era.“

KADAMBAS AND GANGAS

The next contemporary epigraphical foothold that we possess,”

in following the history of Jainism in Karnataka is a grant made

by the Kadamba Kakutsthavarma, when he was Yuvaraja, to

the General SrutakirtiT” The gift consisted of a field called

* Bodhavara-kseira ’ 'which was ‘ in the village of Khetagrama

which belongs to the holy Arhats;’ and the record concludes

with ‘Reverence to Rsabha !'’ Yet, in the light of other

grants of the same prince we cannot conclude that the donor

was an " avowed Jaina,” as some have sought to make out of

Kakutsthavarma.” The circumstances under which the gift

was made appear to be that Srutakirti, who was a Jaina, saved

the life of Kakutsthavarma and thus earned the grant; Possibly,

therefore, out of sheer gratitude, he only used Jaina invocations

for the satisfaction of the donee. Kakutsthavarma also made
similar grants to Brahmans,” but he never repeated in them his

‘ reverence to B§^bha !
’

. Had he been himself an " avowed

Jaina " he would surely have done so. In this connection the

following observations of Prof. Moraeas on the religion of the

Kadambas may very well be borne in mind. ‘ These kings

nevertheless were of a very tolerant disposition, and allowed

other religions to flourish in their kingdom side by side with

19 I, A. XXI, p.74; Hicalal, Catalogue of MSS. in C.P. d Berar,

Introd. p. vii S.

20 Pravacanaaara, Introd p. 22.

91 The foundation of the Gan^a kingdom nnder Jaina anipi^es \rill be

dealt with later. Though the event U anpposed to have taken place earlier,

its earliest extant epigraphic reference belongs to the 7th cent. A. D.

99 Fleet, Sanskrit and Old Canarese Inscriptions, I. A. VI- p. 94.

99 Dr. B. A. Saletore, Mediaeval Jain^, p. 30.

94 E. O. VII, i. BK 176 ; E, 0. VIII, pp. 98-36.

jEO—2628<2
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Saivism. This toleration is evidenced by the numerous grants

they made to the Jainas,“ which led Dr. J. F. Fleet,

Mr. K. B. Pathak and others to suppose that the Kadambas

were of the Jaina persuasion.’* The error was however corrected

by Dr. Fleet in the second edition of his Dynasties of the

Kanarese Districts^'’ which he published after the discovery of

the inscription of Santivarma at Talgunda. That the religion

of the Kadambas was Brahmanism and not Jainism is also

established beyond doubt by an inscription of the same dynasty

found in the Kadur Taluka. Here Visnuvarma, the donor of

the grant is described as the " protector of the excellent Brah-

man faith.” “ Further we know from the epigraphical records

that some of the kings performed the asvamedha sacrifice.’® The

later inscriptions say that the kings of this dynasty celebrated

in aU eighteen horse sacrifices.'® As this is a purely Brahman

rite, it affords further proof that these kings were not Jainas.’ “

Nevertheless, that, under the liberal patronage of the Kadam-

bas, Jainism must have prospered in Karnataka is evident from

the various grants referred to below. It is evident that despite

their personal beliefs, some of the Kadamba rulers came to be

very closely associated with the Jainas. For instance, Mrge^a-

varma, a grandson of Kakutsthavarma ‘ gave to the divine

supreme Arhats ’ fields at Vaijayanti ‘ for the purpose of the

glory of sweeping ( the temple ) and anointing ( the idol with

ghee
)
and performing worship etc. entirely free from taxation.”

The grant also mentions, “ This charter has been written by

the very pious Damakirti, the Bhojaka.” “ Another grant by

the same monarch bears 'the seal of Jinendra ' and is important

36 Fleet, op. cit. pp. 35, 37, 29-32.

36 Idid, VII, pp. 35 "6. 38.

27 Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, p. 286r

38 E. C". VI, Kd, 162.

29 E. C., SK 178. Fleet, Sr&O.C. 1„ I. A. VII, p. 35.

30 E. C. XI, Mk, 41 ; Dy. 32,

31 Kadamba Kula, pp, 24^^
32 Fleet, S. and 0. C. Inscriptions, Ind. Ant, VII, pp. 36-7.
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as showing Mrgesavarma’s impartiality towards both the sects

of Jainas, viz., the Svetambaras and the Digambaras. He is

said to have divided the village of K^avanga into three parts

and distributed them among representatives of the two sects.

The first he gave “ to the Great God Jitiendra, the holy Arhat,

and it was called ‘ the Hall of the Arhat
' "

;
the second was

given “ for the enjoyment of the sect of eminent ascetics of

Svetapatha which was intent on practising the true religion declared

by the Arhat ]

" and that the third was given "to the sect of

eminent ascetics called the Nirgranthas." “ The words italicised

would seem to indicate that the king or the scribe belonged

to the Svetambara persuasion. But apart from this they

confirm our belief as to the existence of Svetambaras in the

Deccan from very early times, as mentioned earlier. However,

it is not to be forgotten that Mrgesha also made a grant “ to

the holy Arhats for the purpose of supporting the Kurcakas or

naked religious mendicants.” “ The grants of Ravivarma and

Bhanuvarma, both sons of Mrge^avarma, manifest this growing

influence of Jainism yet more clearly.

That of Ravi^ena at Palasika, or Halsi in the Belgaum

District, is both interesting and important from a historical

point of view. Besides recounting the grant of Kakutsthavarma

to Ravikirti and Srutakirti, it also states that King Santivarma

(son of Kakutstha) and his son “the pious Mrge^a, " gave

the grant to the mother of Damakirti, “ for the sake of piety

and according to the direction of his father.” ** Incidentally it

tells us that Srutakirti was “ the Bhoja priest, the best among

men, who was the receptacle of sacred learning, who was

possessed of the qualities of performing sacrifices etc. ” That

he was identical with the general who was the recepient of

Kakutsthavarma's grant is indicated by the expression that he

“ enjoyed the village of *lCheta, ” which is the .same as

33 Ibid., Ind. Ant. VII, p. 38.

31 Ibid., Ind. Ant. VI, p. 25. ^
83 Ibid., p. 27.
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Badhovara-Ksetra, mentioned above. This would seem to indi-

cate that the General Srutakirti belonged to the priestly class

or combined in himself the offices of the high-priest with that of

a mihtary commander.*® Damakirti’s son Jayakirti is described

as " the door-keeper whose family had been well established in

the world owing to the Acarya called Bandhu^ena.” But more

than anything else this grant of Ravivarma is valuable for its

revelation of the royal faith and the inculcation of its practice

upon all his countrymen and citizens. It states :

" The lord Ravi established the ordinance at the mighty

city of Palasika that the glory of Jinendra ( the festival of
)

which lasts for eight days, should be celebrated regularly

every year on the full-moon of ( the month )
Kartika from

the revenues of that ( village ); that ascetics should be

supported during the four months of the rainy season ; that

the learned men, the chief of whom was Kumaradatta,

whose intellects had been wearied by
(
excessive study of

)

many scriptures and collections of precepts ; who were

renowned in the world ; who abounded in good penances

;

and whose sect was his auhority for what he did ; —should

according to justice enjoy all the material substance of that

greatness ; and that the worship of Jinendra should be

perpetually performed by the pious countrymen and

citizens.

" Wheresoever the worship of Jinendra is kept up there

is increase of the country, and the cities are free from

fear, and the lords of those countries acquire strength

!

Reverence, reverence !

” **

Another grant of Ravivarma ‘ to the God Jinendra ’ describes

him as the ‘ the mighty king, the sun of the sky of the mighty

family of the Kadambas. ’ He is also stated in the same grant

36 Ibid., Bhojaka or Bhoja is explained by Fleet meaning “ officiating

priest.” Ibid.i p. 25.

3T Ibid., p. 27.

38 Ibid.
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to have uprooted Candadunda the lord of Kanchi and esta-

blished himself at Palasika.’* Ravivarma’s grand-father Santi-

varma has also been described as the ‘ master of the entire

Karnata region. These serve to indicate the political status

of these Early Kadambas of Halsi or Palasika. Hence their

personal allegiance to the Jaina faith must have had consider-

able influence in spreading the religion among the masses as

weU. " The motive that incited him ( Ravivarma ),” says the

grant, " was to increase his religious merit.” " Similarly, his

brother Bhanuvarma’s devotion to Jainism is also attested

by a grant: "Bjrhim, desirous of prosperity, this land was

given to the Jainas, in order that the ceremony of ablutions

might always be performed without fail on the days of the

full-moon.’ It was, as usual, given “ free from the gleaning-

tax and all other burdens and was assigned by the Bhojaka

Pandara. " The worshipper of the Supreme Arhat, who

had acquired the favour of the feet of the glorious king

Bhanuvarma.” "

Last but not the least, Kadamba Harivarma’s grant speaks

of " the sect of Virasenacarya of the Kurcakas of the village

of Vasantavatika in the district of Suddikundara,” to whose

leader Candraksanta the grant was made “ for providing

annually at the great eight days’ sacriSce the perpetual anoint-

ing with clarified butter, for the temple of the Arhat, which

Mrge^a, son of the general Siiiiha of the lineage of Bhara-

dwaja, had caused to be built at Palasika.” Whatever was to

remain over after this, the grant adds, was to be devoted to

the purpose of feeding the whole sect." Harivarma also made

another grant to the Jainas " at the request of Bhanuiakti of

the family of Sendrakas.” Speakiug of the donor it says, “ the

S9 Ibid., p 30,
"

40 Cf. Dabreuil, Andeat Deeean, pp. 74-6.

41 Fleet, S. and 0. O. Inacription$, Ind. Ant, VI, p 30,

42 Ibid., p SO,

43 Ibid , p 31,
^
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excellence of whose body and intellect had been produced by

the great religious merit acquired by good actions performed

in a previous state of existence." He gave the village of

Marade " for the holy people and the performance of rites of

the temple which was '’the property of the sect of Sramanas

called the Aharisti and the authority of which was superintended

by the Acarya Dharmanandi." And, in conclusion, the grant

declares, " The reward of them who preserve bridges and repair

them when broken is declared to be twice as great as ( the

leward of
)
the original builders of them.”" Even when the

Kadambas became formally Brahmanical again, as they did

later on, we find that they continued to patronise Jainism as

attested by a grant of “ Deva son of Kr§na who celebrated

horse sacrifices.*^ In the opinion of Fleet this was not later

than the loth cent. A.D.*® The land was given to the sect of

Yapaniyas,*^ at Triparvata in the village of Siddhakedara

“ through adesire for the rewards of his own meritorious act.”*"

JAINA GOLDEN AGE UNDER THE GANGAS

The Gangas of Mysore were for a long time the political rivals

and enemies of the Kadambas. “ A still more distinguished

dynasty,” says Smith, “was that of the Gangas, who ruled

over the greater part of Mysore, from the 2nd to the iith

century, and played an important part in the incessant

mediaeval wars.” ** But more than anything else, we are

interested in their consistent patronage of Jainism, which

might be truly said to have attained its Golden Age under the

44 Ibid., p. 33.

45 Ibid., p. 34.

40 Ibid., p. 83.

47 Tb^ Yapaniyas, Eurcakas, Nirgra'atbas etc. were naked Jaina sects.

Cf, Ibid., p. 34 n 11. Also see Journal of the University of Bombay I, VI,

May 1933.

48 Ibid., p. 34 '

49 Smith, The Oxford History of India, p. 199
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Gangas. The very foundation of their kingdom is attributed

to the influence of the great Jaina teacher Simhanandi Acarya

as indicated by the Samayabkusana, Gommata-Sara and Kon-
gudesa-Rdjakk'al, as well as by numerous Ganga inscriptions.'"

“ It is therefore no wonder,” observes Mr. Ghosal, “ that we
shall find in Jaina works verses to the effect that Ganga kings

worshipped the feet of Simhanandi, or that a dynasty which

owed its origin to the help of a Jaina Acarya should be staunch

to the Jaina religion.” He also adds, “ numerous inscriptions

dating from the 4th to the 12 cent. A.D. testify to the building

of the Jaina temples, consecration of Jaina images of worship,

hollowing out of caves for Jaina ascetics and grants to Jaina

Acaryas by the rulers of the Ganga dynasty.” “ Rice con-

sidered them to be the principal Jaina dynasty of the south.

‘‘With Nandagiri as the fort, Kuvalala as their city, the 96,000

as their kingdom, victory as their companion in the battle-

field, Jinendra as their God, the Jaina maia as their faith,

Dadiga and Madhava ruled over the earth.”'*

To illustrate the above remarks we have only to subjoin a

few examples. The Kudlur plates of Marasimha throw ample

light upon the rehgion of the Ganga rulers. " Of the

very first among them, namely, Kongunivarma I, the record

says, he ‘‘ obtained great power by favour of the doctrine of

Arhadbhattaraka, " and adds that ‘‘ by favour of Simhanandya-

carya he (obtained) strength of arm and valour.”" Rice thinks

that there must have been a considerable Jaina element in the

population of Mysore at the time over whom Simhanandi exerted

his influence to gain their acceptance of the Ganga rule.''

50 Cf. Bice, Mysore Gazetteer I. p. 310; £. 0. II. Introd. pp. 46-7.

Mysore Archaeological Report, 1921, p. 26.

51 Ghosal, Dravyasamgraha, B? B. J, I, Intord.. pp. XIX-XX^
62 Bice, Mysore Gazetteer I, pp. SOS, SiO,

63 Cf. Mysore Archaeological Beport 19?2 p. 20 Bead Krishna Bao,
The Oangas of Talakad, pp 179-213.

54 Kudlur Plates of Marasimha, Ibid., 1921 pp, 19, 26.

55 Bice, Mysore Gazetteer I, p. 311.
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Yet it is supposed on the authority of a few Brahmanical

grants that the next few rulers reverted to the Brahmanical

creed. But the two grants upon which this inference

is based are according to Rice " both open to doubt.”

The fact that Harivarma or any other made grants to the

Brahmaiias is not sufficient to prove that there was any change

in the royal faith. Avinita who seems to have had for his pre-

ceptor the Jaina Acarya Vijayakirti, made a grant to the

Brahmanas. Likewise, Konguni II, son of Madhava II, also

made a grant to the Brahmanas But from this to deduce

that towards the end of the fifth century Sanskrit and Brah-

manical influences were gradually displacing old Kannada, and

with it the power of the Jainas, its most eminent professors,

and that by the time of Konguni II this Brahmanical influence

was paramount in the state, seems quite unwarrantable. " The

curious differences in the string of descriptive phrases attached

to each king,” which Rice points to in these inscriptions, are

not, in our opinion, to be set down merely as “ errors on the

part of the composer or transcribers.” They are more funda-

mental and deliberate. The way the Brahmanical composers

twist and clothe facts gives room for great suspicions. For

instance, it is well known that the Hoysalas up to the time

of Visnuvardhana’s defection were mostly Jainas. But the

Arsikere grant of Vira Ballala gives no clue as to this, although

it gives a long descriptive genealogy of the donor’s predecessors.

On the other hand, it specially writes, “ Victorious be the great

Hoysala family which is like a bee in the lotus-like feet of

Visnu.” ““

56 Cf, Krishna Bao, op. cit. pp. 29-34 Bamaswami Aiyang&r, Studies in

S.X.J. I.p. 116.

57 Bi<;e, Mysore Gazetteer I, p. 3l3.

58 Bice, Two Kongo or Chera Grants, Ind.Ant. V, pp, 133 ff; Sheshagiri

Bao, Studies in S, Z, Z. II, p. 88; Mysore Archaeological Beport, 1924, pp, 69,

80-81.

59 Bice, Two Kongo Ohera Grants Ind. Ant. V, pp. 133-37.

60 Mysore Archaelogical Beport 1933, p. 35.
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Madhava II, father of Konguni II, is claimed to have been a

Jaina and made grants to the Digambaras." Kongupi II’s

successor Avinita, patronised both Brahmanas and Jainas alike.®*

After him, Durvinita is described as the disciple of the famous

Jaina teacher and writer Pujyapada. Under his son, Mu§kara

or Mukhara, Jainism is said to have become the “ state

religion.
®* ” (?) In the eighth century Sri Purusa’s grants

mention the names of several Jaina gurus ; and Sivamara, son

of Sri Purusa, built a Jaina temple according to the earliest of

the Ganga inscriptions.®'* RacamaUa I, grandson of Sri Purufa

(through Ranavikrama, brother of Sivamara) excavated a

Jaina cave in Wandewash Taluk ( N. Arcot District ) according

to a Kannada inscription found at the place.®* His son Ereganga

is described as having a " mind resembling a bee at the pair of

lotus feet of the adorable Arhat-bhattaraka ;

”“® and his son

RacamaUa II, in his turn, made a grant to a Jaina priest for

the Satyavakya Jinalaya in 888 A. D. He is described as

" a devout Jaina who kept at a distance aU the stain of

the KaU Age. ” He married Candrobalabba, daughter of

Amoghavarsa Rastrakuta, who was one of the greatest patrons

of Jainism, as we shaU later on see.®' Then we coine upon

the most glorious representatives of the Jaina faith : Marasimha

Ganga and Caundaraya, Marasimha's and his successor

RacamaUa IV’s minister and general.

Butuga, the father of Marasimha, has been caUed Ganga-

Gangeya or the Ganga among the Gangas. The Kudlur Plates

61 Sheshagiri Bao, Studies in S. I. J. U pp. 87-88. ef. Kriahna Bao, opi

oit
; pp. 31-2,

62 See n. 32 above Ind. Ant. V. p 140,

63 Krishna Bao, loc. cit. pp. 41-45 Bamaewami Aiyangir, Studies in

aj.J. I, p 110. ,
64 Cy..Kp. Car. n, Introd. p. 43. .'Krishna Bao, loc oit. pp 68-91

66 Bangacharya, Inscriptions of the Afodsas Presidency I, NA 710-A;

Madras Epigraphical Beport 1888, Ko, 91.

66 Kndlnr Plates of Marasimha, Mysora Archaeological Beport 1921

p. 20,

67 Ibid, p, ai. Bice Ooorg Inscriptions, £p. Car. 1, 2. ^
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of Marasimha, already referred to, state that “ this king cleft

open the frontal globes of the lordly elephants of the Ekantamata

with the thunderbolts the arguments based on the scriptures.”

His son Manila, broth^ of Marasimha, too, is referred to in the

pet phrase "his mind resembling a bee at the lotus-feet of Jina.”®*

But the doyen of the family was Marasimha Ganga. He was

a monarch in every sense of the term, and is described in the

inscriptions with many a sonorous title like, "Satyavakya-

Kongunivarma-Dharmamaharajadhiraja, G anga-c u damani,
Caladuttaranga, Mandalikatrinetra, Ganga-Vidyadhara, Ganga-

kandarpa, Ganga-vajra and Ganga-simha.” All these indicate

the respect he commanded in his own hfe-time as well as his

position in the whole dynasty
; and he seems to have fuUy

deserved all these appellations.®* His grant to the Samkha-

basadi at Laksme^war ( near DharwM
)

speaks of him as one
•' who was a very jewelled pitcher wherewith to perpetually

besprinkle Jinendra;”'® and in the Kudlur Plates he is "a bee

in the lotus-feet of Jina, who washed out all taints with the

water of the daily bath of Jina, who was devoted to the gurus,

who was an expert in grammar, logic, philosophy and literature,

who was skilful in the management of horses and elephants, and

whose good government was the theme of praise of the four

castes and orders regulated by his remarkable intellect matured

by the investigation of all the Itihdsas and Puranas.
”

Such
a highly cultured prince, crowned his life with the highest

sacrifice a Jaina could offer to his faith, viz. death by Salle-

khana or slow starvation. The inscription that records this

great event also states that he performed the anointing

ceremony of the Rastrakuta King, Indra III, thereby

indicating his political power. Hence, it was no morbid
r

68 Kudlur Plates of Marasimha, Mysore Arohaeological Report 1921

p. 22

69 Cf. Bp. Car. II, Introd. j)p. 44-7,

70 Fleet, Ind Ant, VII, Y. p, 108,

71 Mysore Archaeological Report, 1621, pp. 22-3,

78 Bp. Car. 11, SB 59.
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sentimentalist who exhibited this classic example of singular

devotion to his faith, and fully evoked the admiration of his

contemporaries. The result is seen in the erection of the

great statue of Gommata by his general Caundaraya at Sravapa

Belgola, which is in itself a monument to the zeal of the Jainas

during that great age.

Gommata is only the popular name for Bahubali, son of the

first Tirthankara, and in the Bahubali-carita we find the

following sloka which speaks of Rajamalla or Racamalla IV.

the son and successor of Marasimha, as the promoter of the

Jaina faith :

—

«ngnr»j5vfl iw' Tt: ii
”

This passage is important also as confirming Simhanandi’s

connection with the Ganga dynasty. The great Acarya had

admonished its early founders with the words, “ If you fail in

what you promise, if you dissent from the Jina-Sasana, if you

are addicted to spirits or flesh, if you associate with the base,

if you give not to the needy, if you flee in battle,—^your race

will go to ruin."'* We have seen with what great devotion and

consistency this high idealism was kept up in the family for

generations. It afiected even the ofiBcers working under the

Ganga rulers ; and a supreme example of this is found in

Caundaraya who, together with Gangaraja, the minister of

Visnuvardhana, and Hulla, the minister of Narasimha Hoysala,

—is mentioned as forming the triumvirate of pre-eminent

promoters of the Jaina faith.'* Caundaraya’s name is associated

with the Caundaraya-basadi or the Jaina temple built by him

at Sravana Belgola ; with «the Caundaraya-purana which is a
•

73 Bahubali-earitra, V. 6 ; Cf. Qhosa4, Dravyasamgraha, B. B. 3. I|

IntTod., p. xix.

74 Bice, Mysore Gftzetteet I, p.310.',

75 Ep. Cat. U, SB 345 ; o/. ibid, introd. p. 34,
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popular epitome of the lives of the twenty-four Tirthankaras

;

and above all else with the colossus of Gommata on Indrabetta,

also at Sravana Belgola. His preceptor Nemicandra wrote a

classical work on Jaina doctrine, viz. the Dravya-Samgraha,

besides numerous other?. These wiU be dealt with later, in the

chapter on Jaina literature. SufBce it to note here that in a

very old illuminated manuscript of Trilokasara, composed by

Nemicandra, there is a picture representing Caundaraya with

several courtiers hearing the tenets of Jainism as expounded by

that great teacher.'® Caunda’s son had for his preceptor the

Jaina Acarya AjitaSena. As late as 1604 A. D., Timmaraja, a

descendant of Caundaraya emulated his great example by

erecting the third great Jaina colossus at Yenur in South

Kanara.'^ The legacy of the Ganga patronage of Jainism is also

indicated by the proud name of Gangaraja, already mentioned,

even when their political hegemony had passed on to the

Hoysa}as. Gangaraja was a scion of the same illustrious family.

Thus the Age of the Gangas was a memorable one in the

history of Jainism in Karnataka. Its echo is found in several

inscriptions which testify to its greatness and general prosperity.™

In one it is stated that Gopanandi caused the Jaina faith to

flourish once again “ as it did at the time of the Gangas.”'*

Another speaks of the “ illustrious Gangas.”** There are also

numerous references to their rewards to heroes who bravely

fought against cattle-raiders.*' But their greatest claim to

remembrance is in tbe words of an inscription of Avinita Ganga

:

"Able for the protection of the castes and religious orders which

prevailed in the South, the friend of all-," which was equally

appUcable to all the members of the dynasty.**

76 Ohosal, Dravyatamgraha, S-B-J. I, facsimile facing introd. p xzxix.

77 Cf. E!p- introd. pp. 19'20,*'45-0.

78 Ibid., 8B 153.

79 Ibid., SB 69.

80 Ep. Car. II, SB 71.

81 Mvaore Archaeological Bepott, 1933, pp. 53, 73-4
; Ibid., 1922, p. 10

83 Bioa, Two Kongo or Cher» Oran ts, Ind. Ant. V, p.l40,
’
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PATRONAGE OF JAINISM UNDER THE CALUKYAS

The history of Jainism under the Calukyas is of more than

ordinary interest, because these rulers are generally known to

have been a wholly Hindu d}masty. But, as a matter of fact,

they were like most Hindu rulers tolerant of all other creeds,

except in a few cases towards the end of their powerful hege-

mony over the South. By far the most famous monarch of this

family was undoubtedly Pulakeli II, the great contemporary of

the great king Harsavardhana of Kanauj. It was during his

reign that Hiuen Tsang, the Chinese pilgrim, visited South India

and found Baddhism a generally decadent religion as compared

with its more popular rival in the South, Jainism. Bhandarkar

has noted that while Jainism came into prominence under the

Early Calukyas of Badami, there is absolutely no reference to

the patronage of Buddhism-in any of the Calukya inscriptions.**

The figure of the king in one of the Buddhist frescoes of Ajanta,

hitherto considered as representing PulakeM II, is now supposed,

by some at least, to be but another representation from the

Jataka stories yet to be identified.** On the other hand, we get

many glimpses of the Jaina religion in the inscriptions of the

Calukyas, which reveal their patronage of that faith.*’

A Jaina inscription at Srava^a Belgola speaks of the Jaina

teacher Gunacandra as a worshipper at the feet of Mallikamoda

SantKa at Balipura.** Mallikamoda being a title of Jayasimha I

of the Calukya dynasty, it is reasonably supposed that the

Belgola inscription represents him.*' If this supposition is true

then we have here our first reference to the patronage of Jainism

under the Early Calukyas. This is greatly supported by the

83 Bhandarkar, Early History of the Dekkan, p, 59;

84 Mazumdar, Embassy of Kaikhoarn to Pulakesi II J.I.H, I^ pp. 29 S;

Guide to Ajanta Frescoes, I (i).

85 Vaidya, Mediaval Hindu India I, pp. ^73-74 ; Ibid. HI, p 409.

86 Ep, Gar. II, SB 69.

87 Barnett, Nilganda Plates of VikramSditya VI, Ep. Ind. Zxl, p. 163,

V. 31 1.42.
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fact that the same inscription also speaks of another Jaina

celebrity, Vasucandra, as having attained fame as ‘B^a-

Saraswati ’ at the Calukya capital. Likewise, another epigraph

states that Vadiraja, also a Jaina teacher, was honoured by

Jayasimha I at whose capital he too won his celebrity.'*

Rariaraga, son of Jayasimha, and his son Pulakeii I, both

appear to have kept up this tradition of patronage of the Jainas.

Under the former, Durgalakti, evidently a Jaina, made a grant

to the Saihkha Jinalaya at Puligere ( Laksmeswar ).** The

latter endowed a Jaina temple at Alaktanagara ; and the

inscription recording this fact states :
“ The lord Satyasraya in

his piety bestowed a field ( and
)
a charter worthy of that shrine

of Jina.”*“ His successor was Kirtivarma I ; and according to

the earliest extant Old Kannada inscription at Dharwar he too

made grants to the Jainas :
“ Having preferred their request to

the supreme lord, (Kirtivarma) gave (a grant) to the temple

of Jinendra for the purpose of providing the oblation and

unbroken rice, and perfumes, and flowers, etc.”** Similarly,

another Sanskrit inscription states, “ By him, the illustrious

one, when requested to augment ( the endowments to
) the

danaiala etc. of the Jinalaya which. . . .Gamunda had caused to

be built, there was given a field, etc.”** But of all the Calukya

inscriptions that of Pulakeli II at Aihole is the most famous.

In it, Ravikirti, the Jaina poet who composed the inscription,

says, " This stone temple of Jinendra which is the abode of

glory was caused to be constructed by the learned Ravikirti,

who had acquired the greatest favour of that same Satyairaya

whose commands were restrained { only )
by the

(
hmits of

) the

three oceans. The accomplished Ravikirti himself is the com-

poser of this eulogy, and the person who caused the temple to

88 Of Ep Car. II, Introd. , p. 41.

89 Fleet, S. and 0, C. Insaiptiens, Ind. Ant, VII| p, 110.

90 Ibid. p. 215 ; Of. Dynasties of the Kanarese Districts, p. 20.

91 Fleet, Ind, Ant. XI, p 7

92 Ibid.
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be built.'”* There is also a Jaina cave towards the eastern end
of the South face of the MSguti temple where this inscription is

found ; and Fleet observes that " as has been the case with

most of the Jaina temples of these parts, it seems to have been

afterwards adopted to the purposes of Linga worship.’’®* This

conversion to Saiva use was the outcome of the Hindu revivalist

movement, which, as in the case of the Tamils, was growing

strong as years rolled on. We witness the same Hindu reaction

in the territory ruled over by the Calukyas as well. Still, the

Calukyas for a long time appear to have continued their patron-

age of Jainism, no less than that of other creeds, thereby

justifying the proud title of Satyairaya or ' Anchor of Truth

,

borne by several among them.

Jayasimha II is thus stated to have even had for his spiritual

preceptor a Jaina teacher named Niravadya Pandita.** And an

inscription of Vijayaditya tells us that this king made a grant to

Udayadeva Pandita, or Niravadya Pandita who was the house-

pupil of Sri Pujyapada and belonged to the Devaga^a division

of the Mulasaingha.** Commenting on this passage Dr. Bhan-

darkar observes, “ If the Pujyapada who was the preceptor of

Niravadya Pandita was the famous grammarian of that name,

he must have flourished sometime before 6i8 Saka, the date of

Vinayaditya’s death, i.e. about 600 Saka or 678 A.D. All that

is known about Pujyapada and his relations to other Digambara

writers is not inconsistent with this date.”*^ Vijayaditya’s son

Vikramaditya II, also repaired a Jaina temple and gave a grant

to the Jaina Acarya Vijayadeva Pandita :
“ Having embellished

the Sankhatirtha Jinalaya of Pulikara and repaired the white

Jinalaya at the request of the merchant Bahubali, which was

made for the purpose of increasing the worship of Jina,’

93 Aihole Inscription of Fnlakesi II, Ibid. VIll, p. 245. *

94 Ibid., p, 237. •

95 Bhandsrkar ,Early Hiilory of the Dtkjtaa, p. 69; Bom. Oaz., I ii, p. 191,

96 Fleet, S,an(i 0,0. Irueriptwoe, Indf^Ant, VII, p. 112,

97 Bbindarkar, Early Hietory of the Dukhan, p.69.
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Vikramaditya gave the grant to “ Sri Vijayadeva Panditacarya

who belonged to the sect of Devagana of Mulasamgha, the

disciple of Ramadevacarya who performed the most austere

penances, who was the house-pupil of Jayadeva Pandita.”*^

But it is strange that this Jaina grant contains an invocation to

Visnu, in obvious deference, of course, to the family god and

symbol of the Calukyas. It says, “ Victorious is the boar-like

form that was manifested of Visnu which agitated the ocean

and which had the earth resting on the tip of his uplifted right-

band tusk.”**

Under Vikramaditya’s successor, Kirtivarma II, the Calukyas

were defeated and dispossessed by the Rastrakutas. In the

obscurity that surrounds the succeeding career of the Calukyas

we still find them consistent in their attitude towards the

Jainas. For, from a Rastrakuta inscription of Govinda III we
learn that Vimaladitya Calukya, son of Ya^ovarman and grand-

son of Balavarman, made a grant to a Jaina temple in order to

ward off the evil influence of Saturn. It is also stated that this

was done at the instance of the donor’s uncle Cakiraja of the

Ganga family.’" We have already indicated the hold that

Jainism had over the Gangas, and this inscription reveals the

influence they must have exercised over neighbouring princes in

the matter of religious belief. Who exactly were these Calukya

princes it is not easy to determine. Bhandarkar and Rice

thought that they must have belonged to an independent

branch of the main family of Calukyas.'** The former also

mentions, in this connection, that another branch of Calukyas

ruled from Jola named by Pampa in bis Jaina Bharata ;

Arikesari appears to have been the patron of the poet.’” Mr.

E. P. Rice observes that Pampa was '* apparently also a general

98 Fleet, 5. andO, O. Xtueriptioiu, Ind. Ant, VII, p. 111.

99 Ibid,, p. 110.

100 Rice, A BS$traknta Grant ‘‘rom Mysore, Ind, Ant. Jill, p, i8.

101 Ibid. p. 12 ; Bhandarkar, .ilarty Hittory oj the Dthkan, p, 79.

102 Itnd. pp. 79-80,
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or minister under Arikesari, who was a descendant of the early

Calukya Kings, but at this time was a tributory of the Rastra-

kutas.” He further adds, " Arikesari’s court was at Puligere

( Laksmelwar ), and it is in the especially excellent Kanarese

of this capital that the poet claims to write.” The date of the

Jaina or Pampa Bharata is given as 941 A.D.'“

The R^t^^akuta domination lasted for a little over two

centuries, from 754-974 A. D. *“ They too were, some of them,

great patrons of Jainism, as we shall see in the next chapter.

But for the sake of continuity of our treatment of the Calukyas

and their relationship with Jainism, it is better that we trace

the history of the family to its very close. It is rather dif&cult

to account for the sudden revolution in the religious policy of

the Calukyas when their power was again restored by Tailapa H
about 974 A.D. It is alleged that the Calukya rulers beginning

with Tailapa II persecuted the Jainas.’“ But it was possible that

this was due more to political causes rather than to religious.

Day by day the Saiva opposition to Jainism was growing strong

in the country. The Rastrakutas were undoubtedly patrons of

Jainism. Hence, as in the case of the Colas about the time of

Sundara Pandya’s conversion, it was easy to mix up religion

with politics ; and Saivism, in its dynamic condition, was a

ready handmaid for the politically ambitious and revolutionary

Calukyas. The story is an exact replica of that told about the

conversion of the Pandya king. It is related of Jayasimha III,

grandson of Tailapa, that he was converted to the Vira-Saiva

creed owing to the influence of his wife Suggaladevi. Thence-

forth he is supposed to have persecuted the Jainas. The

Basava Purina states that Hottalakere or Pottalakere contained

as many as seven hundred basadis or Jaina temples and 20,000

Jaina ascetics. Devara-Dasima3iya the gwru of Suggaladevi,

wife of Desinga, despoiled the Sravakas and induced DCsinga to

103 Rice (E. P.), Kawtrett TMvtUun, ^0.
104 Smith, EbWy HiUory of India, p.

105 Cf. Veidya, Moinaetal Hindu India, El, p. 408,
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adopt the Saiva or Lingayat religion. The same story is also

repeated in a slightly varied form in the Chenna Basava Purdna

as well. Fleet thinks that Desinga is a corruption for Jayasimha

and identifies the monarch with Jayasimha III Calukya.'®' Our

belief as to the political character of these alleged persecutions,

so far as the Cadukyas themselves were concerned, is further

supported by the fact that in championing the cause of Saivism

they were acting contrary to the traditions of their own ancient

family. For, the Calukyas from the beginning belonged to the

Vai$]java and not the Saiva sect of Hinduim. They had a boar-

crest which they " acquired through the favour of the divine

Narayapa.”*®' Moreover, like the later Colas, the later rulers of

this Calukya family renewed their patronage of Jainism when

they were well established. It is stated in an inscription at

Sravapa Belgola that the Jaina teacher Swami won the title of

** Sabda-Calurmukha ’’ at the hands of King Ahavamalla who is

identified with Calukya SomeSwara I.’®* However, when the

same prince made a grant to the Jainas, it seems, he had to

make a special appeal to the villagers, showing thereby that

Jainism must have by this time become unpopular among the

masses.'®*

The anti-Jaina movement had spread like wild-fire in the

entire peninsula. The Colas, its champions in the South, had

grown so strong that they appear to have over-run the Calukya

territory under SomeSwara I. It is stated that they destroyed

the Jaina temples at Puligere or Lak$me£war, built by Permadi

Ganga. The inscription relates, " The excellent temples which

Permadi Ganga had constructed, the outcaste Pondi Cola

destroyed and descended to adAogaft (hell).” * Under Some-

106 Fleet, Dywutiet of tht Kamtrue Dittrkt*, p, 44 d. 2.

107 Fleet, RelachninlArra Grant of Amma II, Ep. Ind, VII, p, 189 i

Cf. S. and O. C Ineo'riptione, Ind. Ant, X, p. 67; VII, p, HO;

ae ainetration. Smith, If** Oxford BiOory of India, p. 201.
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* Elliot, Biudn Inseriptioae, J.B.A.S. IV, p, 14.
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^wara II a Jaina feudatory of his reconstructed these temples.'*"

Evidently Jainism had not been worsted. It gathered up all its

strength and made a final stand under Bijjala Kalacuri whose

career we shall trace in the next chapter. But something must

be said about another branch of the Calukyas which ruled from

Vengi, on the East Coast, before we take final leave of them.

They are usually known as the Eastern Calukyas, as distin-

guished from the Western Calukyas of Kalyaui. That some at

least among them shared the tolerant attitude of the C&lukya

family as a whole becomes evident from the following extract

from the Epigraphical Report of Madras :

—

“ Vknuvardhana III of the Eastern Cilukya dynasty

made a grant in 684 which registers evidently the

renewal of an earlier grant of the village Musinikunda in

Tonka N(a)ta-v(a)di-vishaya to the (Jaina) teacher Kali-

bhadracarya. The Queen of the King Kubja-Vis^uvar-

dhana I influenced the grant of a village to a Jaina basti at

BIjavada. Amma II has made grants to Jaina temples

patronised the grant of a Jaina Sravahi by lending his title

to a charitable Jaina feeding house called Sarvalokairaya-

Jina-Bhavana endowed by her."

From the Kalachumb^a grant of Amma II, the Jaina iravahi

named in the above passage appears to have been a courtesan.

Her name was Cameka. She is described as “ a favourite mis-

tress of the King "
;

" an ornament of the Pattavardhika

lineage in the retinue of the Calukyas ”
; a sun to the water-

lilies the faces of courtesans who agitates herself in acquiring

fame as radiant as that of a moon to bring to full-tide the waters

oj the Jaina religion
”

; and is said to have been " endowed with

charity and tenderness and good character, and is beautiful and

is a desciple who delights in the teachings of the learned people".

110 Ibid. p. 13 ;
Pleat, DptaHiu of the Kanareie Dietriete, p, 48 ; Bom.

Ga*. I ii. p, 443,

111 Cited hj Sbeshagiri Bao, Stvdiee in t', I J,IT, pp. 20-85,

112 Fleet, Kalaobnmbimi Grant of Annu^ II, Ep.Ind, VII p, 183 & n, 4.
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The grant was " caused to be given “ by her to Arhanandi,

“ for the purposes of the renowned dining hail of the holy and

famous Jaina temple called Sarvaloka^raya-Jaina-Bhavana,

whereby she has acquired a reputation praised by learned

people.” *“ The sect of Jainas to which she belonged is stated

to be “the AddakaH-gachchu which has established its renowned

fame in the Valahari-gana, and the minds of the members of

which have their desires bent on granting excellent food to asce-

tics of the four castes.” Further, interesting details revealed

by the grant are the names of the gurus like Sakalacandrasid-

dhanta, Ayyapoti etc., and the composer of the poetical por-

tions of it is said to be Kavicakravarti. The writer of the grant

was Bhattadeva, and the Ajnapati or Superintendent was the

KaUakSdhiia}'^ The reward that Bhattadeva got for his work

is mentioned as land requiring as seed nine puttis of twelve

tumus ( each), and two bullocks."' But more important than

anjrthing else is the statement that Vijayaditya ( Amma II

)

" who was most kind to Brahma^ias ”, made the grant to the

Jainas.'" The Maliyapundi Grant of Ammaraja II is another

evidence in confirmation of his charities to the Jainas. It signi-

ficantly opens with an invocation to Jinendra."* Then, giving

the whole genealogy of the king, proceeds ;
“ The Maharajadhi-

raja Parameivara, the very pious Ammaraja (II) thus commands
all ryots, headed by the RasMrakutas, inhabiting the district

{
visaya ) Kamma-nadu.” The grant was made to Durgaraja,

" whose sword always (served) only for the protection of the for-

tune of Calukyas, and whose renowned family ( served
)

for the

support of the excellent great country mandala
) called Vengi,”

for the " very charming excellent temple of Jina
{ Jinalaya

)

113 Ibid.ip 191, VT. 14-16,

114 Ib^. t.13.

116

C/ Hnltzsoh, Malayapq^di Grantof Ammaraja II, Ep, Ind. IX, p. 60.
116 Fleet, Kalacbamb&rm Grant of Amma U, inid.VlI, pp. 185 l9i-92,
117 Ibid., p 191-92, v. 20. 72-78,

118 Hultzeoh, Maliyapundi rtraot of Ammaraja H, ibid IX, p 50. t. 1
I«L 1«8.
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founded by him, an abode of merit, and marked with the auspi-

cious name of Katakabhararia. The temple was superintended

by Srimandiradeva, disciple of Divakara who belonged to the
" pure and worthy Nandi-gachcha of the Yapaniya-Samgha."
The grant was the outcome of a request from Katakardja " for

the cost of repairs of breaks and cracks, ofierings, worship etc.,

and of an alms-house (sattra), with exemption from all

taxes, with libations of water.*'® Thus we see, that the Calukyas,

of whatever branch or age, were consistently patrons of Jainism,

the only exceptions being Taila II and his immediate successors,

who acted under stress of political expediency rather than

avowed religious bias.

RASTRAKUTAS*” AND THE KALACURIS :
• « «

A PERIOD OF SHARP CONFLICTS

The Age of the Rastrakutas
( 754-974 A. D. ) was a period of

great activity among the Jainas of the Deccan and the Kannada
country. This was immediately followed by a Saiva reaction

under Tada II and his immediate successors of the Calukya

dynasty, noticed in the last chapter. From Some4wara I, as we
saw above, there was a revival in the patronage of Jainism by

the Calukyas. Under Some^wara IV, Calukya power was tem-

porarily brought to an end by the revolution created by Bijjala

of the Kalacuri family. The last named was an enthusiastic

supporter of the Jaina faith, but the power established by him

did not last for more than two decades after his usurpation

( 1162-1183 A.D.),‘” The fall of the Kalacuris was the final

blow given to Jainism in the Deccan. The struggle had

commenced much earlier and we get a lively picture of it in the

119 Ibid., p, 66 YV. 16-30 and L. 53,

130 The Ra^akntas of Malkhed having been a Kannada dynasty has been

established by Dr. Altekar in the 'Rd.rtroiiitiM and Their Timea,

pp. 21-26.

131 Smith, Early Bistory of India, p. 396.
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Yaiastilaka-eampu written by Somadeva about 959 A.D.“*

This religious conflict, in the words of Peterson, " drew towards

it the attention and well nigh absorbed the intellectual energies

of all thinking men.” *“

Amoghavar^a I was by far the greatest royal patron of Jainism

in the Rastrakuta dynasty. But he was by no means alone.

His father Govinda III had made a grant to the Jaina teacher

Arikirti, desciple of Vijayakirti, for removing the evil influence

of Saturn from Vimaladitya of the C^ukya family noticed in

the last chapter.”* His brother Kamba, too, appears to have

given a village to the Jaina teacher Vardhamana.”* And
Jinasena’s Harivamia-purana makes it evident that it was

composed under Srivallabha, father of Govinda III.'*® The

Harivamia is one of the earliest Jaina versions of the Maha~

hharata}*'' According to the Kaihakoia of the Digambaras,

Akalanka was the son of King Subhatunga whose capital was

Minyakheta,'** This was a title of Kj^pa I, and Manyakheta

was the capital of the Ra^traku^as. But this is a mere tradition

and the identity of the persons is by no means easy to establish.

However, in the light of our knowledge of the galaxy of great

writers who lived about this time, the tradition is not without

its value. The Akdanka-carita or the traditional biography of

Akalanka states that he was the son of Purusottama, minister

of Subhatunga ; and an inscription at Sravana Bejgola also

alludes to Akalanka's challenge to the pandits at the court of

Subhatunga. He is supposed to have belonged to the Deva-

Santgha of Manyakheta.”* From all these it becomes clear that

Akalanka must have had some intimate connection with the

123 Peterson, Report on Ban. MSS IV, p, 33,

123 Ibid.

134 Rice, A Rastrakuta Grant from Mysore, Ind. Ant. XII, p, IR.

125 Cf. Ep. Car, II, Introd,, p. 47.

126 Peterson, Report on Sa2, MSS IV, 'pp. 167-77 ; RajendralM Mitra,

Notices M San. MSS VI; pp. 74-7S.

127 Mainly deals with the Jalba Torsion of the Ersna legend.

128 Peterson, Report on Sh«i, MSS IV, p. 79.

129 Nathnrain Fremi, Yidvadratmmali 1, pp. 2^, Also E. & II ( p, ).
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Ra?trakuta king so persistently named ; and it is possible that

he lived at the court of Krsna I in the eighth century A. D. as

suggested by Mr. Hiralal.*”

In the opening verses of the Gaifitasarasamgraha by

Mahaviracarya it is stated that it was written under Amogha-

varsa I ( c. 815 A. D. ). It is supposed that the author might

have been one of the court poets. The Jayadhavala-tika, one

of the rarest Jaina works, was composed by Virasenacarya at

about the same time. Its concluding portion is attributed

to Jinasena who also commenced the AdipurSna under

Amoghavar^a I. The author calls himself the Parama-guru

or chief preceptor of Amoghavarsa; and the Uttara-puraifa,

the sequel to the Adi-puratia, confirms the fact by stating,

fr «rr»iRf 11

Amoghavar?a prostrated himself before Jina^e^a and thought

himself purified thereby. In his Parivabhyudaya Jinasena

blesses his royal pupil and wishes that he might reign long.’"

But more interesting than anything else is the composition of

the Ratnamdlikd.OT more fully Prainottara-Ratnamalika attribu-

ted to Amoghavarsa’s own authorship.'" It is the ‘ gem-chaplet

of questions and answers ’
. on Jaina ethics ;

and Guijabhadra,

the co-pupil of Amoghavarja relates

:

130 Hitalal, Cat. of MSS in 0. P. and Berar, Introd., pp. xxTi-Tiii

;

Peteraon, Report on San. MSS IV, p. 79* Cfi B. O. R. l.i XIII, ii.

p. 161 ;
and NySya-irnnadacamira, Introd., p. 106 ( Bombay 1988 ).

131 Bhandirkar, Bom. Craz, I ii, pp. 200-201 ; Hir&Ul, Cat. of MSS. in

C. P. and Berir, lntrod„ p, XXIY.

139 Ibid., p. XXIII.

133 Nithnram Premi, Vidvadratmimdld I, p. 79 ;
Bbandarkar, .Bom. Qas,

I u, p. 407; Pithak, JBBRAS XVIII, "p. 224.

134 Bhandarkar, Early Haitory of the-Dekkan, p. 68 n 3.

186 Ibid., p. 60 ; Bom. Gaa. I ii, pp. 206-801.

ef, Altekar, op. Cit., p- 89.
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IrMTnii-xM*! ThR <ri*ni'i»=t>i I

afw n

It means, the wise Amoghavarsa in his wisdom composed
this Ratnamalika having renounced his kingdom ; '’® and
Dr. Bhandarkar observes that this event is easily believable as,

otherwise, the dates of the Saundatti inscription of Krsnaraja II

( §aka 797 ) and the Kanheri Inscription of Amoghavarsa I

( Saka 799 )
become irreconcilable. The latter grant must have

been made about two years after Amoghavarsa’s abdication.

He adds, “Of all the Rastrakutas, Amoghavarsa was the

greatest patron of Jainism ; and that he himself adopted the Jaina

faith seems true.” Dr. Altekar, however has since shown

how Amoghavarsa did not altogether renounce Hinduism.*” a.

Under these circumstances, it seems surprising that the son

and immediate successor of Amoghavarsa should have been an

ardent devotee of the 5aiva faith. '** But it is not altogether

strange, in India, where, for the most part, people have enjoyed

the plenitude of religious freedom. The Kailasa temple at

Ellora is a monument to Saiva zeal no less than the bold con-

ceptions of the Hindu architect. Yet its breadth of outlook

and atmosphere of toleration is visible both in the sculptures

on its walls and in the existence, side by side, of Buddhist,

Brahmanical and Jaina caves and shrines in wonderful pro-

ximity. Still, in the fierce glow of the contemporary struggle

between Jainism and Brahmanism, Krsna’s enthusiasm for the

Saivas must have been looked upon with suspicion by the

Jainas. Hence, we find that Gunabhadra completed his

Uttarapurana, the sequel to the AdipurSna of Jinasena, not at

the Rashrakuta capital, where it had been commenced under

Amoghavarsa T, but at Bankapura the head quaters of

136 NSthnram Promi. Vidvadratnamdld I, p, 80; ef. Bhandarkar, Report
on San MSS. 1883-81, Notes p. 121, u. 1. 18.

137 Bom, Gaz I 88, p. 2 1.

137a Alteker, op cit., p. 88. -
.

138 Bbandirkar, The Rashrakuta King Erishnaraja and Elapara Ind. Ant,
Xn, p 220 { Early History ot the Bekkan, p, 64 n 2.
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Lokaditya, a Jaina feudatory of Krsna II. It is said of

Lokaditya that he ruled the province of Vanavasa ( Banavasfi,

Dharwar District
)

“ and encouraged the spread of Jainism.^®*

Like him there were other minor rulers and merchants who
patronised the Jainas even when their over-lord Krsna II was

known for his Saiva learnings. Prthvirima’s grant to the

Jaina temple at Saundatti in the year of Krsna II’s accession to

the throne ( Saka 797 and an inscription
(
of Saka 824) in

the Jaina temple at Mulgunda ( Dharwar District
)
make this

perfectly certain.^"

There was once again a reaction under Krsna III of whose

patronage of Jainism there are some evidences. He married a

Ganga princess, who came from a Jaina family, and her son

Indra IV only showed the influence of heredity when he died by

the traditional Jaina vow of Sallekhana}*^'' This event is recorded

in an inscription at Sravapa Belgola and appears to have taken

place in its sacred atmosphere sanctified by memories of numer-

ous sacrifices.^*® Puspadanta’s Mahapura^a describes the poet

as lying in a garden at Manyakheta, when he was picked up and

honoured by the King Subhatunga and his minister who induced

him to live at the palace. His famous Yaiodhafa Kavya and

Ndga-Kumara-Carita appear to have been composed at the

request of the King’s son Nanna, probably identical with Indra

IV. It is also an interesting commentary on the times to note

that Puspadanta was himself a Saiva to begin with, but became

a Jaina owing to the influence of a Jaina ascetic, ^ubhatunga

referred to by him is identical with Krsna III.*** Similarly,

another Jaina writer, Indranandi by name, also appears to have

139 Bhandarkar, Beport on San, MBS. 1883-64, pp. 120-21 ; Bathatain

Fiemi, YidvadratnamHUi 1, p. 30.

140 c/. Bhandarkar, Early Hiitory of the Dekkan, p. 69. JBSBAS X,

P. 192.

141 Ibid., p. 19-',

142 Ep. Car. II, S. B. 133 , ef. Ibid. Introd. pp. 47-8.

I42a Altekar, op. eit. Intiod. pp. 47-8.

148 Hirtlil, Cat. of MBS. in C. F. and Berai, Introd, pp. xllii-vl.

110—8828*6
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composed his Jvalamalini-stotta at Manyakheta when Kr§Da III

was ruling, in Saka 86i. But more interesting than anything

else composed by the Jainas, under Krsna III, is the Yaiastilaka-

campu written by Som^deva already referred to. Once again,

in the words of Peterson, “ It represents a lively picture of

India at a time when the Buddhist, Jaina and Brahmanical

religions were still engaged in a contest that drew towards it

the attention and well nigh absorbed the intellectual energies of

all thinking men. ” After Krsna came Indra IV whose

death by Sallekhana has already been referred to. The inscrip-

tion recording this also alludes to Indra’s skill in playing polo.^*®

It was in all respects an age rich in culture and the contribu-

tions of Jainism to it will be more fully dealt with later.

The last of the Rastrakutas was Kokka II who was over-

thrown by Taila II of the Calukya family in 973 A. D. We
have traced the subsequent history of the Calukyas down to

Some^wara IV, under whom Bijjala established the Kalacuri

Interregnum about 1162 A. D. Within twenty years of this the

Calukyas were once again restored to power, but they could not

continue enjoying it for long. After 1190 A. D. they sank into

the position of petty chiefs, most of their possessions passing

into the hands of new dynasties, the Yadavas of Devagiri and
the Hoysalas of Dwarasamudra. The brief period during which
the Kalacuris occupied the Calukya throne was marked by the

rise of the Vira^haiva or Lingayat movement, perhaps the

fiercest attack ever delivered on Jainism as well as

Brahmanism.^**

The religious condition of the country at this time is note-

worthy. In the words of Elliot, '* most of the princes ( under
Someiwara IV

)
seem to have been votaries of 3iva But

144 Peterson. Beport on San, MSS. IV. p, 33^

145 Ep, Car, II, SB. 133; C/. ibid, lotrod,, pp, 47-8.

146 Smith, Th» Oxford Eiotoiy of India, pp. 202-3
; £arly Hutoty of

India, p. 380,
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at the same time the most perfect toleration seems to have been

extended to all other creeds. Both the Jaina and the Buddha
faiths were openly professed, the former to a great extent,

—

a considerable portion of the inscriptions recording grants to

temples of that persuasion
" He continues, “ These varieties of

faith and this general toleration, are the more remarkable from

the spirit of religious hatred and persecution which was soon

after aroused.^*’ According to Fleet, Jainism was a popular

sect under Bijjala when Basava established the LingSyat

form of Saivism.^^® And alone among the patrons of

Jainism in South India, the Kalacuri grants have a sitting

Tirthankara with his usual attendants, etc.^“ But, in keeping

with the tradition of most Indian rulers, and consistently with

the principles of his own Jaina religion, Bijjala appears to have

favoured the Vira-^aivas, at whose hands he was soon to meet

with a violent death. In a contest between the Lingayats and

Jainas at Ablur ( near Dharwar ), in the year Saka 1089,

Bijjala gave a decision in favour of the former and even

rewarded their leader Ekantada Ramayya.'®* Bijjala's

successor, Someiwara, similarly made a grant to a Brahmapa

temple at Belgaum

The traditional account of the life of Basava, the founder of

VIra-§aivism or Lingayatism is given in Bhima-Kavi’s Basava-

Purana. Having heard from Narada that Saivism was on a

decline on the eaith, Siva resolved upon sending Nandi his

vehicle to the mortals to reform and reclaim them to the true

religion they had forsaken. Nandi incarnated himself as

147 Elliot, Hindu Inscription. J. B, A. S. IV (1836), pp. 18-19.

148 Fleet, Dynasties of the Kanarese Districts, p. 60

149 Elliot, Hindu Inscriptions J. B, A. S. IV, p. 12.

160 Ibid , p, 17 , Krishnaswamy Aiyangar, Contribution, p. 26b.

161 Cf. BbindaTkar, Early History of the^ehtan, p. 93.

133 An English rendering of the Basava Purana is published by Bev. G.

Wiirth, 3. B. Br. B, A. S. Vol. Vlll. pp. 66-98 and of the Canrus

Basava Pnrdaa.'at pp. 98-232 of the same Volunie,
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Basava, born of Madiraja and his wife Madalambika at

Ingaleiwara Bagewadi
(
now in Bijapur district ). Siva himself

had initiated him when he was in his mother’s womb. Though
born in a Brahmin family Basava refused to be invested with a

sacred thread, on the ground that he had already been intitia-

ted into the Vira-Saiva diksa. He then left his home with his

sister Nagalambika and was looked after by Saiva devotees of

the place. Baladeva, Basava’s maternal uncle and treasurer

( Bhandari ) at the Court of Bijja}a in Kalyana, who had come
for the ceremony, was struck by the singular wisdom and piety

of Basava and gave him his daughter Gangadevi in marriage.^*®

After this Basava went to Kappadi Sangameswara where, as he

was devoutly praying, Sangameswara revealed himself to him
and said, " We have heard of thy devotion. Persevere in the

steady observance of the true religion, consider those that wear

the symbol of Siva as Siva incarnate. .Though they abuse and

beat thee, prostrate thyself before them. Treat as friends even

thy enemies, if they are Vira-§aivas. Punish them who abuse

the followers of Siva.. Thou shalt not desire another man’s

wife, nor his property. The organs of sense shall not obey the

lusts of the heart. Know that the Jangama is I.
”

Sometime after, Baladeva died and Bijjala, was advised

that Basava would be a worthy successor, appointed him in

Baladeva’s place. When he was in Bijj ala’s Court, a scroll is

said to have fallen from the sky, which no one in Bijjaja’s

Court was able to decipher. Basava deciphered it and said

that it contained a message that a large treasure would be

found underneath Bijjala’s throne. The treasure was accord-

ingly found, and thereon Bijja}a bestowed great honours on
Basava.^®®

While in office Basava greatly honoured the Jangamas who
came to'Kalyapa in great numbers. Bijjala received infonna-

l53 Basava Purd»a, Sandhis 1-3 ; Wurth, Basava Pufdna op. cit, pp. 66-67

134 Basava Tardna Sandhi 4 Ferses 61-67 , Worth, op. cit
. p, 68.

155 Basava Purdna Sandhi 3-; Wiirth, op, cit. p. 60.
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tion that Basava was wasting the Royal treasury to feed the

Jangamas and he scolded Basava. But after a while they were

reconciled to each other. The VirasaiVa faith steadily gained

ground and the Brahmin and Jaina faiths suffered. Meanwhile,

an incident happened which ultimately led to Bijjala’s death.

Madhuvayya a Brahmin convert to Virasaivism gave his daughter

in marriage to the son of Hollayya who was an untouchable by

birth. Bijjala was furious and he had the eyes of both pulled

out. One Jagadeva killed the king at the instance of Basava

who in the meanwhile had gone to Sangameswara where, with

a large number of Saivas he was absorbed in Sangamanath.

The Basava Purina says;

—

"As the whirlwind arises from the earth and is lost in it.

" As the fourth is produced in the churned milk and sub-

sides in to it,

" As the forked lightening has its origin on the sky and

retires into it

;

" So Basava rose out of the guru, grew by his assistance

*' And at last was united to him in everlasting rest.
”

The mantle of leadership then descended upon Canna Basava;

but the capital (Kalyani) having become too hot for the

Lingayafs, they had to " pursue their religion out of the reach

of the Royal arms."

Dr. Krishnaswami Aiyangar has observed that early epigra-

phical evidence lends support to another origin of Vira4aivism

( i.e. Lingayatism ), viz., under a Brahmana named Ekantada

Ramayya.^®* In fact, the Ablur inscription is the only lithic re-

ference we have with regard to the leader of the Lingaygt move-

156 Wurth, BasaeaPurona, pp. 77-78.
*

157 Basava Pwd»a 6Ut Sandhi; Wdrth Basava Pttrdva op. eit pp. 66*97.

158 Krishniiswami Aiyangar. Contributions pp. S4S-49.

lee Ibii. pp. 854-257.
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ment ; and the Brahme4wara temple at Ablur is said to contain

sculptures representing Ramayya in the act of performing a

miracle. “ It is possible, ” says Dr. Krishnaswami Aiyangar,
“ that Ramayya preceded the two Basavas by a short period as

Bijjala is referred to in the record, not as a ruler, but only as a

governor or Mahamandaleswara. ” The Canna Basava Purdna

gives an account of the miracles performed by this Ekantada

Ramayya.

It is not necessary to trace the course of the Vira-§aiva

movement here in detail. It is evident that in the period under

review the rise of Vira-Saivism was largdy responsible for the

decline of Jainism. By it the trading and agricultural classes

who were the backbone of Jainism were converted to Vlra-

Saivism, and Jaina idols were replaced by Saiva ones. The

best days of the Jainas in the Deccan were over. It only

remains for us to trace the last phase of Jainism under the

Hoysajas and the languishing sequel of its long history. Even

the South was not immune from the iconoclastic zeal of the

Moslems who followed in the wake of the Yadavas of Devagiri.

There is in the fort of Doulatabad a mosque built by Aurangzeb

out of the ruins of what appears to have been originally a -Jaina

temple. The images of Tirthankaras carelessly built into the

sides of neighbouring walls bear out this supposition. Since the

Kalacuris were the last dynasty in the Deccan of whose patro-

nage of Jainism we have any evidence, it is natural to conclude

that these vestiges are a survival of their age.

160 Bbandarkar, Bom. 0oz, I ii, p. 48S n 1.

161 KrishaaSTrami Aiyangar; Contriimtions, p. 256.

162 Bhaodarkar, Early History'of tht Dehkan, p. 96.

163 Cf. Bamaswamy. Aiyangar, Studw in South Indi^ Jainim, 1, p, U3*
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JAINISM UNDER THE HOYSALA

VIJAYANAGAK AND MYSORp RULERS

I

I

Hemmed in on all sides by the rising tide of re-awakned

Hinduism, Jainism sought its last refuge in the cradle of its

childhood, viz., Mysore. Hear for a time it found the patronage

of the Hoysalas, but only for a time. The entry of Ramanuja, as

an axile from the Saiva domination in the Coja kingdom, brought

in its wake the conversion of Bittideva to Vaisnavism. Thence-

forward the most famous of the Hoysaja family, Bittideva came

to be known as Visnuvardhana or “the promoter of the

Vaisnava doctrine. ” The story of his conversion from Jainism

is a very fascinating one. But we must start with his pre-

decessors in order to have a connected view of Jainism under

the patronage of the Hoysajas.

The Hoysalas were an indigenous family of rulers in Mysore.

They rose to power and prominence by taking advantage of the

political rivalry between their Southern and Northern neigh-

bours, viz., the Colas and the Calukyas.^*® The traditional

account of their ascendancy is to be found in an inscription at

Sravana Belgola. It is significant to note that Vinayaditya,

the first historical ruler of this dynasty, had for his preceptor

the Jaina teacher Santideva. Epigraphic evidence points

to Vinayaditya’s construction of many tanks, temples, and

villages.^” He appears to have been a feudatory under Vikrama-

ditya VI of the Calukya dynasty. His son and successor

Ereyanga is described as “ the right arm of the Calukyas ;

”

165 Cf. Krishnaswami Aiyangar Ancient India, pp. 80, 366. The extension

of Cola dominion over Mysore is still testified to by ‘ Colana-hajli ’

or ' the village of Chola ’ near S'ravano Eelgola.

166 Bp. Car, II, SB 131 Read Saletore, iild. Jainiam, pp. 62-73.

167 Fleet, Dynaetie: of the Kanartee DiatrteU, p, 65; Ep. Car. II

Introd, p. 49

168 Ibid. SB 143,
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“ Yama incarnate ;
” and “ destroyer of the city of Dhara

belonging to the Malava King. ” The epigraphs which speak

of him thus also tell us of his having put to flight the fierce

Chola army and ruined palinga.i*® When due allowance is made

for all exaggerations, these inscriptions truly indicate the

dynamic power of the Hoysa}as at this time ; and their power

meant also power of the Jaina religion patronised by them.

Bittideva was the son of Ereyanga. He came to the throne

about 1109 A. D. His exploits, power, and influence are indi-

cated by several inscriptions at Belgo|a.^’® But the outstanding

event of his reign was his conversion by Ramanuja. At the

time of this apostle’s visit, the actual ruler of Mysore appears to

have been Bittideva ’s brother who is spoken of as a worshipper

of ' Ila. ’ It does not seem likely that it is a reference to Siva;

for ' l4a ’ is a common suffix to Jaina names like Jinesa, Santila

etc. and simply means Lord. Bittideva was himself an ardent

follower of the Jaina creed. Buchanan states that, like his

ancestors Ballala Raya { Vispuvardhana ) was a worshipper of

Jina, and adds that at his capital were seven hundred temples

dedicated to that God.^’^ The story of Bittideva’s conversion is

not imlike others of its kind. As in the case of Sambandar’s

conversion of Sundara Pandya, Ramanuja is here supposed to

have worked a miracle. Bittideva’s daughter was possessed

with the devil. His Jaina Acaryas and Pandits were unable to

do anything. Ramanuja succeeded where his rivals had failed.

The result was Bittideva’s change of faith. Jaina tradition

however, represents this as the outcome of the machinations of

courtesans sent by Ramanuja.^” After this it is alleged, as

usual, that the new convert under the instigation of Ramanuja

persecuted the Jainas who are said to have been ground in

oil-mills,. Dr. Krishnaswami Aiyangar explains this as meaning

169 Ibid., SB. 327, 346 and '349.

170 Ibid., SB. 132, 143, 327, 346. 349 and 384.

171 Bnohanani Travels II cb. vii, p. 80.

173 FMiiWKirdAeiM OarUre, pp. 8-9.
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“ the oil mills of logic. The inscriptions also indicate that

Visnuvardhana could not have |>ersecuted his erstwhile co-

religionists. A few facts will easily bear out this observation.

In the first place, the coversion of Bitt'deva did not lead to

the conversion of his queen even. Santaladevi continued to

make grants to the Jainas with the royal permission, even after

this event. Secondly, Gangaraja, his minister and general,

considered as one of the three pre-eminent promoters of Jainism

in the South, continued to enjoy the favour of Visnuvardhana.

He endowed and repaired Jaina temples and protected priests

and images. He built an enclosure round the colossus on

Indra-Betta, which probably needed such protection from the

attacks of sectarian fanatics. Says an inscription at Belur,

" Whatever else might be said, the myriads of ruined Jaina

temples restored and built again, and the many ways in which

his unbounded gifts were made, caused the Gangavadi 96,000

to shine like Kopana through Ganganatha.”* And more than

anything else, seven years after Ramanuja had left Mysore {i.e.

in 1125 A.D.
)
Visnuvardhana himself made a grant to the noted

Jaina controversialist Sri-Bala Tarkikacakravarti.’’' Similarly,

when Gangaraja died, and his son erected to his memory the

Drohagharatta Jinalaya at Halebid, Visnuvardhana signified his

respect towards it saying, " By the merit of the consecration of

this God (
ParSvanatha )

I have obtained both a victory and

the brith of a son, and have been filled with joy. ” Thereupon

he give to the God the name of Vijaya-Par^va and to his son

Vijaya-Narasirhha-Deva. The former showed his deference

to Jainism and the latter his adherence to the new creed of

Vaisnvism."^

173 Ktiahnaswami Aiyangar, Andtnt India, pp. 207-08 ; c/. BuchaDsn

Travels, II oh. vii, pp. 80-81.

174 Ep. Car II. SB 73 and 76.
*

175 Ibid., V, Belur 124 ; IV Ng. 32 ; II SB 940 ; ef, ibid, Introd , p. 50,

176 Cf. Kriahnaawami Aiyangflr, Aneienf India, p, 939.

177 Ep. Oat. V, Belur 194,

;cO->3628>6
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This was certainly an age of great toleration, at any rate

among the enlightened people. The example of Visnuvardhana

was followed by many others. His queen Santaladevi, while

still adhering to her Jaina faith, granted to 220 Brahmanas a

village near Hassan which she had received from her hasband.*'*

The great Saiva temple at Halebid, built by KetamaUa, a rich

Saiva merchant, was dedicated to the tolerent king and called

after him, — Visriuvardhana Hoysalfiswara Temple, which,

literally translated would mean :
“ The Siva temple of the

Hoysala promoter of Vaisnvism. ” This is enough testimony

to the spirit of the age, Visquvardhana, hkewise, appears to have

made a grant to Marbala Tirtha, which Dr. Krishnaswami

Aiyangar thinks is “apparently a Saiva shrine on the Chamunda

hill.”

The tradition was carried on by his successors as well.

Narasimha I made a grant to the Bhavya-Cudamai^i Basti at

Bejgola.*'* His minister HuUa {who has been bracketed with

Canndaraya and Gangaraja as the greatest promoter of Jainism)

erected an epitaph to the Jaina Acarya Devakirti, besides

building several bastis.'®’ The Bhandari Basti at Belgola, in

which I met a nude Digambara sadhu by name Vrsabhasena in

1927, is attributed to Narasimha’s treasurer. Under Vira

Ballaja II, grandson of Visnuvardhana, the kingdom was
organised " upon a footing of peace and prosperity and the

king assumed for the first time the titles of independent royalty.

In 1176 A.D. a Jaina temple was built by a Jaina merchant

who called it Vira Ballala Jinalaya, in honour of the king, and
Vira Bajlala granted it a village.*®* About twenty years later,

in 1195 A.D., Nagadeva, minister and Pattana-swami of Baljala

178 Cf, Ibid, II Introd., p. 7.

179 Of. Krishnaewami AiyaagSr, Ancient India, p. 238.

180 Ibid., p, 239.

181 Ep. Oar. II, S. B. 315, 349 ; ef. Ibidi Introd., p. 26.

181 Ibid., S. B. 63. 61 and 345 ; ef. Ibid. Introd:, pp, 46, 75,

188 Uyiote Archaaologicai'Bepoit. 1923, pp 89-40.
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II, built theNagara Jinalaya as a disciple of Nayakirti. Ballala,

the king, made a grant to this temple, built at his own capital,

Dwarasamudra, " for feeding Jaina ascetic and carrying on the

eight-fold worship of the temple.” jdis son, the prince

( Narasimha II ), the inscriptton states, ‘‘was very much
pleased to see the eight-fold worship and the free distribution of

gifts to the ascetics.’”®* Narasiihha III is said to have had for

his guru a Jaina teacher named Raji-guru or the Royal

Chaplain.'** The last instance of a Hoysala grant to the Jainas

that we yet know is that of Pratap-cakravarti Viramanmatha-

deva { 1257-71 A.D.
)

in the Canna Par^va Basadi at Kogali in

the Bellary District.'** Thus, to the end of their days the

Hoysala kings, whatever their religion, continued to patronise

the Jainas.

II

The same tradition of toleration continued under the rulers

of Vijayanagara as well. ‘‘ The national movement
( against

Muhammedan inroads) which gave rise to Vijayanagara,”

observes Dr. Krishnaswami Aiyangar, ‘‘ was comprehensive and

embraced a defence of all that Wcis Hindu against Mussulman

including Jainism which received protection and patronage. The

sovereigns of this family, although each one had his own persua-

sion, adopted religious compromise as their civil policy.” '*' An
inscription at Bellary records the consecration of an image of

Santinatha—JinSIwara, under Harihara I, by some Jaina

merchants, and on the pedestal of this image is found the name

of Maghanandi, disciple of Amarakirti Acarya, of Kundakundan-

vaya, Saraswati-gachcha, and Balatkara-gana of Mulasarhgha.'**

But the most interesting of aU the Vijayanagara inscriptions

184 Ibid.. 1926, pp 50-2,

183 Of. Srixantayya, Hoysala Empire, Jour, o? the Myth, Soc, VII, p, 083,

186 Bangaobarya, Inscriptions of the Madras presideney I, By 192.

187 Kriahnasw&mi Aiyuigar, Contriimtiens pp. 293-99.

188 BangSohirya, Inseriptions of the Madras fresideuey 1, by 4S8.
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alluding to the Jainas is that of Bukka I, dated about 1368 A.D.

It reads : \
s

“ During the t'^me of Sri Vira Bukkaraya, dispute having

arisen between this Jainas and the Bhaktas (Vaisnavas),

the blessed people ( the Jainas )
of all the nadus..

.

.having

made petition to Bukkaraya about the injustice done

by the Bhaktas,—the King, taking the hand of the Jainas

and placing it in the hand of the Sri Vaisnavas of the

eighteen nadus, including acdryas of the places and

declaring
(
at the same time

)
that there was no difference

between the Vaisnava-<iarsflMfl
(
or faith

)
and the Jaina-

darsana,
(
decreed as follows ;— )

'This Jaina-rfarsawa is

as before entitled to the five great musical instruments and

the kalasa (or vase). If loss or abvancement should be

caused to the Jaina-<farsa«a through the Bhaktas, the

Vaisnavas will kindly deem it as loss or advancement to

their (own dariana)}** The Sri Vaispavas will kindly to this

effect set up a iasana in all the bastis of the kingdom. For

as long as the sun and moon endure, the Vaisnavas will

continue to protect the Jaina-darsana. The Vaisnavas and

Jainas are one {body) : they must not be viewed as different"

The details given of the administration ol this unique edict

seem to show that Bukka was even partial to the Bhavyas, as

the Jainas were called, and threw the burden of their protection

upon his own co-religionists, the Bhaktas or Sri Vaisnavas.

Later on, this attitude of protection towards the Jainas would

seem to have advanced the Jainas even a step further. For,

according to another inscription at Srvana Belgoja, Bima-devi

the queen of Devaraya I of Vijayanagara, appears to have been

a disciple of the Jaina teacher Abhinava-Carukirti-Panditacarya,

and she set up an image of Sintinatha in the Mangayi Basti at

I*

1^9 Cf. Oirnir Book Edict XII (HjoiA^oka, 18 n. 20 above.

190 Ep. Oar. II, SB 344, 'FTa,;i8. pp. 146-47.

101 Cf. Heras, The Aravidu Dynasty of Vifayanagar I, p. 539;

Longhutst, Hump* Ruin* Diteribtd and llluetrated. pp. 2IHI
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Belgoja.'** Likewise, Irugapa, the trasted general of Harihara II

being a staunch Jaina, erected and endowed Jaina temples even

at the royal capital. An inscription on the lamp-pillar of the

Gaijagitti temple (Oil-woman’s Temple) /at Hampi ( suburb of

Vijayanagara), beginning with an invocation to Jina and Jina-

sasana, states that Irugapa (son of Harihara’s dandanciyaka

Caica or Caicapa
)
who adhered to the doctrine of the Jaina

teacher Simhanandi built the stone temple of Kunthu-Jinanatha

at Vijayanagara. It is also stated that this Irugapa or Iruga-

dan4iia or dandandtha ( General
)
composed the Jaina lexicon

NSnartha-ratnamala.^*^ Another inscription at Conjeevaram

speaks of Irugapa, son of Dandanayaka Vaicaya ( Baicapa or

Caicapa ? ), as having made a grant to a Jaina temple “ for the

benefit of Bukkaraya (II) son of Harihara (II).” *** His sons too

seem to have carried on the same policy of promoting the Jaina

cause.'*®

Of Bukkaraya (II) himself, there is another inscription in the

Gurugala Basti at Mudbidre ( in South Kanara District
) which

records his grant to that Jaina temple.'*® Under Devaraya II,

perhaps the greatest ruler of the Sangama dynasty of Vijaya-

nagara, similar grants were made to the Jaina temples in the

same district. One of them alludes to one kolaga of paddy,

given to a Jaina temple at Basrur, on every bullock-load coming

into the town ; and another under the same ruler speaks of a

gift to Abhinava Carukirti Panditacarya for the construction of

the Tribhuvana Cudamani Caityalaya
(
on 29th January 1430

A. D.) when Devaraja Wodeya of Nagamangala was ruling over

Mangalura-rajya.'” The Vijayanagara inscription of Devaraya

193

£p. Car. II, SB 337.

193 Haltz3cb, S.T.I. I, pp. 156 fi.

194 Ep. Ind. VII. pp. 115-16. .

195 Ibid. Vin, p. 22; cf. Heras, Aravidu Dynfisty of Vijayanayar I p. 539.

196 BaDgaobarya, Inscriptions of the Madras Presidency IJ, 8K 116.

197 Ibid., 8E 27.

198 Mangesba Bao, MwldbidarSya Bosa Baseutiya S'Ud-tcisasuigafu,

TweHb Karnataka Sabitya Sammalan Report, 1927, p. 153,
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II, makes it clear beyond doubt that this prince, although

he is described as “^^the tree of heaven to the Brahmanas ”***

because of his liberality to them, undoubtedly patronised the

Jainas as well. It says, “ in order that his fame and merit

might last as long as the moon and the stars, caused a temple

(caityalaya) of stone to be built to the Arhat Parsvanatha, who

rules over the empire of aU knowledge, and who well knew how

to proclaim the doctrine of Syadvadavidya, in a street of the

Pan-supdri Bazar
(
Kramukaparndpana

)

at his ( the king’s

)

residence in Vijayanagara, that was situated in the midst of

( the country called
)
Kamata-deia, which was protected by his

orders.

Under Virupaksa, son of Devaraya II,"' eight Settigdrs or

merchants, made a grant to the Jaina temple at Bidirfi for the

daily worship, anointment, etc., of Candroga ParSva Tlrthan-

kara Candraprabhaswtoii and for the gift of $dstras, under the

direction of Carukirti Pandita Deva, when Vittarasa was ruling

over Barkura-rajya.”" Krsnadevaraya ( 1509-1529 A.D. ) by far

the greatest of all the rulers of Vijayanagara, well known for

his Brahmanical charities, also endowed the Trailokyanatha

Jinalaya in the Cingleput District.’™ And lastly, that even lesser

members of the Vijayanagara ruling families followed the

example of the rulers is indicated by an inscription in the

Bellary District which mentions Ramarajayya’s grant to a Jaina

temple at Kurugodu for the merit of his father Mallaraja

Wodeya.*™ Hence, it is natural to conclude that under the

rulers of Vijayanagara, as well. Jainism continued to be a pro-

tected religion, although its best days were past when Visnu-

vardhana Hoysala became a convert to the creed of Ramanuja.

199 Haltzach, S.I.I., I. p. 166.

200 IKd., p. 164 .

201 See Suryanarain RowrVijayanagar, oh. XVI, pp.331-43.

202 Mangesha Bow, op. cit. p. 157.

203 Baagacharya, InteriptioM of iht Madra* Presidency I, p. 375;
Madras Ep. Bep., 1901, 188.

204 Bangaoharya, op. cit. I, By 113; Madras Ep. Bep., 1904. 63.
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III

A like attitude towards the Jainas ha^been maintained by

the present ruling family of Mysore as
j

ell. We shall, there-

fore, conclude this chapter with a few examples of their attention

towards them. Two inscriptions at Sravaija Belgola speak of

Camaraja Wodeyar’s services to the Jainas : therein it is

stated that he released Sravana Belgola from its mortgage to

some Jaina merchants and also prohibited the further alienation

of its lands. This was certainly a great service to a waning

religion, as Jainism was at this time. Lingayatism had spread

far and wide, and a local chief, Jagadeva by name, evidently a

Lingayat, had driven out Carukirti Panditacarya from Be}gola ;

but Camaraja graciously restored him to his original position

and dispossessed Jagadeva of his principality Thus Cama-

raja justified one of his titles proudly borne by him, viz., that

be was " Emperor of the Six Dharmas,” just as the Calukyas

bad done in order to justify their title of Satyairaya.

The next instance we know of is that of Cikkadevaraya and

Krsriadevaraya I. They seem to have undertaken and completed,

respectively, the reconstruction of the pond of Kalyani— the

Dhavala Sarovara of Belgola— which had given its name for all

time to the first colony of Jainas in Karnataka. It stands today

as it stood at the time of Krsnadevaraya ( photograph on the

opposite page ). Under Cikkadevaraya the whole of Mysore

excepting the Malnad portions, had been brought under the sway

of the Wodeyars : An abortive attempt was made by the

Nayakas of Ikkfiri and Bednur to restore the dominion of

Vijayanagara, only to end in failure. But what is of greater

interest to us is that in the consolidation of his kingdom

Cikkadevaraya seems to have been greatly assisted by his Jaina

teacher Viialaksa Pandita of Yalandur.“® Cikkanna Pcfhdita, a

Jaina writer, composed his Vaidya-Nt^aniusara or lexicon on

305 Kp. Car. II, SB ^50, 852; cf- Ibid. latrod., p. 85.

206 Aiyaogar, Ancitni Indite, pp. 84, 296-97,
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medicine under the same ruler.“' Krsnadevaraya himself visited

Belgola and is said have been so much impressed with the

beauty of the colossus there that he granted many villages for

its upkeep and erected un alms-house near the pond Kalyani, in

memory of his visit. * Devacandra, another Jaina writer,

composed his Rajdvali-kathi
(
of which Mr. E. P. Rice writes,

" It has been of great assistance as a guide to the history of

Jaina literature ”) under the inspiration of a princess of this

royal family, about 1838 A. D ; and the present ruler of

Mysore only acted up to these traditions when he lately attended

the anointing ceremony of the colossus of Gommata erected by

Caundaraya, the minister and general of Marasimha and

Racamalla Ganga.

JAINISM UNDER MINOR RULERS

Among the minor rulers of the Western districts of Karnafaka

there were many patrons of Jainism like the Silaharas of

Kolhapur and the Rattas of Saundatti (near Belgaum).

Somadeva, who lived at the court of Bhoja II of the Silahara

dynasty, says that he composed his Sabdarnava-candrikd

(lit. moon-light to the ocean of words), in Saka 1127, in the

Tribhuvana-Tilaka-Jinalaya built by Gandaraditya. The
colophon of the work reads

;

etc,

It is clear, therefore, that Gandaraditya as well as Bhoja or

Vira Bhojadeva II were both patrons of Jainism. Vijayaditya

of the same family also appears to have made a grant to a

Jaina temple in Sam. 1065 or 1143 A. D.

207 Mysore Archaeological Report, 1921 , p. 33 .

208 Ep. Car. II. SB 249; Cjf, Ibid. Introp., p. 66.

209 Bice ( E.P. ), Kanarese Literature, p. 93.

210 Bom. Gaz. I ii, p. 549; cf. Ibid., p. 255.

211 Cf, Hiralal, Catalogue of ifSS, in C, R, and Berar, Introd., p. zzxii.

213 Cf. Ep. Ind. HI, Pp. 207-9, 11.
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Of the Ratta kings we have more elaborate references. They

were feudatories of the Rastrakutas oi^l ManyakhSta, whose

patronage of Jainism we have already ipticed. Hultzsch has

pointed out that " Ratta was the real §^nd practical form and

Rastrakuta was the ornamental or stately form, of the family-

name.” These Rattas ( 1050-96 A. D.
)

appear to have

come to power through the influence of a Jaina named
Prthvirama, a disciple in the Kareya sect of the Jainas founded

by Mailapatirtha
; an inscription at Kalbhavi speaks of this

Kareya sect in the Uneage of Mailapa*'®. There are also some

temples at Konur, which have now been converted to Saiva

use, but which popular tradition represents as built by Jaina

saints as a place in which to perform their penances. “ Any
visitor to Konur who wishes to see them, ” says Fleet, " should

still ask for the ' small stone houses of the Jaina fsts Which are

in the jungle. ’ They were probably originally Jaina shrines.

Kouur seems in fact to have been in old times a place of

importance among the Jainas, and the post of the hereditary

head-man of the village is still held by a Jaina family, in con-

junction with a Lingayat family.”

One of the titles of the Ratta king Candraprabha was "who is

the cause of the diffusion of the sacred writings of Jina

Krsnarajadeva “ the glory of the race of Rastrakutas ” also

made a grant to a Jaina temple.’’® It concludes with the words

‘ he who confiscates land that has been given, whether by him-

self or by another is bom for 60,000 years as a worm in ordure

.

May prosperity ever attend him who, joyfully reading this,

preserves it. and joy, pleasure, perfect happiness, health and

fortune; but if any one reads it with the evil resolve of destroy-

ing it, may he go to the awful abode of misery for as long as the

214 Hulzsch, Ibid. VII, pp. 217, 219-20.

215 Ind. Ant. XVIII, p. 313; ef- Bom. Gte. I ii, p. 650.

216 Fleet, Batta Inscriptions, J B B B A S X, p. 182.

#17 Ibid., p. 192.

218 Ibid., pp. 199-200.
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sun and moon may last. Those who destroy this (Grant) (sin as

much) as those who destroy cats or Brahmanas or bulls or cows

at the conjunction of ihe Gangasagara and the Yamuna, or at

the sacred shrines of '^ranasi or Gay6. The Jinalaya of the

brave PSrmadi

Another Ratta inscription reads :
“ Other Kings are addicted

to the forbidden recreations of gaming, hunting, eating flesh,

associating with courtesans, mixing with low people, stealing

and unfair ram-fighting and cock-fighting; but even apart from

that are they like you, O King Raja 1 devoted to the worship

of Jina and to giving gifts to world-renowned saints ?
” Then

it states : 'King Raja whose head is ever purified by the

fragrant waters of the rites of the Jaina religion, who ever

relates the legends of religion, a very moon to the ocean of

nectar of the doctrines of Jina,-caused to be erected at Kalpolfi,

a temple of Jina, wonderful to behold, the diadem of the earth,

having three pinnacles that are unequalled so that Brahma,

Visuu and Siva were charmed with it and said “ The Jaina

religion is a spotless religion. " He also erected a place of

retreat for the high-minded devotees of the god Santinatha

(Jina) adorned with golden pinnacles and arched portals,

fashioned like a sea-monster, and pillars of honour, and give it

to Subhacandra-Bhattaraka-deva, who was considered his own

preceptor

The spiritual lineage of Subhacandra is traced from ‘the

celebrated original sect of Kundakunda, which is the abode of

victory. In it there became famous Maladhari, the best of

sages, the conqueror of passion, the glory of the race of spiritual

preceptors, of pure deeds, endowed with good qualities, free

from sloth, having kings prostrate before the lotuses which are

his feet. His nails were as an amulet to counter-act the deadly

venom of the poisonous serpent lust, the letters of his name were

as a charm to drive away the fierce demon ignorance, the scarf

219 Ibid., p. 203.

220 Ibid., p. 235,
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of his body was as a medicine to ward off sickness from his

family ; how shall we describe the migVl of the superhuman

powers and the penances of Maladhari de5a, the best of sages !”‘

Similarly, Kartiviryad^va of the san^e Ratta family made a

grant to Subhacandra who is also described as the high-priest

of the Province. The purpose of the grant was to provide food,

wholesome medicine and instruction in the sacred scriptures for

the holy men living there, as well as for repairs, etc. The

inscription is in Old Kannada, and state that it was composed

by Parlva ' from whom flowed forth charming words and

meanings and rhetorical figures, causing hairs to stand up with

joy to learned men with delightful sentiments'. This epigraph

is interesting also for many other details it gives. For instance,

it is mentioned that the grant was made in the presence of

twelve headmen of villages, the chief of whom was Sindagavunda

of the Kaladgi party of that place, with oblations of water, as a

grant to be respected by all ; it also speaks of guilds, markets,

flower gardens, etc. Finally, it closes, “ The dust of the earth

may be counted, and the drops of rain ; but the reward of

preserving an act of piety cannot be estimated even by the

Creator. Reverence to the Arhat !

” "*

Further South, along the West Coast, in South Kanara and

the adjacent districts, we 'have interesting testimony of the

influence of Jainism over a number of petty rajas and chieftains.

Some of the inscriptions within this area have already been

referred to under the Viyayanagara rulers. There are several

others, for instance, in the Hosa Basti at MudbidrS, which throw

a flood of light upon the last phase of Jaina power in Karnataka.

After the conversion of Visnuvardhana in Mysore by Ramanuja,

the centre of Jaina influence was virtually shifted to Mudbidrfi

in South Kanara. There it enjoyed the patronage *0! rulers

like the Wodeyars of Karkal, the Casters of Mudbidrfi, Bangars

221 Ibid., p. 236.

222 Ibid., pp. 327-39
; ef. Bom. Ga#. I ii, pp. 611*43,
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of Nandavar, Ajalars of Aldangadi, Mulars of Bailangadi, and

Savantas of Mulki.”®

The ancient name fpf South Kanara was Tuluva, which

extended far beyond its present limits. An inscription in the

Hosa Basti at Mudbidrfi speaks of ‘ Sriman Mahamandalfi^wara

Jinaddsa Sdlvamalla Mahivallabha ’ as

;

< ^hd

•SJio^ta

jiiicSro
’

' Salvamalla
(
Jinadasa

)
who ruled over the kingdom of Tuluva

comprising Haiva-Konkana adorned with the city of Suvarnapuri

from his throne at Nagira whichwas as it were its tilaka.’”* Nagira

or Nagara (?) is in Mysore above the ghats ; and Suvarnapuri is

easily identified with Honawar (lit. ‘ the golden city ’
)

in

North Kanara. Haiva or Haiga was the ancient name for the

Southern part of Konkan comprising the two districts of North

and South Kanara.’“ Gersoppa, Bha(kal and Kfirkal were the

three great centres of Jaina power within this area, and all of

them are referred to in the inscriptions, the first being called

Bhalldtdkipura. That the influence of its rulers must have

reached as far north as Goa is indicated by an inscription of

1529 A.D. which reads :

ddF ovssorfoia adoe? dod^dd ^dts m. o^aJ» esoa^-

asd. asiododriddd ^j^oaoisdo dodsosoiada don^di^d-

ddi^ wi?a^d3da dj8«doaaijd d^ra tjradde n^da^
dwa^asd wj^r^dadjs^d.

‘In the Saka year 1451 Virodhikrtu, Sravana, bright 13

Sunday When Krsnaraya was ruling at Vijayanagara, . .

.

vrhen Gururdya was ruling over Sangitapura inAstagrama,

223 Sturcock, South Canara I, p. 55 .

224 Of. Mangesb Kao, Mudubidareya Efosabasadiya S'ild-s'asanagjlu,

Twelveth Karnataka Sahitya Sammelao Report, 1927, p. 158; Mad,
Orient Lib. Local Records XXXll.

225 Sturrock, loc. cit., p. 2.
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the chief town of Sasastigrama, in the south of the Kingdom

of Goa I

The Gururaya of this record and the S4lvamalla of the previ-

ous one
(
quoted above

)
came of a farj'.ily of rulers who had

their capital at Gersoppa. The epithets
‘

’

( worshippers of the Rainatraya

:

Right faith, Right under-

standing and Right action), ‘ tSrf
^

( Implanters of the flag of Jaina Dharma ), and ‘ 2odc^ 83^3«^«oii

ns sdisssnodsrdso dst Tiisittriat tSiS tsou z>,&si!<i,3d(33t3SoisFdso

'

(Builder of golden temples, consecrators of gold and silver

images of Jina )
etc. applied to Salvamalla indicate his enthu-

siasm for the Jaina faith. His ancestry is also described as

consisting of those who obtained salvation by ‘ worshipping the

feet of the Pancaparame^ins
’

or the five worshipful ones of the

Jainas (
‘

^siia tides ^dcsOo aSoti^

Concrete instances of the devotion to

Jainism of these rulers are only too numerous.

For instance, Bhairava of the same family, being told by the

blessed teacher Virasena, that such an act would tend to his

prosperity in the future, got the third storey of the Tribhuvana-

Cudamani-Basadi at the world famed Vfinupura, roofed with

copper-plates. His family-priest is said to have been Pandita-

carya
(
Virasena ? ) and his family god Par§vanatha :

‘ arad Fsaqio daewriadarff^d sSoaa^wsoJaFriodaro....

qldoSaa^do qlsiarslao

oadtiduai d fl vsdcssiai^doaia sso sidrtada «aed;((^

sfaa?i 35?<ea ij^dSed do. iaocra siaaSiTOiiSo ij^daSeoi^d

aStf sStcsaa^did u^ortdo dd^ioSaadotaAiti, t)

tiaaasslaci udOoia ^Aoia ^caoia^ dd

tScs.nd ns&a.Oo idis&hcjo'

226 Mangesh Bao, op. cit., p. 160 : Meld. Orient. Lib. Local Recorda

XXX-XXXI, Bhatkal, 320.

227 Inscription in the Bhairadevi Manafapa of the How Buti at Mndbidri

Mangesh Bao, op. oit., p. 168,
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He also gave to the temple various kinds of silver plates,

vessels, lamp-steads ",tc., and his queen Nagaladgvi, as well,

erected the Mdnastafnbha or pillar of honour before the

Caityalaya
: ^

t 33£9 dKiirf aSSadOoio ftoa-

odMsdao tS.dded dad o II
’ esdrf stJ.cid?! preriessJea ‘

O •j ^ M
oU5joSja«i straai^d^ (§>e jS.d.deEsriiCJjsv*'

’

q> a 6 ©

Likewise, his two daughters, LaxmidSvi and Panditadfivi,

provided for the daily food and special gifts of two Jaina

ascetics :

‘ tSrf doap^dd oSaart^^ s^jd.roassd ai si 03 id. idtirfoda

sdjsadd

Another epigraph in the Hosa Basti states :

oodra^sioda ssfiosadid dd sddad n4e!:,idoda ada dod^dd

da. o taaijiiosd daaaos ©sdad^esadaoddedd d

dnsoda SoOoda sj^dddtd Sudodada dnd osu^dao ^Asssdidaa

ddad 0^9 utdaat^doss^S dsdad sddsdartA N3qiid;a3n doa^

a^ddn siaS^oSaod oadoda ^t^iadd zdaosdardodaou t^ar^uodad

dod,;nqjn3^aadd s^oard oe&d deds^dd ddadrs de^oda

®? daare^F i?qSFoddd daqra^^ffawd sgpdd daertss deJoda do;jj>

ddaaosodaddd daaoQU^ taohd qisdarsaddd i^s^^dadododd:

33d «;da33 adr ad doda iaa&a, ^doSood toddra dslad d,A d

dU,d d?£4odaddodaexj sdaaa o dd dajsdd d d'tf.dsja ud
dajsd nooo naad daasdodad^ ddro^» dddadosan Joddas^C-

dtf i^usa^drtfosn vdoca^^rn^osaodaan dasado^ qidar-

B3ddo.®**

This is more than of ordinary interest because of the simple

faith it reflects which made Bhairava provide for the fore-noon

and after-noon worship of the Jinalaya, that he might be cured

of a growing malady and that the good act might be a means

to the attainment of the highest (salvation). It is dated in

the ^aka'year 1374 or 1462 A. D. We have given these excerpts

here, because, they are nof available anywhere else for ready

328 Ibid., p. 166.

829 Ibid., p. 166. Ing. Ill,
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reference, except in the report of Mr. Mangesh Rao, who copied

them from a very old transcript entitled ‘ ^udahidireya Sdsana-

galu
’

in the Oriental Library of Madras. To discuss their

details, however interesting in themselves, would take us far

beyond our immediate purpose. Gersoppa the Jaina capital is

now in ruins, but contains monuments of unique value. A feW

relics from the place may be seen at the Indian Historical

Research Institute, St. Xavier’s College, Bombay. The estam-

pages of some of the inscriptions there, although they are not

quite distinct, indicate names like Mangarasa, and Harihara,

which makes their age practically certain. One of them is from

a Viragallu recording the death of a hero. In another the

opening verse is clearly the usual invocation found in all Jaina

inscriptions. It reads

:

tSeoinia' ssjitia II

‘ May the sacred Jaina doctrine, the doctrine of the Lord of the

worlds, be victorious
; the supreme, profound syddvada, the token

of unfailing success ’. The glory of Gersoppa as it was once is

indicated by yet another inscription in the Mudbidre temple

which .speaks of it ‘ as having the beauty of the vermilion mark
on the smiling lotus-like face of the woman Tujuva country ’.

And the poet who composed the inscription asks :

si rfocJsssJvrtvo wsTOd sudewJSo I

•J

BswortVo I

deado drtdo rfjsonracio3UFj5!^ I

' Who can describe the charm of the city of Gersoppa in the

heart of the Kingdom of Nagira full of beautiful places, resplen-

dent towers, Jaina houses ( basadis ? ) etc. ? ’
,

Yet, Gersoppa was only a political rather than a religious

centre. But its intimate connections with South Kanara, the

230 Ibid., p, 158. Ins. U.
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real seat of Jaina influence, is revealed by the fact that all

the above information has been garnered from inscriptions at

Mudbidre to whose temples the Gersoppa rulers made grants.

There is also, in the Madras Oriental Library, a copy of a grant

made by Salva Krsnadevaraya, who is said to have been ruling

from Sangitapura (capital of Tulu Haiva-Konkana), in the

Saka year 1481 Kalayugti month of Asadha, full-moon, Thurs-

day, to a Jaina temple at Dharwar.“‘ Since Sadasivaraya of

Vijayanagara is also mentioned it is to be understood that the

rulers of Gersoppa were feudatories under Vijayanagara.

Venupura ( MudbidrS ? )
is described in an inscription found

at the place, among other things, as consisting of
‘

drfOjSdsiOjF s^oJaSo ’ groups of beautiful Jaina temples and
houses, to verify which one has only to visit the place.

Further, ‘taae^dgda^tSrfqisdaFddo*' ridtssci I

efdcSapi^F BajS^dfioc^ tie^jsead aaert's*' I

OTtJoJaoad^sa^irtFfiatsiaaeJoda Dahda43Srdorf>«£aa I

ssaesd ojjaertaoU Sd sSjcaa^d ^sfraaidao I

“ Who has the tongue ? ” asks the poet of the epigraph, " to

sing the glory of Vfiijupura, where women are true to their lords,

and men are ever engaged in the study of the Jaina Sastras,

and worshippers find .recreation in giving gifts and performing

puja, and where even childem are enthusiastic in their adherence

to dharma.
” The kind of service and gifts they made is

illustrated by the construction of the Tribhuvana-Cudamaiji-

Caityalaya at Mudbidrfi. The inscription states :

—

“ When the victorious king Devaraya’s son Praudhadfivaraya

had attained the glory of Indra,
(
‘ftKodoosoJo

93^^!d(>jG3odoo Tktddjat^e^d

»
)

and his great minister and general

Perumaladeva was guarding the entire realm
(
wdrf

gSdoojJsv*’ csesi^^o

331 Ibid., p> 160; Mad. Orient Iiib. laxsal Becoids XXXI.

333 Mangeih Bao, op. cit., pr 163,
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and when DevarSja of Nugamangala was ruling over the kingdom

of Mangalore which was as it were an ornamfint of the lady Earth

^orie^sdo os&^^o ;rarisi3orlu

iScsSossIsadaioda e5s?o4 dr. . .
.

)

inthe Saka year 1351, Saumya,

month of Magha, bright 5 Thursday (29th January, 1430 A.D.),

d^cso^dd d,d;4 &3,n3 dd:i ^e> ds^dsduitfnsd ddoi^duda d(d
cmodo do^Dsodod pdatao utpddeasd^Aear doa^ dcddsdfd

t^a^vodo ^djsFtnijlrron ^(Ut^ddd sd^Udo dujc^ssd

udoiddo uen ^rt« daesoda&o ^i;jddd dvaaiad^cdoS^ou diass

«odadao Krtcnd.odoF dod.oia draaAdor ’

*' The citizens of VSnupura including eight Settikars and others

in accordance with a message from Devaraja, having given

( donations )
to Abhinava Carukirti Pandita-deva, for the con-

struction of the Caityalaya, with the help of other well known

persons chief of whom are the Couters of $SlikSnadu in

KotdSwara erected the great Tribhuvana-Cudamani-Caitydlaya

to the wonder of the world.
”

Then, " doidoddoio deds dJsnrasdoEi sl^a^^wodi^ ®?.

^dd dddjssased od^sdjjsaFodjo i#otS?>odj^d5 a5s

d,43530 ? ?ido?d 533 ft ^ddo^dd odj fisdrard^do*".’'

—

the public of Mudbidrfi got up the beautiful image of Sri

Candraprabhd-tirtheswara, together with eight great attendants

made of bell-metal, that people might lift up their hands ( in

prayer). Likewise, when that Praudha Devaraya was ruling

over the whole kingdom, and his Ajnadhdraka (lit. order-

bearer )
loyal servant, Ganapannodeya was ruling over the

Kingdom of Mangalore, in the Saka year 1373, Prajotpatti,

month of Vaisak, bright 7, Thursday, several citizens
(
Bhavya-

jana, lit. blessed people
)
got the Mukha-mantapa or front bower

(
portico )

of the Caityalaya constructed. The names of the

persons who contributed to it are too interesting to be left out .

“ Calla-setti among the Deva settis of KaSkfi, the

Commander Benjaija Deva-settir Santi-setti of Bettakert,

333 Ibid., p. 152.

2M Ibid., p. 162.

4K0-2638-8
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Mande Kanta-setti, Yada Mainda-setti, Banatti Mainda-

setti, Aluva NaMyana-setti, Kuduvu Uttama-setti, HeggadS

Deva-setti, the nephews of Biliya Mainda-setti, Kajava

Deva-setti, Gummaia-setti, Notada Cauli-setti, Bhanddri

Kamadeva-setti, Kakkfi Kamanna-setti, Naravi Mainda-

setti, Ajali Koti-setti, Banga Brahma-setti, Kurikara

Devara-setti, Kondi Devatanna, PSramunde Pandi-setti,

the nephews ot Nanda-Kujumba-setti, Kakkfi Dasa-setti’s

nephews, and nephews of the Settis of Settipura, Punja

Posabu-setti, Cahuki Devaru-setti, Naravi Brahmaddsa-setti,

Iravi Devara-setti, Bimmana Tikdri, Naravi Padumanna-

setti, Kajava Birnmana-sefti, Naravi Santu-setti, Kudurfi

Balamma-setti.Banasi Paiva-setti,Kajava Cauli-setti,Malaya

Adana-setti, Bettigare Vardhamana-setti, Nelli Devara-setti,

Bettigare Koti-setti, Sinappa Devara-setti, Manju-seUi,

Tolari Devara-setti, his nephews Kudurg Devapria-setti,

Ayanta Pandi-setti, his nephew Kantanpa-setti, Narya

Kadamba-setti, Maheia-setti, Nanda Devara-setti, his

nephew, Butti Kantapna-setti, KondS Kantappa-setti, Salgi

Kantapna-setti, Amaca Kantappa-setti, Bapati Devara-

setti’s niece Karpura-setti, Bhanddri Devappa-setti’s mother

Bdle Muddu-setli, Hittala Kunda-setti's nephews Malatapa

Humai-setti, his brother Devaru-setti, Hittala Kundi-setti’s

nephew Cauta Devarusetti, Muddu-setti’s son Mdrkanda-setti,

Yelam^yana Ranga:setti, Ayiri Narpa-setti, Noppada
Manjappa-setti’s sons Devaru-setti, and Keiava-setti,

Tamminitti’s son MaUu-setti, Uliri Kantappa-setti’s sons

Brahma-setti, Setta Kopyappa-setti, Uliri Padma-set^i’s

nephew Brahma-setti.”

The apparently striking feature of the names is that all of

them have the suffix ‘ setti
’

which is derived from
(
San.

)

Srestin, meaning technically the head of a guild. The list

includes even a town occupied by a whole class of seftis.

Xbida> p* 158*
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‘ Settipura.’ Evidently, not all who bore the name were traders.

At least one is called ‘ Senapati
’

or comniander of an army ;

another is called ‘ Kudure ’

DfivaMa-setti, which might possibly

indicate proficiency in the equestrian art ; a third is named
‘ Bhanddri

’

or treasurer. We have seen that a treasurer of

Narasirhha Baljala, gave his name to the Bhanddri Basadi

at Sravana Belgola. But the majority begin with place-names,

whereas two bear the surnames of important families like Aluva

and Cauter. However, more interesting than aU else is the fact

that in the absence of elders the representatives are mostly

nephews or even a niece or a mother, but rarely a son. The

few exceptions, however, serve to illustrate that among the

contributors were persons representing both the Aliyasantanam

as well as the ordinary laws of inheritance. An Analysis of

the names also points to a mixture of Aryan and Dravidian

elements which must form the subject of special investigation.

Brahma-setti, Padma-setti, MahSsa-setti, Narayana-setti, etc,,

are clearly Brahmanical names; whereas Pandi-setti Tammitti or

Tammisetti, and Kujumba-setti are purely Dravidian. The last

one, Kujumba, is also the name of a devil worshipped in South

Kanara,’®^ Birumana is evidently derived from Brahma or

Brahmana as Mainda from Manjunath. Vardhamana, Gummata,

and possibly §anti-setti are the only ones which are unmistake-

ably Jaina names. However, this is a digression.

Karkal, Barkur and Bhatkal were other places of considerable

Jaina power and interest. Of these, the first was the seat of

the Bairasu Wodeyars who claimed descent from Jinadatta of

the Candra-vamsa or Lunar Race. Their authority, according

to Sturrock extended from Karkal to Kumta { in North

Kanara ). Their most monumental work is the great

colossus still standing at their capital, erected by Vira Pandya,

as indicated by an inscription at its foot. It states Vira
•

336 Cf. Sturrock, op. cit., p. 168

237 Ibid., p. 138-

238 Ibid., pp. 61, 64.
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Pan4ya, son of Bhairavendra of the Lunar Race, caused the

image of Bahubalin '^o be made. ” ”• From it we also learn

that Lalitakirti of the Panasogevali of the Desigana was the

guru of Vira Pandya. Another inscription at Kaxkal speaks of

the construction of the Caturmukha-basti by Immadi Bhair-

aiasa of the family of Jina-Datta. ’*“ This family was once very

powerful at Pattipombucadripura or Humca near Simoga in

Mysore,’** The conversion of Visnuvardhana and the expansion

of Lingayet power in the South gradually drove them west into

Tuluva. **’ That Jainism was mostly prevalent over the

ghats about this time is also indicated by the history of the

Cangalvas of Coorg. **’ Dr. Sama^astri observes that these

were Jainas from the nth to the 15th centuries. In 1013

Cangalva Pilduvayya made a grant to the Jainas for feeding

the poor. The Sripala-caritra and JayanrPa-carita ascribed to

Mangarasa ako make it clear that this minister of Cangalva

Vikrama was also a Jaina. Tradition says, these Jaina rulers of

KalahalJi came from Dwaravati together with five to six

hundred Jaina families and settled in Coorg. Their capital was

Piriyapatna ( Bettadapura )
and the annual revenue of their

territory is said to have been 48,00,000 varahas.’** Their

priests were of Pansbg^ or Hanas6g6 ( Hottagfi or Pustaka-

gachcha )
who were also the priests of the Bairasu Wodeyars- ’**

Thus the rulers of Kanara and the rulers -above the 'ghats were

intimately connected, both by religious and family ties.

Echappa Wodeya of Gersoppa, as well, appears to have married

a daughter of the last Bairasu Wodeyar of Karkala. ’*®

!i39 llultzach, Jaina Colossi in Soatb India, Ep. Ind- VII, p. 109.

240 Ibid., p. 110

241 Rice, Mysore and Coorg I, p. 371.

24'i Starrock, op. cit., pp. 61. 138.

343 Riue, ityaore and Coorg from the Inscriptions, pp. 141-42.

344 ShamaS&stri, Mysore Al-chseologioal Report, 1925, pp. 16-6.

1 Varaba = Rs. 4

246 Bioe, op. cit., p. 142 Coorg Inscriptions, Ep, Car I. p. 13 Hnltzsch.
m- cit-. P- 110.

840 Bang^hSrya, Inscriptions of the Madras Prtsideney I, p. 100.
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According to Buchanan the name of this lady as well as that

of her six sisters ( who were the only children of the last

Wodeyar
) would appear to have been Bairadevi. The eldest

of them, Dodda Bairadevi, he says, lived at Bhatkal. But ail

the aunts having died without issues, the daughter of the second

Bairadevi (of Gersoppa) combined in herself all the sovereignty

of Tuluva, including Karkala, Gersoppa, and Bhatkal.**^

Sturrock, however, observes, “ There is no trace of her ever

having power in the southern parts of South Canara, and when

she joined the Muhammadan league against the Portuguese

between 1570 and 1580, her territories do not seem to have

extended farther south than Barkalur or Basrur.” The current

tradition in the Mangalore and Kasargod taluks represents a

Karkala branch of the family reigning until it was extirpated by

Sivappa Naik.“*

The Naiks of Ikkeri and Bednore, who were polygars under

Vijayanagara, were Siva-hhaktars or devotees of Siva. Their

depredations proved fatal to Jainism in its last strong-hold in the

Western districts now under consideration. About 1560 a.d.

they obtained a grant of the government of Barkur and

Mangalore as underlords of Sadaiiva Raya. ” It is probable,
"

says Sturrock, “ that the natural desire of the local Jain chief

to secure their independence of the Vijayanagara power, was

increased by their repugnance to be placed in subordination to

a Lingayet, and the relation between the Jain chief and the

Ikkeri family seems to have been hostile from the beginning’’.***

This resulted in the ultimate defeat of the Jainas, at first under

Baira Devi at Bhatkal and later under the rulers of Mangalore

and Barkur, at the hands of Venkatappa Naik
( 1608 A. D.) and

his successor Sivappa Naik { 1649 a.d.). Under their onslaughts
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was altogether destroyed.”" Buchanan says, out of sixty-eight

Bastis at Bhatkal only two remained.”' At Beidur (Baindur?),

for instance, when Baira Devi was defeated and slain, the Basti

was abandoned by the pujari for want of sustenance.”' And at

Barkur, once the capital of Jaina kings, the conquering religion

(
Saivism

)
rules at present; “ No Jaina passes through (its

grass grown streets
)
for the broken and headless images of his

Tlrthankaras may be picked up by the dozen among the grass

and bushes that have crept over his shattered temples, and here

and there one may be seen laid before the entrance of a Brahmin

temple over which all must tread.”

It was during this period of turmoil that Della Valle the

Italian traveller visited the West Coast going through Ikkeri,

Honawar, and Gersoppa. He witnessed Barcelore ( Basrur

)

which belonged to Venkatappa Naik, where he found " a fair,

long, broad and straight street, having abundance of palmettos

and gardens and ample evidence of good quarries and a con-

siderable population.” In contrast to this was the territory of

the Banghel (Bangar) Raja, whose place had been destroyed

by Venkatappa Naik; "but the bazar and market place

remained, though not so stored with goods as in former times.”

The fact that Venkatappa Naik, a bitter Saiva, was invited by

the queen of Ullal against the Bangar Raja, her own ('divorced’)

husband and a Jaina, must serve -to illustrate the unfortunate

and pitiable condition of the Jainas at that time.”* The sequel

of this history is easily told : Although under Haider Ali the

Jaina temples continued to enjoy their lands, of an annual

revenue of 360 pagodas, they were entirely resumed by his

fanatical son Tipoo who, however, gave in lieu of them an

annual allowance of 90 pagodas. Buchanan observes, “ At

2£0 Ibicl?, pp. 70 3 ; Buchanan, op. cit., p. 127

251 Ibid., p. 132
'

262 Ibid., p. 109.

263 Walhouse, quoted by Sturrock, op. cit., 92

25i Cf- Ibid-, pp. 71-2
;
The- TraTels of Sig-Pietro della Valle, pp. 150-56
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Haryadika
(
Hir6yadka in Udipi Taluk

)
tl^pre was a Basti with

a copper image—which was carried to Jamalabad by orders of

the late Sultan and there, together with others, converted into

coin or cast into guns.”“® When the British took charge of the

District, Major Munro appears to have increased the grant of

the temples to 207 pagodas
; but Revenshaw again reduced it to

Tipoo’s minintium of 90 ,
—

“

to be collected as a small tax from

the farmers.” Buchanan who supplies these details, also adds,
“ As this collection is done by people who consider the Jainas

heretics, very little will reach their hands. The free lands of

the Jainas were lesumed and not given to them even on the

payment of the land-tax, as to others, owing to Brahmaps

acting as revenue officers.”

S6S fiuchiiD&D, o{>. cit., p. 89.

266 Ibid., pp. J9-aP, 73-5.



II. CONTRIBUTIONS: LITERATURE,

ART AND ARCHITECTURE

JAINA WRITERS OF KARNATAKA

In the preceaing section we have made occasional references

to the patronage extended to Jaina writers by the rulers of

various dynasties in Karnataka, both Jaina and non-Jaina.

For example, we have alluded to the patronage of Ravikirti by

Calukya Pulakesi II, of Jinastoa and Gunabhadra under the

R^trakutas, as well as of Pampa, the author of Pampa Bharata,

under Arikesari, a Calukya feudatory of the Rastrakutas. We
have also spoken of a Jaina prince named SalvamaUa whom the

inscription on the base of an image in the Madras Museum

describes as " a lover of Sahitya or literature.” The literary

excellence ’of many of the Jaina inscriptions of the South such

as, for instance, the Kudlur Plates of Marasirhha Ganga, has

also been incidently pointed out. Mr. R. Narasimhachar of

Mysore has made a spelndid selection of some of these ( both

Jaina and non-Jaina
)
in his $dsana-Padya-Manjari or Poetical

Extracts from Inscriptions in Kannada. The interest in Jaina

literature evinced both by rulers as well as their ministers and

generals is amply indicated by works such as the Prasndttara-

Ratnatndiikd by Amoghavarsa Rastrakuta, Ndndrtha-Ratnamala

by Irugapa Dandanayaka of Vijayanagara, and the Cdundaraya

Purana by Caundaraya, minister and general of Marasiihha and

Racamalla Ganga. In the present chapter we shall consider the

subject more systematically and in greater detail wherever that

is possible. For the sake of convenience the linguistic method

of dividing the subject mto Prakrt and Sanskrit authors on the

one hand, and vernacular writers on the other, is preferable to

the merely chronological method without regard to the medium

of expression. The latter would give us a truly historical
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summary, no doubt, but only at the expense of a clear under-

standing of the distinctive contributions of Jainism to each

branch of literature. Yet, for the sake of illustration, we shall

occasionally cite parallels in whatever language they might be

found, especially where kinship of thought and expression

demand such a reference.

Kundakundacarya is by far the earliest, the best known and

most important of all Jaina writers in the South. He deserves

mention here because of his extraordinary importance. His

several names—as indicated in a Pattavali of the Balatkaragana

and confirmed by the Vijayanagara inscription of Harihara II

were Elacarya, Padmanandi, Vakragriva, Gridhrapincha, in

addition to Kundakunda.^ His birth-place or place of residence,

like that of Homer, is a contested question being claimed by all

the important linguistic provinces of the South, viz. Kannada,

Tamil, and Telugu.* His influence over South Indian Jainism

as a whole is indicated by the fact that almost all later writers,

teachers, and men of note, either in their works, genealogies, or

inscriptions trace their descent from Kundakunda calling them-

selves ' Kundakunddnvaya.’^ An inscription at Srava^a Belgola

says, “ the lord of ascetics, Kundakunda, was born tlirough the

good fortune of the world. In order to show that he was not

touched in the least, both within and without, by dust (passion),

the lord of ascetics, I believe, left the earth, the abode of dust,

and moved four inches above.”*

Kundakunda’s most important works are (i) Pancdstikdya ;

(2) Pravacanasdra ; (3) Samayasdra

;

(4) Niyamasdra
; (5)

Rayanasdra
; (6) Astapdhtida (consisting of dariana, sutta,

caritta, bddha, bhdvamdkkha, linga, and iila ) ;
and (7) Bdraha

1 Aboat the Tarioua Dimes of Koadakanda see Pravaeanatara, Prof.

A. N. Opadhye’s ed. Introd. p. 6.

2 Cf. Ibid., pp. 9, 12-13
;
Shesbngiri Rao, Studiu in S.T.J. II. pp. 9-10.

3 Cf> Chakravarti, The Jaina Gazette, X }^ll, pp. 1-2.

4 Ep. Car. II, SB, 254, 351, Trans, pp. 110-155. Br. Sitalprasadji,

opines that Knndakanda ooold not have gone to Sartdrihaeiddhi, but

only to Sttargn-

|KO—3628-0
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Anuvikkha. He is supposed to have composed in all no less

than 84, but the above works are the only ones now extant.

They are all written in Prakrt akin to Sauraseni, and copies of

these works are to be found in almost aU South Indian Jaina

libraries. Later writers wrote elaborate commentaries on these,

both in Sanskrit and in the vernaculars, often departing from

the spirit of the original as pointed out by Peterson in the case

of Srutasagara’s $aiprdbhrta-tika, from which we have cited

elsewhere a passage bearing on the salvation of women.® Peter-

son has also remarked that although Kundakunda’s is a noted

name among the Digambaras, the Svetambaras ‘ also quote him

with respect and say that he stood at the dividing line of the

two churches and was largely responsible for the Digambara

heresy.’* According to Mr. Hiralal, on the other hand, ‘ it is

certain that he lived at the time the Digambara and Svetambara

split had already taken place, for more than once he criticises

the Svetambaras with regard to salvation of women; in support

of which statement he quotes the line

‘{^ imrr

from Pravacanasdra, and also adds, ‘ in the iatpdhuda there are

many gdthds which prohibit to woman the adoption of the rigid

course of conduct, e.g. verses 23 and 24 of Suttapahuia?

The date assigned to him in the Pattavalis is 49 V. S. or

about the end of the ist cent, B. C.® The following verses,

from the PancSstikdyasdra indicate Kundakunda's true outlook

regarding self-purification and the traditional mode of attaining

salvation :

—

" The person who has reverence and devotion towards

Arhanta, Siddha, their images, Sathgha and congregations, will

S Br. Sitalprasadji points ont :
'* Only Santasagar has gone ontside the

tmL text of . Aftapahuda somewhere, but not all other oommebtators
like Amritaohandra, Jayasena, Padmaprabha, Malharideva.”

0 Peterson, Report on San. MSS II, p. 83.

7 Hiralal, op. cit., p. vii.

8 Of. Hoerole, Pattaralis of the Saraswati daohcha, ind. Ant. XX,
p. 341 .
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invariably get bondage with punya-karma hence he can never

achieve absolute annihilation of Karma.
' One may understand the true nature of Tirthankara

;

one

may have interest in and devotion to the scripture ; one may
have self-control and penance ; with all these, if he is not capable

of realising his own true-self, to him Nirvaija is beyond reach.

'

He preaches Vitaraga or non-attachment as the final way
to Moksa :

Tin fnft nt i

Tfr Itn sft^Tnfr n^rnnt sTf? ii*

The next name in the Digambara lists of the South is that of

Umasvati or Umasw^i who is said to have been a disciple of

Kundakundacarya.“ But the only work of his which is

respected by the Digambaras and also the Svetambaras is the

Taitvarthddhigama Sutra, which Mr. Hiralal calls ‘ the Jaina

Bible ’ just as he described Kundakunda’s works as ‘ the Jaina

Vedanta.’^i No less than 500 works are said to have been

composed by Umasvati, of which, however, only five have

survived. The colophon to all of these [viz. (i) Tatvartha-

dhigama Sutra ;
(ii) Bhasya on the same

;
(iii) Puja-prakarana ;

(iv) Jamhudwlpa-samdsa ; and (v) PraSamarati.
]

as published

by the Asiatic Society of Bengal reads :

He appears to have died about the 142 S.V. or 85 A.D,“ It is

a moot-question whether he could be mentioned among the

Southern or Karnataka writers; but we give him a place

9

Panedttilayasara, tv 177 and 179. The last ia thus rendered into

Sanakrit ;

#^ ^rRinl luRl il

ef. Chakravarti, PaiUMtikayaidra, S.U.J. Ill, pp. 188 ff.

10 Cf. Hoernle, op. oil., p- 341 ; Poter80D,*op. oit., IV Index, pp. XTi-vii.

11 Hiralal, op. oit., pp. vi, vii.

T3 Ibid., p. ziii.

13 C/, Hoernle, op. oit., p. 841.
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because his Tatvarthadhigama Sutra has found several com-

mentators in the Soiith. Chief among these are Samantabhadra,

Pujyapada, Akalanka, Vidyananda, Prabhacandra, and Sruta-

sagara. The importance ofUmasvati’s work may be judged

both by the number and extent of these commentaries.

Samantabhadra’s commentary entitled Gandkahasti-Mahabhdsya

is supposed to have run into 84,000 Slokas, but unfortunately

the work is not extant.^*

About Samantabhadra’s date, as well as, of all these early

writers, there is the gieatest diversity of opinion. “ The chro-

nology of all the early Jaina writers who used Sanskrit and

wrote on philosophy,” says Mr. E. P. Rice, " depends on the

date of Umasvati, whose Tatvarihadhigama-Sutra is the

fountain-head of Jaina philosophy and also of the use of

Sanskrit by the Jainas. This date cannot be earlier than the

fourth century, for he quotes* the Ydga-sutra which cannot be

dated earlier than A. D. 300. Samantabhadra wrote a commentary

on Umasvati’s great work, and the earliest author who quotes

him is Kumarila, who flourished A.D. 700. Thus Samantabhadra

must belong to the fifth, sixth or seventh century If the

Y6ga-Sutra referred to by Rice is that of Patanjali,
( as it

must be, because there is no other work of that name ) , then it

must date from the third or at least second century B. C. and

not 3rd cent. A. D.,^* in which case it does not preclude the

possibility of Umasvati having lived in the first century A. D.

as mentioned above. Hence, the date of Samantabhadra need

not necessarily be so late as that mentioned by Mr. E. P. Rice.

The late Mr. Lewis Rice, who in his Mysore and Coorg assigned

14 Hiralal, op. oit.. pp-, pp. ix x.

* It is however, possible that Umasvati does not guole. from the T£ga'

tutra and that the identity is quite accidental or dne to a common
source.

15 Rice ( E. P. ), Kanareie’ iterafure, p, 41.

16 Of. Macdanell, Sanskrit Literature, Imp. Gas. U, p. 2&7 ; S'ris'a

Ohandta Vasu, Introduction to Patanjali's Toga Sutra*, p. 1 ; aud

F. C. Chakravarti, Patanjali, I. H. (^. U, pp. 74, 365 {.
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720 A. D. as the probable date of SamantatjJiadra, agrees to the

earlier
( 2nd cent. A. D.

) date in his revised edition of Coorg

Inscriptions.^’’ This is also the date according to the Pattavalis.“

Much of what is known of Samantabhadra is merely legend-

ary. Nevertheless, in the Sravapa Belgola inscription, already

referred to, he is described as ‘one whose sayings are an adaman-
tine goad to the elephant the disputant, and by whose power
this whole earth became barren

( i.e. was rid
)
of even the tallf

of false speakers.' ‘ The clear jewel lamp of Samantabhadra 's

sayings,’ it says, ‘ lights up indeed the whole palace of the three

worlds which is filled with all the categories stamped with the

Syatkara and whose interior is concealed by the darkness of the

sayings of false speakers ’ That he must have been a very

great disputant is also indicated by the title " Vadi-mukhya ”

given to him in the Anikanla-jayapataka by Haribhadrasuri, a

Svetambara writer.*® Samantabhadra is in fact the last among

Digambara teachers who find a place in the Svetambara lists as

well. According to these latter he was their sixteenth pontiff,

88g A. V. or c. 419 A. D.*^ His Apta-mimamsa, perhaps his

best known work, is supposed to be the introductory portion of

his Gandahasti-mahabhasya already referred to. The colophon

to this work, as preserved in a manuscript now in the possession

of Pt. Dorabali-Sastri of Sravana Belgola, reads :

fiftl

The Uragapura spoken of in this is identified with Uraiyoor

the capital of the Colas. But this fact needs confirmation.*®

However, his activities seem to have spread over the whole of

17 C/- Bice, Mysore and Ooorg Inscriptions, Ep. Cat. I, p. 4 n 1.

18 Hoernle. op. cit., p. 341.

19 Ep. Oar. II, SB 254, Trans., p. 110.
*

30 Jaina SahUya-tamtSdhak I, pp« 19-20 ; If. HiralM, op. cit.* p. x.

21 Ibid., p. z.

23 Ibid., p. zi.

22 Ibid,
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India from Takka or Punjab in the North to Kanci, the capital

of the Pallavas in the South. The legendary details of his life

need not detain us, but the following challenge given out by him

at Karhataka deserves citation :

—

" At first the drum was beaten by me ( as a challenge to

disputants
)
within the city of Pataliputra, and afterwards in

the country of Malva, Sindhu, and Takka ( Punjab ), at Kanci,

and VidiSa fBhilsa). I have now arrived at Karhfitaka.

Desirous of disputation, O King, I exhibit ^ardula-vikridita

metre ( lit. sporting of a tiger ). When the disputant Samanta-

bhadra stands in the court, O King, even the tongue of Dhurjati

(
Siva ) who talks clearly and skilfully, turns back quickly

towards the nape of the neck. What hope can there be for

others ?”** Commenting on this Mr. Rice observes, " It was the

custom in those days, alluded to by Fa Hian
( 400 )

and Hieun

Tsang
( 630 )

for a drum to be fixed in a public place in the

city, and any learned man, wishing to propagate a doctrine or

prove his erudition and skill in debate, would strike by way of

challenge to disputation, much as Luther nailed up his thesis on

the door of the church at Wittenberg. Samantabhadra made

full use of this custom, and powerfully maintained the Jaina

doctrine of Syddvdda ”.** Interesting corroboration of this is

found in the instance of Vimalacandra who is said to have put

up a notice at the gate of the palace of Satrubhayankara,

challenging the Saivas, Paiupatas, Baudhas, Kapalikas, and

Kapilas to engage him in disputation.**

Samantabhadra’s another well known work is the Ratnakaran-

dakaSravakacdra or the Jewel Casket of Laymen’s Conduct.

We have elsewhere quoted a verse from this book relating to

24 ^ ^ *Pn Rlfeui

M, D, J. G. XXIV, Introd., pp. 64-70; Ep. Car. H Introd. pp. S3-4.

S5 Biee, ( E. F. ). op. cit.. p. 26

36 C/. Ep. Oar. II Introd., p. 84
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SaUekhana or death bv starvation. “ The fruit of Dhartna, ” it

says, " is to distroy birth, disease, old-age and death.

" Like the melted and purified gold which is free from all dirt

and foreign substances, the liberated soul shines, being freed

from all attachments.”

" Unlimited happiness, unlimited knowledge, unlimited power

and unlimited perception are found’in a person who has conquer-

ed the karmas.
" The disease of karma is distroyed when Lust, Anger, and

Delusion are destroyed.

” The Casket of Gems, shows the M6ksa-marga ( Path to

Salvation
)
to those who do not know it before.

" The undestroyed karmas can be destroyed ; the status of

Siddha-hooA can be attained. Therefore look ye into the Casket

of Gems ”.

It relates the various vrtas or vows to be undertaken, and

describes eleven stages in the layman’s path of spiritual pro-

gress. *' As the effect of giving ddna, ” it says, " one enjoys

prosperity and happiness till he frees himself from this Sathsdra.

The giving of food to homeless ascetics causes the removal of

the sins incidental to a house-holder’s life.
””

Besides the Ratnakarandaka and Aptamimdmsd, Samanta-

bhadra wrote several other minor works like the Jina-satakd-

lathkara or Jina-stuti-iataka and Svayambhu-sl6tra and

others.** These are characterised by a deep devotion which was

a strong trait in the character of Samantabhadra. The follow-

ing lines from his Jinastuti-iataka will serve as a sample :

—

«T»T n

will n
**

m

27 Mftllinath, of Oemt, ( trans. ItotS TamU ), Tht Jaina

XX, pp. fll, 87 and 118-19.

28 n;-alal op. eit., op. oit.; p. i, Cf. Bice, Myaore and Coorg I, p. 39B>

28 M.P.J.G. XXIV, Introd.; p. W.
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The advent of this great writer in Karnataka is rightly consider-

ed to mark an epoch, not only in Digambara histroy, but in the

whole range of Sanskrit letrature.®®

After Samantabhadra, the great names are those of Pujya-

pada and Akalanka'®^ The former seems to have distinguished

himself by his study of grammer as the latter did in logic. " A
Pujyapada in grammer, a Bhattakalanka in logic, and Bharavi

in literature ” are expressions that are frequently met with in

the inscriptions which describe the learning of other writers like

Jinacandra and Srutamuni.®® From a verse in the Pattdvalis

which reads:

—

JRT: »TSPn'N: II

Mr. K. B. Pathak has pointed out that Dfivanandi was also

another name of Pujyapada.®® The latter appears to have been

a mere title ( lit. meaning one whose feet were adorable
)
for he

seems to have acquired it because of forest deities who worship-

ed at his feet. He was also called JinSndra-buddhi on account

of his great learning, and his most famous work is consequently

known as Jainendra-vydkarana or the grammar of Jintodra-

buddhi.®^ Peterson observes that this book belongs to a class

of works for which both sects of the Jainas contend, but in his

opinion it is undoubtedly peculiar to the Digambaras. " The

rival sect, ” he says, “ as good as admits this when they assert,

as they invariably do, that their recension of the Jainindra is

in eight, not five, adhyayas. There appears to be no such work

in existence as a Jainendra in eight adhyayas ; and when they

are hard-pressed the Swetambaras can only put forward H6ma-
chandra’s book, and claim for it that title. " This being so, he

30 Cf, Bhandarkar, The Bom. Qaz. x ii, p. 406.

31 C/. 'Ep. Car. II, SB 64 and Introd., pp. 81'-85.

33 Ibid. SB. 69 and 254. "

33 Cf. FaChak, Ind. Ant, XII, p. 19; Petereon, Report on San, MSS
VI, pp. 67-9.

34 Ep, Uar, II SB. 364, Trane., p. HO.
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concludes, " it is evident that the questioniof the authorship of

the book cannot be disposed of without a reference to the tradi-

tion among the Digambara Jainas and to their written

records. Pancavdstuka, the best commentary on Jainendra,

is also supposed to be the work of Pujyapada or Devanandi

;

and according to Peterson it has for all practical purposes

supplanted the original. Panini-sabdavatara is another gramma-

tical work traditionally considered to be a commentary on

Panini’s grammar by Pujyapada. Somadeva refers to Jainendra

together with Panini as grammars taught to the pupils ; and

V6pad6va counts it among the eight original authorities on

Sanskrit grammar.**

Besides these grammatical works Pujyapada wrote treatises

on other subjects as well. His Kalydnakdraka, a treatise on

medicine, long continued to be an authority on the subject, and

was translated into Kannada by Jeyaddala Somanatha in the

twelveth century. The treatment it prescribes is entirely

vegetarian and non-alcoholic.*’ Mangaraja I ( c. 1360 )
also

quotes Pujyapada, in his Khagindra-manidarpana a work on

medicine. ** Pujyapada’s Sarvdrtha Siddhi is an elaborate

commentary on the Tattvdrtha-sutra of Umasvati, comprising

about 5,500 s'lokas ; and Updsakdedra is a short handbook of

ethics for the Jaina laity.®* He appears to have travelled

widely in South India and gone so far North as Videha or

Behar. The founder of the Dravida-Sarhgha at Madura

( ^aka 526 ), Vajranandi, is supposed to have been his disciple.*®

Pujyapada has also been described as the preceptor of

Durvinita Ganga (
483-512 A.D. ) ; whereas Niravadya Pan<Jita,

preceptor of Jayasimha II, ( Calukya
)
has been called the

house-pupil of Sri Pujyapada. According to Bhandarkar,

35 Peterson, op. oit., p. 69.
*

36 Rice
(
E. P. ) op, cit., p. 110, •

37 Ibid., pp. 37. 37.

38 Ibid., p. 45.

39 Hirilil, op. cit., p. zx.

40 Cf- Petenon, op. eit. Ill, p. 877,

3K0—3828-10
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therefore, he must have flourished about 678^A.D." Mr. Hiralal

assigns him to about 500 A. D.“ Consequently it is impossible

for us to arrive at any definite conclusion as to the exact date

of this great teacher.

The facts relating to Akalanka are not less obscure than those

we have attempted to notice above. Yet, that these writers

were historic persons who exerised tremendous influence in

their own days is equally certain. Tradition makes Akalanka

a son of Subhatunga, King of Manyakheta, who is identified

with Krsna I, Rastrakuta, who reigned during the latter half

of the eighth century A. D. He is supposed to have forsaken

his father’s kingdom for the sake of adopting an ascetic’s life.

And Peterson observes, that such action is characteristic of the

times when “ Kings were the nursing fathers and queens the

nursing mothers of the religion he embraced.” '** Akalanka is

said to have challenged the Buddhists at the court of King

Hastimalla ( Himalitala ? )
of Kanci, saying that the defeated

party should be ground in oil-mills. The Buddhists were driven

into Ceylon owing to the victory of the Jaina teacher through the

intervention of the goddess Kusmandini.“ But this may be only

understood as a legendary description of Akalanka’s victorious

logic which made his name proverbial as a “ Bbattakalanka in

logic, ” applied to later writers.*® His most famous work is the

Tatvartha-vartika-vydkhyalankara which again is a commentary

on Umasvati’s Tatvdrtha-siitra. He also wrote the Astasati

on which Astascthasri or the Book of Eight Thousand verses by

Vidyananda is a commentary. Akalanka is classed among the

Nayydyikaz or great logicians.*® Rice has observed that according

to Wilson, Akalanka was from Sravaija Belgoja, but that a

41 Bhandarkar, Early BUtory of the Dekhan, p. 69

42 Hiralal, op. cit., p. xz.

43 Peterson, op. cit. IV, p. 79 ; c/. Nathuram Premi, Vidvadratnamiildt,

pp. 23-4.

44 Cf. Ep. Car, II Introd., p. 8t j Hiralal, op. oit., pp. xxvi-Tiii.

45 Of. Ibid., SB 69 at 1254.

46 Hirslal, op. cit., pp. zz, zrvi f j Peteison, op. oit., p. 79.
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manuscript in his possession makes hin

Bhattakalanka being the title of the line of gurus of that place.*’

Among the later successors of Akalanka, Prabhacandra stands

pre-eminent as the author of Nyaya-kumuda-candr6daya and
Prameya-Kamala-mdridnda. There is also in the Saraswati

Bhavana ( Bombay )
a manuscript entitled Jainindra-NySsa,

and another called AmSgha-vjiti-Nydsa, both of which are

grammatical works by Prabhacandra, being commentaries on
Sakatayana’s grammar.*®

Sakatayana { to be distinguished from his Vedic namesake

)

was a contemporary of Amoghavarsa I Rastrakuta. The author

called his work Amdghavrlti in honour of the King under whose

patronage he evidently wrote it. There are several commenta-

ries on the AmSghavrtti, of which that by Yaksavarma runs

into 6,000 ^lokas. The extent of the original, though it is not

available, is easily conceivable since Yaksavarma’s work is only

an abridgment of the MahdvrUi as he calls Sakatayana’s book.**

It was under the Rastrakutas that considerable literary

activities were carried on by the Jainas. We have already

referred to some of the works of this period in our historical

survey of the dynasty. We can only take note of the more

important ones here. Bhandarkar places the earliest limit of

these writers with Vidyananda and Prabhacandra.*® The latter

has already been noticed as the disciple of Akalanka.

Vidyananda is known by his $loka-vdrtika and Astosahasri, the

latter of which, as already mentioned, is a commentary on the

Aptamimdmsa. Jinasena, in his Adipurdna refers to him as

Patrakesari.*^ More interesting works of this period are the

47 Eice, op. oit., p. 372.

48 Sri Ailak-Pannalal-Digambara Jaina Saraswati Bbarana, First Aonaal

Report and List of Books, p. 46 ; ibid. Third Report, p. 38.

49 Of, Hiralal, op. cit., p. xrr ; Fathak, J. S'afcap=iyana Contemporary

of Amoghavarsa I, Ind. Ant. XXilll. pp.*205-07.

£0 Bhandarkar, The Eom. Gaz. I, pp. 407-CS.

61 Hiralal, op. oit., pp. ixviii-ii. This Identification is questioned by

later writers. See the Jugalkisora in AnebuUa.
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great puranas written by the Jainas in obvious imitation of

the Brahmanical works of the same class. The earliest complete

Jaina version in Sanskrit of the Rdmdyana ( or the Rama
legend

)
is said to be the Padmapurdna. by RavisSnacarya.

Mr. Hiralal observes that all later writers on the subject based

their accounts on this Padmapurdna. The incidents in it are

placed at the time of Nfiminatha, their sixteenth Tirthankara. ““

Rama as well as Ravana are both claimed to be Jaina. Unlike

Valmiki's version, Seeta is here represented as being born in the

human womb of the queen of Videha. Da^aratha did not die

of sorrow, but retired into the forest to lead the life of an

ascetic. Vali, Sugriva, Hanuman and the hosts of monkeys

were but powerful rulers of the forest regions. Instead of

Rama’s killing Vali, the latter is made to renounce his kingdom

in order to do penance like DaSaratha. Laxmana, instead of

reviving from his trance by means of the miraculous sanjivini,

does so owing to the charming presence of a virtuous lady

named Viialya, whom he ultimately marries. These and other

such details mark this Jaina version of the Rdmdya^a.^*

The theme was taken up by many another Jaina poet, and

Jinadasa in his Rdmacarita writes ;

II \Co ||

tw: stkikt ii \i\ ii

ufwSc iiU=fii
“

So we see that Ravisfina got the tradition from Mahavira him-

self, handed down through the whole line of teachers in the

61a prof. A. N. Upadhya corrects me here as MnnisuTTata, the 20th
Tirthankara,

62 Cf. Ihid. p. zxi.

53 S'rijAilak PannaUlI Digambara Jaina Saraswati Bbarana, SMoqd
Annual Beport, p. 80, •
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course of centuries. But the queer incongnbity of the attempt

to reconcile the concupiscence of Ravapa with the artificially

created Jaina atmosphere is clearly revealed in the Pampa
Ratnayana by Nagacandra which is another Jaina version of

the epic in Kannada ( c. 1105 A.D. )**

On hearing of the complete recovery of Laxmaria the

ministers of Ravana advised him that prudence was the better

part of valour, and told him that the two brothers ( Rama and

Laxmapa
)
.would be more than a match for Ravana. But

the haughty prince with vanity equal to his evil intentions

declared :

" Shall I, who made e’en Svarga’s lord

Before my feet to fall.

Now meekly yield me,—overawed

By this mere princeling small ?

Nay, better ‘twere, if so must be.

My life be from me reft.

I still could boast, what most I prize,

A warrior’s honour left ( !
).

Nathless, to make my victory sure.

I’ll have recourse to magic lore.

There is a spell, the ^astras tell,

which multiplies the form.

If this rare power I may attain.

I’ll seem to haunt the battle-plain.

My ‘wildered enemies shall see.

Before, behind, to left, to right.

Phantasmal Ravana crowd to fight.

Whom darts shall strike in vain.

Its name is bahu-rUpini,

" Tis won by stern austerity ”

( worthy of a nobler cause ).

‘ That nothing might impede him in the acquiring of the magic

power, Ravana issued orders that throughout Lanka and its

(4 0/. Bice (K. P,), op. dt., pp. 34-«, •
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territories no animai^ife should on any account be taken
; that his

warriors should for a time desist from fighting ; and that all

his subjects should be diligent in performing the rites of Jina-pUja.

Then entered he the Jaina fane

His palace walls within.

Attendant priests before him bore

The sacred vessels, as prescribed

In books of holy lore.

And there to lord Santiswara

He lowly revenence paid ;

Omitting no due ritual

That might secure his aid.

After worship had been performed with due solemnity, he

took a vow of silent meditation
;
and seating himself in the

padmasana posture, began a course of rigorous concentration of

mind and suppression of the bodily senses.

And there he sat, like a statue fixed ;

And not a wandering thought was mixed

With his abstraction deep.

Upon his hand a chaplet hung.

With beads of priceless value strung.

And on it he did ceaseless tell

The mantras that would serve him well.

When Bibhisana learned through spies what Havana was
doing, he hastened to Rama, and urged him to attack and slay

Havana before he could fortify himself with his new and
formidable power. But Rama replied :

" Havana has sought JinSndra’s aid

In true religious form.

It is not meet that we should fight

With one engaged in holy rite.

His weapons laid aside.

I do not fearliis purpose fell.

No magic spell can serve him well

Who steals his neighbour’s bride. ”
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Bibhisana and Angada are disappointed </ith this reply, and
resolve to try and break Ravana’s devotions without the
knowledge of Rama. So they send some of the monkey-
bannered troops to disturb him.

They rush toward the town in swarms upon swarms

;

They trample the corn, and they damage the farms
;

They frighten and chevy the maidens about

;

And all through the temple they shriek and they shout.

And make a most fearful din.

But Ravana stirred not as still as a stone,

His mind was intent on his jafa alone.

‘then the yaksas, or guardian spirits of the Jina shrine,

interpose, drive forth the intruders, and appeal to R^a and
Laxmana to withdraw them. Finally it is arranged that any-

thing may be done to break Ravana’s devotions, so long as his

life is not taken and the palace and temples are not destroyed.

Then Angada, heir to Kiskindha’s wide soil.

Determines himself Ravana’s penance to spoil.

He mounts on Kiskindha, his elephant proud;

And round him his ape-bannered followers crowd.

He rides through the suburbs of Lanka’s fair town.

Admiring its beauty, its groves of renown.

He enters the palace, goes alone to the fane
;

With reverence he walks round Santi^wara’s shrine.

And in lowliness worships the image divine.

When—sudden—he sees giant Ravana there.

Seated, still as some mountain, absorbed in his prayer !

Surprised and indignant, in anger he speaks :

—

" What ! miscreant, hypocrite, villain 1 dost thou

“ In holiest temple thy proud forehead bow
" Who has right ways forsaken, thy lineage disgraced,

“ The good hast imprisoned, the,harmless oppressed,

" And hast snatched from thy neighbour his virtuous wile.

“ How canst thou dare to pray in Santi^wara’s hall

!

" Better think on thy misdeeds,' and turn from them all,
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" Know by ama’s keen arrows in death thou shalt fall

!

" And no magical rite the dread doom can forestall.

“ When the flames round thy palace leap higher and higher

“ Too late thou digg’st wells to extinguish the fire !

”

Thus saying, he tore off Ravana’s upper garment and smote

him with it ; he scattered the beads of his chaplet upon the

ground; he stripped Ravana’s queen of her jewels, and

slandered her sorely ; he tied her maidens in pairs by the hair

of their heads ; he snatched off their necklaces and hung them

round the necks of the Jaina images ; and he defied and insulted

Havana in every possible way.

The poor trembling women were frantic with fear.

And tried to rouse Ravana. They bawled in his ear-

" What is the good ofthy japa ? Rise, save us from shame',

“ Rise quickly and fight for thine ancient good name.”

But Ravapa heard not, nor muscle did move,-

As fixed as the Pole Star in heaven above.

Then a thunderbolt’s crash rent the firmament wide

;

And adown the bright flash did a yaksini glide.

And swifty took station at Ravana’s side,

" I have come at thy bidding,” the visitant said,

“ I can lay on the field all thy enemies dead
“ Save Hanuman, Laxmana and Rama divine,

" Who are guarded by might that is greater than mine.”

" Alas !
” answered Ravana, with spirit depressed,

" If those three remain, what availeth the rest ?

This long quotation must serve to show that Paurapic

Jainism was a reflex of Pauraiiic Brahmanism, and no

improvement upon the latter except in the mitigation, within

certain limits, of the elements of exaggeration. The dominance

of ritual over ethics is clearly visible in the picture of Ravana

presented above. The Munivamiabhyudaya of Cidanandakavi,

as well as, inscriptions in Coorg, attempt to give a tone of

reality to these descriptions by stating, for instance, that the

55 Cf. Ibid., pp. 39-41.
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images of Gommata and Parsvanatha at Eelgoja were brought
from Lanka by Rama and Seeta ; and that several bastis in

Coorg were built by these heroes of epic India.®*

As there are Jaina versions of the Ramayana so are there Jaina

versions of the Mahabhdrata. One of the most important of them
is the Harivamsa-Purana, by Jinasfina. It deals with ancient

dynasties like the Kurus, the Pandavas and the Yadavas cast in

Jaina moulds and devoted to Jaina worship. “The transferences

and adaptations made in some of the stories, ” observes

Rajendralal Mitra, "are remarkable and suggestive. For instance,

the rape of Sita by Ravana is transferred to the history of the

Pandu brothers, whose wife Draupadi is said to have been carried

away by one Padmanabha, King of Amarakankapura, who
lived beyond the ocean, whence the Pandavas rescued her.

Again, the story of the lac-house in which Duryodhana wished

to assassinate the Pandus is described as a device adopted by

Kpsna to elude from the army of Jarasandha which had pressed

him very hard and was about to take him prisoner. For a right

appreciation of the true bearing of the Hindu legends the accounts

given in this work are of great value. ”®’

In the vernacular garb, the Vikramdrjuna Vijaya or more

popularly called after the author, Pampa Bharata, is the earliest

extant version of the epic in Kannada. This Pampa is different

from the author of the Ramayana already quoted in extenso,

and is distinguished by the epithet “ Adi Pampa " or the first

Pampa. His first work was Adi Puraifa relating the history of

^abha, the first Tirthankara, composed in 941 when the poet

was thirty-nine years of age. In the estimation of Mr. Narasim-

hacbar, this work is “ unsurpassed in style among the Kanarese

poets.” ** The distinctive features of the Pampa Bharata are

thus pointed out by Mr. E. P. Rice

:

QS Cf. Ep. Oar. 11 Introd., p. 15 ; Bice, Coorg Inscriptiong, Ep. Car. 1

Introd., p. 13

07 BajandralSl Hitrs, Notioeg oi Sangktit MBS* TI Preface, pp.

68 Of, Bice ( E> P. ) op« oit-t pp* 80-81

}kO~S688U
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Unlike Vyasa’s version, ( i ) Draupadi is the wife of Arjuna

alone, and not of all the P^dava brothers; (ii) Arjuna is the

principal hero and the epic closes with his coronation together

with Subhadra, at Hastinapura
;

( iii
)
the poet deliberately

identifies Arjuna with Arikesari, his patron, and compares him

to Vi?nu, Siva, the Sun, Cupid, etc. Rice finds in this an

oriental parallel to Spencer’s ‘ Faerie Queen
’

in which

Gloriana is Queen Elizabeth. This according to him is the only

defect of the poem, which otherwise is important as being less

Sanskrit in vocabulary than the Adi Purdna. It is interesting

to note that the poet was rewarded with the grant of a village

for this immortal work.“

The Jinasdna, author of the Harivamsa Purdna above

referred to, is different from the author of the Adi Purdna,

according to Mr. Hiralal. The former belonged to the Punndta-

gai^a, whereas the latter was of the S£na-ganaS^ Apart from

the repetition of the names of the authors there is also a con-

fusing repetition of the titles of works such as Adi Purdna,

Harivamsa Purdna and MahdPurdrta. Indeed, the conventional

standards in the realm of iconography and painting, noticed in

a later chapter, resulting in the repetition of the same forms and

stereotyped expression, also resulted in the choosing of the same

subject by different writers in the course of centuries. Thus,

we have one Adi Purdna by Jinasena, and another by Pampa

;

one Mahd Purdna by Jinastaa and Gunabhadra, another by

Pu^padanta,® and a third by Malli^Sna Harivamsa Purdna

by the first Jinasftna, and Harivamsa Purdi},a by the second

JinasSna and his disciple ( same as Mahd Purdna

)

and a third

Harivamsa Purdna by Jinadasa.*® Since these are all of the

same type, we shall here take note only of the most important,

viz., the Mahd Purd^ia of JinasSna and Guijiabhadra.

69 Ibid., p. 31.

So Hlralil, op. cit., p. xxii; ef. Natbnram PrSmI, op. oH., pp. 8, 89. f.

61 Ibid., p. zliii f.

63 Of. N&thnram Premi, pp. oit. pp. 164-56
6J Bbandirkar, Beport on Sanskrit MSS. 1883-84, p. 133.
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Jinasdna was one of a series of celebrated tDigambara Jaina
authors, who came to the front propagating their religion, and
increasing the power of their sect as they did so, during the

earlier part of the Rastrakuta period.®* He was the disciple of

Viras^na to whom is ascribed the Jayadhavda-tikd. It is a
commentary on the Satkhanddgamasdtra.*^ This work was
completed by Jinasena in §aka 760 during the regin of

Amoghavarsa I ; the Adi Purdna was commenced soon after.

Its sequel, called the Ullara Purdna, was developed in Saka 820

by Gunabhadra, the pupil of Jinasdna.®* Both these writers

are highly spoken of by competent critics.

According to Bhandarkar, the Adi Purdna is an encyclopaedic

work " in which there are instances of all metres and figures,

which sets forth the doctrines of all the ddstras incidentaUy, is

calculated to put to shame all other poems, and is worthy of

being read even by the learned.®’ In the opinion of a later

Jaina poet, cited by Pt. Nathuram PrSmi, “ whose minds will

not be drawn away by words emanating from the lotus-face of

JinasSna, the king of poets, in whose Mahd Purdna are Dharma,

M6ksa, Right Conduct and Poetry, all rolled in one ?
"

*rfi3^ i

ftw ii
**

The following verso must serve as a sample of its poetic merit

;

RiWi'i’ni ii
**

Describing a rural scene the poet says, the pastoral maidens,

seeing a line of parrots descending into the rice-fields, thought

it to be the arch of prosperity.

61 Cf. Bhandarkar, The Bom. Gaz. I ii. pp. 406-07 «

65 Cf. Ep. Car. II Introd., p. 89 ; Hiralal, op. cit., p. xxiii.

66 Ibid., pp. iziii*iT : Bbandatkar, KepQrt on San. MSS, 1838-84,

pp. 120--1.

67 Ibid., p. 120.

68 NStboram Promi, op. cit., pp. 65-8.

99 Ad Parana IV 8, cf. Nathuram Promi, op. cit., p. 69.
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The poet’s high^adeal of the function of his art is thus

stated by him :

fl^ K g I

»Trt?fT ii

Im ’Tr'Tt^Rr'q^ ii
™

‘ They alone are true poets in this world, they alone are truly

wise, in whom speech
(
poetry ) engenders the embodiment of

Dharma ; that poetry alone rules which is in accordance with

righteousness ; the rest, however amiable it might seem, tends

to wickedness and bondage.
’

According to Mr. Pr^mi, Gupabhadra has attained the same

success in completing the later portion of the Maha Parana as

Banabhatta’s son had attained in completing the Kddambari of

his father. Out of due humility, Gunabhadra compares his own

task to the completion of a building the major portion of which

has already been constructed by another ; or better still

tr«n WR3 KKwixf >nn n
”

Again he declares :

i

kW If ?^I5 ’Sini?! 11

‘ If my words are sweet they only declare the greatness of my
gurw, just as the sweetness of the fruit is but the outcome of

the nature of the tree.
’

mlw sfMiSM'r sff Jf gtsr: femis i

% KN qftwK: II

‘ My task is only to transcribe here what my gurus seated in

my heart engender in the speech proceeding from my heart.

Another work of importance, written by Jinastoa, is the

Pdrivdihyudaya.'’^ "This poem is one of the curiosities of

70 Ibid; pp- 63-4.

71 Ibid; p. 71.

7i XiM..p.72.

7< aU; 58,
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Sanskrit literature. It is at once the product and mirror of the

litarary taste of the age. Universal judgement assigns the

first place among Indian poets to Kalidasa, but JinasSna rlalms

to be considered a higher genius than the author of the

Cloud Messenger. ” The story relating to the origin of

Pdrivdbhyudaya is too interesting to be omitted It is stated

that Kalidasa came to Bahkapura priding over the production

of his Megha Data. Being instigated by Vinayasena, Jinasfina

told Kalidasa that he had pirated the poem from some ancient

writer. When challenged by Kalidasa to prove his statement,

Jinasfina pretended that the book he referred to was at a great

distance, and could be got only after eight days. Then he came

out with his own Parsvabhyudaya, the last line of each verse in

which was taken from Kalidasa. The latter is said to have

been confounded by this, but JinasSna finally confessed his

whole trickery.’® Gunabhadra, it is well known, completed

his Uttara Parana at Bankapura, and it is certain that

he must have concocted this story, though it is a strange

way of glorifying his own teacher. Gunabhadra, likewise,

modelled his Atmdnuidsanam on the example of Bhartrhari’s

VairagyaSatakam.’’'’

From these we turn to Somadeva, perhaps by far the most

learned of Jaina writers of the South. The best known of his

works is the Yasastilaka-campu, written in mixed prose and

verse. “ What make Somadeva’s works of very great

importance,” observes Mr. Hiralal, " are the learning of the

author which they display, and the masterly style in which they

are composed. The prose of Yasastilaka vies with that of Bana,

and the poetry at places with that of Magha.” According to

Peterson, “ The Yaiastilaka is in itself a work of true poetical

74 J B B E A S, 1894, p. 224.

75 Cf. Nathuram PrSmi, op. cit., pp. 54-5.

76 The authenticity of this story is questSoned. It is really narrated by

Togirat Fandita in bis commentary on Pdrs'sdiAjwdaya.

77 Ibid., pp. 20. 75-

78 Hiralal, op. cit., p. xxxii,
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merit, which nothi% but the bitterness of theological hatred

would have excluded so long from the list of the classics of

India." ’* For an elaborate notice of this work, however, we
must refer to Peterson’s Report from which the above citation

is made. We can find room here only for a few important

illustrations. In the words of the poet himself,

ww !rs?ns ii

II

s?<Ts?r^%T%^%fqfT'Esf%5r i

?T^‘HE*nwTgoiTr5TiTfNt??i ii
“

The date and place of composition are thus stated at the end of

the work

:

; wwa^gtH Pl; >rfrsr?rt«Rr*

ftw; 5wi!jqw «ft«r3[T»TTrir

^rs^nmfi ii

sm ?r«K5SKif%^rqv^?Tq^5 ra^ wsTR^fWsi-

qqn=(*ji ^RWT’JrqrJT^sr

’nfi^jTfirrsf'RRfl ^r^iRriwqnq^Ri^ »T5iq>t5^ siun-

E*T an’qiw: II < II

It is clear from this that the work was written in Saka 88i at

the court of ArikSsari’s son, a Calukya feaudatory of Krsna

III, Rastrakuta. Nemideva is given as the name of Somadeva’s

guru. In the words of Peterson, as already noted, " It

represents a lively picture of India at a time when the Buddhist,

Jaina, and Brahmanical religions were still engaged in a contest

that drew towards it the attention, and well nigh absorbed the

79 Petnson, op. cit. IV, p. 93.

80 C/. Sri Aliak Fannalal Digambara Jaina Saragwati Bhavana Second

Report, pp. 84-5.

8J JMd.. p. 88.
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intellectual energies of all thinking men.’’ The last part of

the work entitled Upasakadhyanam, divided into forty-six

kalpas or chapters, is a handbook of popular instruction on

Jaina doctrine and devotion.®*

Pr?TT gfTcf iRfhlTTTW I^ ^ wjiqfifitg'nBWswnT ii
**

Among the authors with whom Somadeva shows his acquain-

tance are Bharavi, Bhavabhuti, Bhartrhari, Gunadhya, Vyasa,

Bhasa, Kalidasa, Bana, Magha, Rajaidkhara
; and grammarians

like Indra, Candra, Jinfindra, ApiSala and Pacini whose works,

he says, were taught during his days. Besides, he also makes

mention of ASva-vidya, Gaja-vidya, Ratna-parik|a, Kama-^astra,

Vaidyaka, etc.®® His other work of considerable interest is the

Nitivdkydmrta which is almost verbally modelled on Kautilya’s

Artha-sdstra.^* The mere ‘ table of contents ’ of this work is

enlightening. It has thirty-two chapters which are :

—

(i) (2) (3) (4)

(5) rwra?: ; (6) ; (7) 9i?fr 5 (8 ) ; (9) ;

(10) it?fr; (ii) sfrfftT; (12) (13) ffr; (14)

(15) t%=aiT; (16) sq^sr: (17) ^qiiq; (18) (19) 'ssrqq;

(20) jjt; (21) qrrw; (22) qs; (23) m; (24)

(25) {26) fiqrair; (27) {28) miq;

(29) ; (30) (31) flqif; and (32) irtioJ. At the

end is given a Pra^asti from which we learn that Somadeva was

the younger brother of Mah6ndrad6va Bhattaraka who is

described as Further we are in-

formed that Somadeva also wrote three other works, ( qwnqfil

sm'JT, 5^Rf%5inr>ft5T, )
which however are not

extant. The epithets which he applies to himself with ciceroen

pride are certainly worth mentioning, viz :

82 Peterson, op. eit., p. 33.

83 Ibid., p. 46.

84 See n. 80 above.

85 For a fnllet analysis tM KUitdtyamrilat M. D. J>6. XXIX Introd.i

pp. 14-17.

86 C/> Ibid,, pp. 1-8,
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w^f^sTru-

sRn% !T5r?m3WT

Then he asks,

K *rat% tw«5tfR5: I

tf Xl CI^STT^W ^ITTT^SW II

^nfir^r htI II

‘ O critic, who art neither an Akalanka in logic, nor a Hamsa-

siddhantad^va in scriptures, nor a Pujyapada in grammar, on

what score art thou coming to discuss with SomadSva ? ’ In

other words SomadSva claims to be at least equal to all the

three scholars named, in the arts each of them excelled in.

And finally he concludes with the words :

qri^aiM I Si'S*! j*!A «m*^3i^ I

«fWTnt^ 3f^
^I'^siq StKlsfer K II

The book is replete with laconic expressions which might be as

readily drawn upon with effect as the sa
5nngs of Bacon or of

Marcus Aurelius ; or commented upon with learned parallels in

the entire range of Sanskrit literature as done by its anonymous

Brahmanical commentator. Indeed, it is a certificate to the

universality of this Jaina writer that he has found his only

learned commentator from among the non-Jainas. But it is

considered almost anamolous by the Jainas that the author

should have dealt with the subject as he has done. ®* For

instance, in the we find

w?q*i3Hism ii ii

8; Ibid., Text, p. 406.

88 cf. “ fKift ^ I ii w rii!i%

fs:, arh: aif ’T3% jjis^ fail: arpunJi^
aaa i (^51^ =ai%a to

?TONia i?3i aik t?pft Jwiaai

wi tin41 f.”

Nfitbnram PrSmi, op, cit,, p- 80.
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That is, ' those are grhastas or true house-holders who per-

form the daily and occasional rites
;
yajnas for the satisfaction

of the Creator, the ancestors, and the elements constitute the

daily rites. ’ No wonder that the commentator explains this

as follows :

—

?r«n»i;<nT9: i »iaiRra^!r

i tTm ^

II®*

As examples of some of Somadeva’s proverbial statements we

might adduce the following :

—

(1) ii it**

‘ Even like the bathing of an elephant (futile) is the ceremonial

of a man whose senses and mind are disorderly or uncontrolled.'

(2) N: 11 i.*‘

Little grains of sand make a mighty land ; lit. ' Even atoms

saved in course of time form a mountain like Meru.

'

(3) aTsrr'^al 11 11

• Ideals divorced from practice are kingdoms owned in dreams.
’

In the words of Vallabhadgva, cited by the commentator, * By

exertion alone are achievements made, not through mere inten-

tions ; the prey never seeks the mouth of a sleeping lion.
"**

From these specimens of Jaina contributions to Sanskrit

literature we must now turn to the vernacular writers.

Two of the most noted among the Kannada writers, namely,

Adi Pampa and Abhinava Pampa, authors respectively of the

best known versions in Kannada of the Mahabharata and the

89 SUivalcyamrita Text, pp. 47-8.

80 Cf. q: f?’?! qsiT^w/^ I

eqq 5Rq 'tRqSiioat ii

Ibid., com. p. 6o-

91 Ibid., p. 17.

92 Cf. 3^ qnqf(3l q 1

^ fir gmq (Sf^q 51^^ s% fTiJ n

Ibid., p. 19.

)k0—^2538*13
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Ramayana, have already been cited. But they were by no

means the earliest, nor even the only writers on the subject.

" No Indian vernacular, ” wrote Mr. Lewis Rice, “ contains a

richer or more varied mine of indigenous literature though

scarcely at all known or exposed, (than Kanarese)
;
a literature,

moreover, which as the product to a great extent of Jain and

Lingayat authors, is independent of Sanskrit and Brahmanical

works. ” They wrote on all subjects, as we shall notice

below ; on religion and ethics, on grammar and prosody, on

medicine and even natural science, such as was understood in

those days. Out of the 280 poets (belonging to the period of our

survey, noticed by Mr. R. Narasimhachar, in his Karnataka-

Kavicaritri), no less than 95 are Jaina poets ; the Vira-^aiva or

Lingayat poets come next, being ga ; whereas the Brahmanical

writers are only 45, and the rest, all included 50.

The earliest of these, namely Kaviparamfisti, whom, however,

we know only by allusion, goes as far back as at least the

4th century A. D. Both Jinasena and Gunabhadra, in the

Adi and Uttara Puraija respectively, speak of him as an earlier

writer on the same subject :

srmwilt 11 an, g.

11 ** g.

But among the writers of whom we know more definitely is

Srivardhadfiva, also called Ttembuluracdrya from his birth-place,

author of a commentary on theTattvdrtha Mahdsdstra, entitled

Cuddmani, which is said to have run into 96,000 verses. Two
facts bring out the greatness of this work : Dan^, of the 6th

century A. D., praises Srivardhadfiva for having " produced

Sarasvati (
i. e. learning and eloquence

)
from the tip of his

03 Rice, lt^ytort and Coorg 1, p. 398.

04 KarasimhacharyB, Karataha.Kamearitri I, Indrod, p. xxi.

05 Bice ( E. P. ), Kanarete LitertUure, pp, 26-27.

06 C/. NSthnram Premi, Vidvadratnamaid I, pp, 60, 61,
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tongue, as Siva produced the Ganges from the tip of his top-

knot And Bhattakalanka, the great Kannada grammarian

(1604), refers to Srivardhadfiva’s book as the greatest work in

the language, and as incontestable proof of the scholarly chara-

cter and value of Kannada literature.®’ But, unfortunately,

no copy of the book has yet been discovered. For the earliest

extant specimen of Kannada composition by a Jaina writer, we
must therefore refer to the inscriptions at Sravana Belgola. In

one of these dated c. 700 A. D. the death of an ascetic named
Nandisena is thus described.

tlB(d ej’tJsrto I

a&rtoo ^(dazl II

oi)o d) domr” I 4 1

‘Swift fading as the rainbow’s hue

Or lightning flash or morning dew.

To whom do pleasure, wealth, and fame.

For many years remain the same ?

Then why should I, whose thoughts aspire

To reach the highest good, desire

Here on the earth long days to spend ?

Reflecting thus within his mind.

The noble Nandi Sen

All ties that bound to life resigned.

To quit this world of pain.

And so this best of anchorites

The world of Gods did gain.

Kavirajamarga or the ‘ Royal Road of Poets ’, attributed by

some to the authorship of Amoghavarsa Rastrakuta, is the

earliest extant work from which we come to know of the

97 C/, Ep. C.»r. II SB
98 Cf. Bioe (E. P.), op. cit., p. 37 f; Bice*(Lowis), Mysore and Ccorg

I. pp. 197-198.

99 Ep. Car. II, SB 88: ol. Narasimhaoharya, S'daana Fadya Manjart,

p. 1.

100

Bios ( E. P. ) op. cit., p. 32.

tot U/, Nathiitram PrSmi, op. cit., p, 81.
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existence of numerous other writers of an earlier age. According

to this poet, roughly assigned to the middle of the ninth

century A. D.,

‘ In all the circle of the earth

No fairer land you’ll find,

Than that where rich sweet Kannada
Voices the people’s mind.

« *

‘The people of that land are skiUed

To speak in rhythmic tone

;

And quick to grasp a poet’s thought.

So kindred to their own.
Not Students only, but the folk

Untutored in the schools.

By instinct use and understand

The strict peotic rules.

It is interesting to compare this with the following lines from

an inscription at Soraba, of the time of Devaraya I of Vijaya-

nagara (1408):

—

rfosJacSoijosrtrfdjsd* I

qJ rf sj^ »tred^ d3i8 s? rt0 { ci rfjj ci-

1

i 33<333d3{oSjc^a^^doo aadjrftSDfUcJjrfo II
i®*

The poet describes the charming Karnata country as the home
of learning and of Jina-dharma. We have already seen that

this is largely true, and it was during the Golden Age of Jainism

under the Gangas that Kannada literature got considerable

patronage and impetus. Among the prose writers in Kannada

referred to in the Kavirdjamarga is Durvinita, who is identified

with the Ganga ruler of that name (482-522 A. D.). He is

said to have been the author of a commentary on the difficult

15th sarga of Bharavi’s Kirdtdrjuniya. ^®* For a more detailed

consideration of the patronage of learning under the Gangas

102 Kamrajama-gn I, 36-9 ; ef. Bice ( E. P. ) op. cit., p. 29.

1C3 NaraaimhachSrja, op. cit., p. 260, Soraba 280.

lOi Rice (E. P.), op. cit., p. 28; cf. Radiar Plates of Marasimba Oaaga,
Mysore ArehaeologicM Report 1921, p. 20; ibid. 1924, p. 76.
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we must refer to the laborious work of the late Mr. Lewis Rice,

and the Mysore Archaeological Reports. We can here find

space for only a few specimens.

Madhava I is said to have been the author of a commentary
on the he is also described as an “expert in the

theoretical exposition and practical application of the science

of polity;’’ as "a touch-stone for testing gold: the learned

and the poets, ’’ and as “ conducting himself agreeably to his

culture and modesty", i®* Avinita is said to have been
“ worthy of being reckoned first among the learned,” and “ of

a mind filled with learning and modesty;’’ Butuga as, “ a

Brahma in learning,” " versed in dancing and other accomplish-

ments; ” Ereyappa as, " a Bharata in the arts of singing,

instrumental music, dancing, and other minor arts, an authority

to great grammarians, a treasury of speech,” etc.; and of Raca-

malla III or Butuga II,— “ This intelligent prince learnt in his

early age the science of politics, riding 'on elephants and horses,

play at ball, wielding the bow and sword, the drama, grammar,

medicine, poetry, mathematics, Bharata-sastra, liihasas and

Puranas, dancing, singing, and instrumental music.” i®’

A typical scholar of the times is found in Vadighangala

Bhatta, who was a learned convert from Brahmanism. He is

described in the following terms in the Kudlur Plates of

Marasimha Ganga who made him a grant ( of 20 gadyanams in

cash and 12 khandugas in grain, being the revenue of the village

of Bagiyur
)
” as Sruta-guru’s (religious teacher’s) fee —

‘ Vadighangala was a treasury of the jewels of wisdom, a

mine of the pearls of intellect. With very little effort and

labour on his part all learning came to him in a very short

time as though it had been made ready in his previous

birth. He was the author of a grammatical syst/em free

from doubt and controversy. H^ like Brahma, knew the

essense of the science of grammar, and was looked up to as

105 Ibid. 1934, pp. 68,80-1; of. Bice, Ep, Oar. I, p. 63.

106 Mysore Archaeological Beport, 1921. p. 19 f.

lOI Ibid-, pp. 19-22. 8ee also Bice, Mysort and Coorg I, pp. 196 B,
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a great authority by grammarians. He was well versed in

the three schools of logic, and in the Lokayata, Sankhya,

Vedanta and Baudha systemsof philosophy ; and'in Jainism

he became celebrated as Vadighangala. He was, besides,

an eminent poet. Like a sun on the eastern mountain,

Syadvada, he destroyed the mass of darkness, arrogant

scholars, by the resplendant rise of his learning, cut off the

expansion of the lilies, proud disputants, by the rays of his

eloquence, and acquired the high distinction of Vadighangala

on the earth.

' His eloquence in the exposition of literature made
king Ganga-Gangeya (‘Ganga among the Gangas’, i.e.

Marasimha ), a cuckoo in the grove of delighters in all

learning, his pupil. His instruction in politics induced the

learned men of Vallabharaja’s capital {i.e. Manyakheta of

the Rastrakutas
) to show him great honour, which showed

to the world his greatness and remarkable scholarship ; and

his counsel to Krsuaraja ( which enabled him to conquer

all the regions ), procured for him the king’s esteem along

with that of all his Mdndalikas and Sdmantas,
’

The artistic execution as well as its composition
(
a Sanskrit

Campu work of considerable literary merit
)
make the above

record of unique interest, besides its historical value as the

longest of the Ganga copper-plate inscriptions giving a full

account of their dynasty. The Kannada works produced under

the Gangas were principally, the Harivamsa and Nemindtha

Purdna by Gunavarma I, under Mahfindrantaka or Ereyappa

(
S86-913 A. D. ) ; Camunda or Cavunda Raya’s Trisasti-

laksana Mahd-purdifa, better known as Cdvundardya-Purdna,

under Racamalla IV {974-84); and Chhandombudhi or

"Oceao of Prosody” by Nagavarma I (c. 984A. D. ). Of

these, the second is of sjjecial interest and importance as the

work of the great minister and general who erected the famous

colossus at Belgola, and as the oldest extant specimen of a

I09 RudlCir plates of M^atimha Gasgs, ibid, 1921, pp. 23-4.
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book written in continuous prose, enabling us, therefore, to

gain a knowledge of the language as spoken in the tenth

century ( 978 A. D. ). Nagavarma’s prosody, with additions

by later writers, still remains the standard work on the subject

in Kannada. The work is addressed by the poet to his wife.

In the vrttas, or metres, each verse is composed so as to be an

example of the metre described in it. It is said that he also made

a translation of Baiia’s Kadambari in Kannada.

Like Adi Pampa, Nagavarma too came from Vengi, as also

another great writer named Ponna. The migration of these

three Jaina writers from the Andhra into the Kannada country

is a strong commentary upon the attitude of the two provinces

towards Jainism.

Ponna lived under the patronage of the Rastrakuta king

Kn^naraja ( also called Akalavarsa and Anupama, 939-98). On

account of his proficiency in Sanskrit as well as Kannada, the poet

received the title of libhaya-Kavi-Cakravarti or ' Imperial Poet

in Both Languages’. His most famous work is the $anti-Purdna,

relating the history of the i6th Tirthankara. He also wrote an

acrostic poem entitled Jindksharamdle, in praise of the Jinas.

Another contemporary writer who deserves mention is Ranna,

author of Ajita Purana and Sdhasa Bhlma Vijaya, popularly

known as the Gada-yuddha or the ‘ Conflict of Clubs. ’ It

describes the incident in the Mahdbhdrata wherein, Bhima fulfils

his vow to break the thighs of Duryddhana and slay him. The

work was composed under the patronage of Ahavamalla

Calukya, who is likened by the poet to Bhima, just as Pampa

had done with Arikdsari, in his Pampa Bhdrata. He is chiefly

praised for his literary skill, fluency, and fascinating style.”*

We might go on multiplying these instances and the catalogue

will still remain unexhausted. Hence, for the sake of brevity

we classify the remaining writers according to subjects as under:

109 CS- Rice (E. P.), op. cit., pp. 32-33.

110 Ibid., pp. 31-2.

111 Ibid., pp. 81-2.
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The above list is by no means exhaustive, but only represen-

tative. It is based on the accounts given by Mr. E. P. Rice

whose History of Kanarese Literature is a valuable guide in

English for those who cannot read the precious volumes,

Karnataka Kavi Caritre, by Mr. R. Narasimhachar. In addition

to what has been stated above, we must draw attention to one

or two more examples. One is that of Kanti, the earliest known

Jaina poetess in Kannada. It is related that at the court of

Ballala Raja (Hoysala) of Dorasamudra the King, in order to

test her proficiency, asked Nagacandra to repeat half a stanza,

which Kanti would immediately complete; “somewhat”, as

Rice points out, " after a fashion recently current in England of

completing ' Limericks ’ Another example is that of the

earliest known Kannada novel, entitled Lilavati, by Nemicandra.

“ It is written in the usual champu in a pleasing style, but,
”

as

Rice observes, “ disfigured by erotic passages. The story is

that of a Kadamba prince who saw in a dream a beautiful

princess (the heroine), and she likewise dreamt of him. They

were unacquainted, but after mutual search and various

adventures were ultimately wedded. It is based on the Sanskrit

romance Vasavadatta by Subandhu (c. 610-), but the scene is

transferred from Ujjaini to Banavasfi. Both Kanti and Nemi-

candra belonged to the 12th century. In respect of the

Kannada grammars by Jaina writers, the following remarks by

Burnell and Rice are worth recording : Of the $abdamani-

darpana, Burnell wrote, “The great and real merit of the

Sahdamanidarpana is that it bases its rules on independent

research and the usage of writers of repute. In this way it is

far ahead of the Tamil and Telugu treatises, .which are much

occupied with vain scholastic disputation In the opinion

of Mr. Lewis Rice, "This encomium is equally applicable to

other Kanarese grammars, which had not been made public in

lia Bios (E. P.), op. cit., p. 36.

IIS Ibid., p. 48.

lit Burnell, Andhra School of Oramfnariant. pp. 8. 53,
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1875, when Burnell wrote. Nothing is more striking than the

wealth of quotation and illustration from previous authors

which these grammatical writings contain, and this gives them

a high scientific as well as historical value

JAINA ART IN KARNATAKA

The most distinctive contribution of Jainism to Art in

Karnataka was in the realm of Iconography. As with every-

thing else in life, the Jainas appear to have carried their spirit

of acute analysis and asceticism into the sphere of art and

architecture as well. There are minute details, for instance, in

the Manasdra, a standard book on the subject in South India,

according to which,

' The image of a Jina should have only two arms, two eyes,

and a cropped head
;
either standing with legs kept straight or

in the abhanga manner
; or it may be seated in the padmdsana

posture, wherein also the body must be kept erect. The figure

should be sculptured as to indicate deep contemplation ; the

right palm should be kept facing upwards upon the left palm

held in the same manner (and both resting on the crossed legs).

On the Simhdsana on which the image of the Jina is seated

(and round the prabhdvali) should be shown the figures of

Narada and other rsis, hosts of gods ( and goddesses ),

vidyadharas and others, as, either seated or standing in the air,

and offering worship to the Jina.

‘ Below the simhdsana must be the figures of (other) Jinas in

a worshipping attitude ; these are the siddhas (or adisiddhas ?),

the sugandhas (sugatas?), Cahantu (carAawIas, ». e. Arhantas?),

Jana (Jina ?) and pdrivakas

;

these five classes are known by

the name of Panca-paramesUns}'^ The complexions of these are

respectively sphatika (crystal), white, red, black, and yellow.

The central Jina figure should be shaped according to the

115 Cited bf E. F. Bice, op. cit-, pp. 111-12.

115a This is not correct. The Fancparamesthis are ; Arhat, Biddhs, Actrja

Vpadhyi^a and B5dbp.
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uttama-daia-tala measure, whereas those of the dSvatas and

the twenty-four Tirthankaras surrounding him in the other

{madhyama and adhama) dasatala measures. The body should

be perfectly free from ornaments, but on the right side of the

chest (a little over the nipple) there should be the $rt-vatsa

mark of golden colour.

‘ On the right and left side of the gate ot the temple of Jina,

there should be the dwdrapalakas named Canda and Mahd-
Canda respectively.’^^*

It becomes clear from this extract that there was a regular

system of sculpture and architecture to which the workers were

expected strictly to conform. The excessive deference to ritual

prescription, generally recognised as a defect in Hindu art, as

Smith observes, is carried to such an extremity by the Jainas,

that images differing in age by a thousand years are almost

undistinguishable in style. The uniformity which runs through

the centuries extends all over India, so that little difference

between Northern and Southern productions is noticeable, and

the genius of individual artists finds small scope for its display

The best illustrations of this remark are undoubtedly the three

wellknown colossi of Karnataka, viz. the statues of Gommatel-

vara or Bahubali at Sravaija Belgola, Karkala, and Yfinur or

V^nur. The last one is the smallest of the three
( 35 ft. high

)

and the first the biggest, rising to a height of 56J ft. All the

three are carved, each out of a single block of gneiss, giving

expression to the same ascetic ideal in the self-same manner,

with the exception of the dimples in the cheeks of the Yfiijur

colossus expressing ‘ a deep, grave smile. ’ They date respect-

ively from about 983 A. D., 1432 A. D., and 1604 A.D.“® All

are set on heights of more or less prominence, visible from a

considerable distance around; and, despite their formalism,

116 AtdfuM^a oh. 55; c{. Qopinathrao, Tranncore II, pp. 118-19.

117 Smith, BUtory of Fine Art in India, pp. 267-58.

118 Cf. Hnltzsoh, Jain Coloisi in South India, Ep. Ind. VIT, pp. 108-13

Ep. Oar II, Introd., p. 16.
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‘command respectful attention by their enormous mass and

expression of dignified serenity’. That at Karkala is 41 ft. 5

inches high, loj ft. broad and 10 ft. thick, weighing about 80

tons.^i® " This is one of those colossal statues that are found in

this part of the country ”, says Walhouse, *' statues truly

Egyptian in size, and unrivalled throughout India as detached

works Nude, cut from a single mass of granite, darkened

by the monsoons of centuries, the vast statue stands upright,

with arms hanging straight, but not awkwardly, down the sides

in a posture of somewhat stiff but simple dignity.**®
”

This figure of Gommate^wara is indeed known only in

Karnataka, and statues of that size are very rare elsewhere.***

Gommate^wara Bahubali, or Bhujabali is supposed to have been

the son of the first Tirthankara, Vrsabha, who attained salva-

tion in that position of Kdybtsarga. His feet are entwined with

weeds and Kukkuta-sarpas. On the Candragiri Hill at Sravapa

Belgoja is also another statue, that of Bharata, brother of

Bahubali, of great size, broken below the knees, yet standing

erect

;

" A statue solid set

And moulded in colossal calm

In the Jaina cave at Badami a similar figure is seen which, in

the opimon of Fergusson, is much older (c. 600 A. D.) than the

three great monoliths, but represents the same individual—the

ideal ascetic who stood in meditation until the ant-hills arose

at his feet and creeping plants grew round his limbs.

“ This Gomata, Gummata or Dorbali ”, he also says,

" has no prominent place in the Svetambara pantheon, though

119 Cf. Fergussion, A Biitory of Indian and EatUrn Architecture, XI, pp.

72-3; Buchanan, Travels, III, p- 83.

120 Cf. Sturrock. South Canara, I. p. 86 f.

131 At Kara in Japan is a bfonze statno of Bnddha 60 ft. high; and at

BAmiyan, a stone image, also of Bnddha, 173 ft. high. See, Carpentiec,

Buddhism atrd Christranily, p. 15; Nariman, The Indian Daily Mail

Annual, 19',:6, p. 12. Cf. At Gwalior, Smith, op, oit., pp. 268-70.
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Parsvanatha is with them occasionally represented in a similar

position.

The question naturally arises as to how these huge images

were moved to their present place. “ The task of carving a

rock standing in its place had it even been twice the size, the

Hindu mind never would have shrunk from ; but to move such a

mass up the steep smooth side of the hill seems a labour beyond

their power, even with all their skill in concentrating masses of

men on a single point,” says Fergusson.^“ Yet the fact remains

that, at least at Karkala, the statue with its immense propor-

tions was moved up a smooth and steep rock nearly 300 feet

high. According to tradition, it was raised on to a train of

twenty iron carts furnished with steel wheels, on each of which

10,000 propitiatory cocoanuts were broken, and covered with an

infinity of cotton ;
it was then drawn by legions of worshippers

up an inclined plane to the platform on the hill-top, where it

now stands.^**

Folk-songs of South Kanara also throw some light upon this

point, and seem to contain the soul of truth within their legen-

dary exterior. They ascribe the erection of all the three statues

to the popular devil Kalku(^a :

—

‘ The king of B61ur and Belgula sent for Kalku^a the stone-

mason of Kallatta Mamad (N. E. of Mangalore). He put the

thread on his shoulder to let people know his caste, and held up an

umbrella. He made sharp his adze and put it on his shoulder.

He made sharp his chisel and put it in a bag. He made sharp

his axe and put it on his shoulder. He carried a cord and a

pole for measuring. He dressed himself in his dressing-room,

and then he dressed himself again. " I am going to the king-

dom of Belguja,” he said to his wife. He reached Belgu}a where

he ascended twelve steps of stone. He passed by the gate. He

passed by a painted cdvadi. He passed by a pillar of precious

132 Fergnsson, op. oil., pp. 73, 73n8; Ep. C»r. II introd., pp. 12-13.

138 Fergnssoiii op. cit., pp. 73-3.

191 Tharstoni The Oastt* and Tribes of Southern India, II, pp. 4S2-28,

110—3638-11
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stones, and a large yard. There the king sat down on his throne

with pea-cock’s feathers. He held up his hands auid saluted him ;

“ Come Kalkuda, take a seat,” said the king.

” Why did you send for me ? " asked Kalkuda. “ Now this

is evening and the time to take one's food : therefore take five sers

of rice, and go to your lodging ; I shall tell you your work

tomorrow morning, and then you must work well,” said the king.

Next morning the king directed him to do fine work, such as

a basti ( temple ), with 1,000 pillars, and with 120 images.

Seven temples with seven idols: a small temple inside and a

garden outside : an elephant in the outer yard, and also a large

idol called Gummada. Work such that only one door was opened

when a thousand doors were shut, and that the thousand doors

were opened when a single door was shut ;

—

a building for

dancing and another for dancing-girls, and also others for

lodgings ;—an elephant that seemed to be running ;—a fine

horse and a lion,

” I want to choose my own stones," said Kalkuda.

" Go there to a large rock, and get the stones you like,” said

the king.

“ He went to a large rock called Perya Kalluiii and remembered

the gods on the four sides. He found the cleft in the stones and

put his chisel there, and then he applied his axe. The stone

was separated, just like flesh from the blood. He then did fine

work, and built the basti of a thousand pillars, etc.^*®

Then the song proceeds,—" It is a year and six months since

I came. I must go to my native country. Therefore, I beg

leave,” said Kalkuda.

The king presented him with a cot to lie down on, a chair to

sit on, five torches for light, a stick to walk with, clothes up to

the shoulders, and betel leaves to fill his mouth

Then Kalkuda’s son, -seeing his own father's work said

:

"All the work is done well, except the image of a frog which is not

1S6 Burnell, The Beril Worship of the XuluTse. Ind. Aut. XXV, MS. 26.
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done well. Its eyes are not done well. Its paws are not well

done. Its legs are not properly done.”

" Rama, Rdma, BermittH”, exclaimed Kalkuda, "Many
have seen and examined my work ; many have been satisfied with

it. You were bom but yesterday, and are only just grown up ;

still you have found out a mistake in my work. If the king heard

of this, he would tie me to an elephant’s leg and beat me with

horse-whips. He would dishonour me, and then what would be

the use of my life?" So saying, Kalkuda put down his tools and

took out a knife from his girdle and cut his own throat. Thus did

he kill himself.

“ Father, although you are dead, I will not leave your tools,"

said the son. ...And he worked at Belgola better than his father

had done. He built the seven temples ; he established a

Brahma^^ (?), etc.

* * *

Bairana-suda ( Bairasu Wodeya ? ), King of Karkala, heard the

news, sent for him, and told him to work in his kingdom

He made a basti with a thousand pillars, 120 images, a dancing

room, a lodging for dancing girls, etc.

" Go to a rock on dry land and make Gummatasami there,
”

said the king. He made the Gommatasami. He made a 'piUar

called Bantakamba, a pillar of Mdhdrnavami. He made a

garden inside the temple.

” You people, bring fifty cocoanuts in a basket, and betel-nut

on a fan ;
call together the 5,000 people of Karkala, and raise the

Gommatasami, he said. But they could not do it.”

" Very well, ” said Kalkuda { the younger ), and he put the left

hand under the Gummata and raised it, and placed it on a base,

and then he set the Gummata up-right."
*

126 This is evidently a reference to the Brahma-deva I’illar, or Manas-

tambha on the Candragiri Hill which is a beautifnl work of art.

Cf. Ep. Car. II Introd., p. 24 .
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This interesting legend makes it clear that the Jainas em-

ployed Brahmanical architects and sculptors as well. In the

sequel we are told that the King of Karkala said, “ I will not let

Kalku^a who has worked in my kingdom, work in another

country ;
" and he cut off his left arm and right leg. In spite

of this, however, Kalkuda went to Timmajila,^*’ King of Yfinur,

and did fine work with only one arm and one leg. His sister,

Kallurti ( another devil worshipped in South Kanara ), is said

to have taken full revenge for the ill-treatment of her brother

to which the fall of the Karkala Wodeyars is attributed,^^® The

legend also amply illustrates thejife of a sculptor, his skill, his

sense of honour, his hereditary attachment to his vocation, his

small remuneration, as well as his hardships which often dis-

abled him for life, though his indefatigable enthusiasm for his

task was more than could be curbed by such calamities. But

in spite of all this, we cannot fail to notice that lack of versati-

lity in expression, which resulted in repeating the same acts

and same forms over and over again-at Belguja, at Karkala, and

also at Vfiijur,—almost like a machine turning out stereotyped

blocks. "Numberless images might be figured, ’’ says Smith,

" without adding anything to the reader’s knowledge of Indian

art. They differ from one another merely in the degree of

perfection attained in mechanical execution.’’^®* There is in the

Madras Museum, a Jaina image on the base of which are written

the words that King Salva Deva, ' a great lover of SShitya

( literature )

’
‘ made ( the image

) according to rule. There

are innumerable such images made of metal, stone, or even

gems. The Jainas, as Walhouse has remarked, delighted in

making their images of all substances and sizes, but almost

127 Evidently, Timmataj* who erected the YSnur oolosana. He must,
therefore, have belonged to the Ajila or Ajalar family. See, Sturrock,

op. cit., p. 55.

128 Bnrnell, op. cit-, p. 224.

129 Smith, op. oit., p. 268.

IJO BangScharya, Intbriptioni of the Ua^ra? PretUUncy, II, 385,
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always, invariable in attitude, whether that be seated or

standing. Most of the images belong to the Digambara sect or

school, are nude. Small portable images of the saint are made
of crystal, alabaster, soapstone, blood-stone, and various other

materials ; while the larger are carved from whatever kind of

stone is locally available. He also mentions a life-size brass

image of Santiswara at Yfinur, erect and enshrined in burnished

silver and brass-work variegated with red ornaments.*®^ Each
Tirthankara is distinguished from another by his colour, his

chinna and Idnchhana, and the Yaksas and Yaksinis who
attend on him ;

the Svetambara images differ from the

Digambara particularly in the nudity and absolute lack of

ornament in the latter.^®* But, in the words of Mr. Nanalal C.

Metha, " Somehow or other the aesthetic element was over'

shadowed by other considerations, and size rather than strength

in sculpture, elaboration of detail more than the beauty of form

or out-line in building, and narration more than accomplished

expression in pictures, become the dominant qualities of Indian

art as developed under the austere influence of Jainism.” ®®®

Another peculiar contribution of the Jainas, not only to

Karnataka but also to the whole of Indian or even Eastern art,

is the free-standing pillar, found in front of almost every basti

or Jaina temple in Karnataka. ” In the whole range of Indian

art, ” observes Smith, "there is nothing, perhaps, equal to these

Kanara pillars for good taste. A particularly elegant example,

52J ft. in height, faces a Jain temple at MudbidrS. The

material is granite, and the design is of singular grace (c. nth or

I2th cent. A. D. ).” ^®® There are about twenty such pillars in

the District of South Kanaia alone, which made many other

distinctive contributions to Jaina art, as we shall notice in the

course of this chapter. There are two kinds of such pillars in

131 Walhouso cited by Smith, op. cit., pp. 234, 268.

132 Barges, Digambara Jain Iconography. Ind Ant* XXXII p. 469 f,

133 Metha, Studies in Indian Painting, p. 22.

134 Smith, op. cit.i p. 22.
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Karnataka namely, the Brahma-devastamhhas and the Mdna-

siambhas. The former bear figures of the Brahmanical god

Brahma ; the latter are taller and have a small pavilion at the

capital.^®® We have already referred to the Tyagada Brahma-

deva-pillar at Candragiri which is considered ‘ a beautiful work

of art. ’ The fine Mdna-stambha in front of the Par^vanatha

Basti at Sravana Belgola is distinguished by a iikhara over the

cell which is always surmounted by a small dome, " as is

universally the case with every vitndna in Dravidian architecture,

instead of with the dmalaka ornament of the Northern

iikharas."

These stambhas or detached pillars are quite different from

dipa-stambhas or lamp-posts of Hindu temples, and in the

opinion of Fergusson, “ are the lineal descendants ” of the

Buddhist ones which bore either emblems or statues—generally

the former—or figures of animals. “ Pillars are found of all ages

in India, ” he says, " from A^oka pillars down to the Jainas.

They might be compared to the Egyptian obelisks but when

we look at the vast difference between their designs, it becomes

evident that vast ages must have elapsed before the plain

straight-lined forms of the obelisks could have changed into

the complicated and airy forms of the Jaina stambhas.”

According to Mr. Walhouse the whole capital and canopy ( of

Jaina pillars
)
are a wonder of light, elegant, lightly decorated

stone work ; and nothing can surpass the stately grace of these

beautiful pillars, whose proportions and adaptations to surround-

ing scenery are always perfect, and whose richness of decora-

tion never offends.^®*

Apart from these pieces of individual statuary or architectural

work, the Jainas distinguished themselves by their decorative

136 Ep- Ind. VIII, p. 123. The Jain.is, of course, regard this Brahma,
not as identical with the Hindu god, but as a ksttrapiil or yaksa
attending on the Arhat.'

136 Fergusson, op. cit., p. 76.

137 Ibid., pp. 81-83.

138 Walhouse, Ind. Ant. V., p. 39.
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sculpture, and attained a considerable degree of excellence in

the perfection of their pillared chambers which were their

favourite form of architecture. These took various shapes and

gave full play to a variety of designs, differing according to the

locality, the nature of the climate or the substance available out

of which to execute their artistic ideals. Dr. Coomaraswamy,

however, finds fault with Fergusson for his “ sectarian classifi-

cation ” which he says " is quite misleading ’’
;

“ for, just as

in the case of sculpture, there are no Buddhist, Jaina or

Brahmanical styles of architecture, but only Buddhist, Jaina

and Brahmanical buildings in the Indian style of the period.”

Without entangling ourselves in this controversial question, we

might accept the geographical classification of Dr. Coomara-

swamy as an "adequate” (though not " the only ”
) classifi-

cation, for our purposes. "The three mosl clearly differentiated

types are ”, according to him, *' the Northern, marked by the

curvilinear sikhara ; the Southern, with a terraced pyramidal

tower, of which only the dome is called the Hkhara
; and the

Central, combining both types with peculiarities of its own ”.

These three types are thus designated in the $ilpa-idstras :

A. Nagara—mainly. North of the Vindhyas.

B. Vesara—Western India, the Deccan and Mysore.

C. Dravfdu—Madras Presidency and North Ceylon.

It is to be understood that these are the most predominant

characteristics of each area, but not the monopoly of any parti-

cular zone. We have already noticed, for instance, in a Ratta

inscription of Saundatti, that King Raja caused to be erected at

KalpolS, a temple of Jina, wonderful to behold, the diadem of

the earth, having three pinnacles (sikharas) unequalled, so that

Brahma, Vi^nu, and Siva were charmed with it ; he also built

a place of retreat for the high-minded devotees of tlTe god

Santinatha (Jina) adorned with goldetf pinnacles and arched

139 Coomaraswamy, History of Indian and Indonesian Art, pp. i06*7.

140 Cf. Ibid., pp.106-7.
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portals, fashioned like a sea-monster, and pillars of honour etcd*^

A more pecular type of Jaina temples is found in South

Kanara, below the ghats, on the West Coast. Apart from the

Betta or shrines consisting of an open courtyard, surrounded

with cloisters round about the colossi, are the temples of

Mudbidrfi, belonging mostly to the time of Vijayanagara Kings,

with their sloping roofs of flat overlapping slabs, and a peculiar

tyf)e of stone-screen enclosing the sides, recalling a Buddhist

railing—resemble Himalayan structures, rather than anything

else more famUiar in India.^^* The influence of this style is seen

not merely in South Kanara, but also, further South along the

coast. Mr. Logan observes, “The Jains seem to have left behind

them one of their peculiar styles of temple architecture
;
for the

Hindu temples, and even the Muhammedan mosques of Malabar

are all built in the style peculiar to the Jains, as it is still to be

seen in the Jain bastis at Mudbidrfi and other places in the

South Kanara district. ” How the Mohammedans came to

adopt this style for their mosques, he explains by stating that

some of the original nine mosques were built on the sites of

temples (or bastis) and perhaps the original buildings were

retained or they set the model to later mosques.

Of the various styles we can only choose a few typical inst-

ances, and dwell more on the peculiarities of Jaina art as

a whole.

The bastis on the Candragiri Hill ( Sravana Belgoja
)

are

fifteen in number. They are all of the Dravidian style of

141 Fleet, Batta Inacriptiocs, JBBBAS X, p. 2S5.

143 Cf. Coomaraswamy, op. cit., pp. 118-19; Ferguason, op. cit., p. 75 f

.

This resemblance with Nepalese or Him&layan architectare is generally

explained by saying that “ Similar conditions produced similar strnct-

tures. ’’ But those who say this forget or ate unaware of the existence

oZ a number of Nepalese /opts at nadri (Mangalore) from unknown

times, in the vicinity of whose Matlvi are a number of tombs said to

be those of Qorakh-Nath and his followers from the Himalayas. If

this fact does not wholly explain, it certainly lends support to the

hypothesis af actual Northern influence.

143 Jjogau, Malabar, pp. 186-88; of. Fergusson, op. cit.« pp> T, 68*9

.
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architecture and are consequently built in gradually receding

storeys, each of which is ornamented with small simulated cells.

No curvilinear sikhara, such as is universal with the Northern

Jainas, occurs among them, and their general external appear-

ance is more ornamental than that of the generality of Northern

Jaina temples.'^** Quite in contrast with these are the bastis of

Mudbidrfi.

The external plainness of the Jaina temples of South Kanara

gives no clue to the character of their interiors. In the words of

Fergusson, " Nothing can exceed the richness or the variety

with which they are carved. No two pillars are alike, and

many are ornamented to an extent that may almost seem

fantastic. Their massiveness and richness of carving bear

evidence to their being copies of wooden models.

This last observation is fully confirmed by an inscription in

Coorg, above the Ghats, which definitely speaks of a basadi

made of wood to serve as a model for another to be later on

constructed in stone. Its estimated cost was 330 honnu.^** The

wooden model must easily have been dispensed with in cases of

material which was as tractable as wood. For instance, at

Barkur, Buchanan observed a basli, built by the Wodeyars,

about which he remarks, “ The workmanship of the pillars and

carving is superior to anything that I have seen in India,

probably owing to the nature of the stone, which cuts better than the

granite in common use, and preserves its angles better than the

common pot-stone, of which many temples are constructed."

The variety of material used for temple building, naturally

varied with the locality. There is a Jaina temple in Belgaum

with pillars of black Belgaum porphyry which is said to take a

high polish and is strongly magnetic.”* At E116ra, in one of

144 Cf. FergngsoD, op. cit. I, p. 172, ibid. H, p. 74. •

145 Ibid., pp. 78-9; Stnrrock, op, cit., p. 85.,

146 Cf. Rico, Coorg Ingoriptions, Ep. Car. I, 10, p, 66.

147 Bncbanan, op. cit., Ill, pp. 133-33.

148 Cf. Belgaum, Bom. Gac, XXt, p. 640.
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the Jaina caves, a shrine has two round pillars of polished red

stone which give a hollow metallic sound when tapped with the

lingers.

The plans of these basHs are everywhere the same, with but

slight variations according to size. They begin with spacious,

well lighted, porches or maniapas— of which there are three in

larger temples, ( known respectively as Tirthankara,—Gaddige—
and Citra-mantapas ), and two in smaller ones ( called

Tirthankara, and Namaskara-mandapas

)

—leading to a cell in

which the images of one or more Tirthankaras are placed.^*®

A special type of the smaller shrines, common in Mysore, is what

is called the Trikutdcal with three garhhagyhas, three sukhanasis,

and a Navarangi or porch. Shrines of this type are taken as

good specimens of the Hoysala style, two examples of which

are : the Jaina hasti at Markuli
(
a small village 3 miles east of

Ambuga on the Mysore-Arsikfere railway-line) and the Santinatha

temple of Jinanatha-pura ( a mile north of Sravaija Belgo}a).

The latter is said to be the most ornate temple in the whole of

the Mysore State.

Another variety of the smaller temple is that found at

Guruvayyanakere in South Kanara. It is a five-pillared shrine,

in front of the larger temple to which it belongs. Fergusson has

observed that four pillared shrines are not uncommon in the

Southern temples, but five pillars is peculiar,— and also having

access to the upper chambers (which in this case are three in

number) The Mfiguti temple at Aihole, in the Bijapur District,

is also said to be "someuihat peculiar,” the shrine being surroun-

ded by eight small rooms ( 8 ft. wide
)

in place of a pradaksii^a

passage.”* But by far the best model of a Jaina temple is that of

Caturmukhabasti or the four-faced temple, found at Karkaja and

149 Vergnsson, op. cit., p. 79 ; cf. Madras Ep. Bep. 1916-17, pp. 113-14.

160 Mysore Archaeological Bcpoit 1923, p. I ; Ep. Oar. II Introd.,
pp. 32-3S.

161 Fergasson, op, cit., p. 79.

153 Ibid.. I, p. 866 ; «/. HaTell, Ancient and Mediaeval Arehiteeture of
India, p. 68.
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Gersoppa ; a plan of the latter is given on the opposite page.

The following description of the former by Walhouse is also

worth reproduction :

—

‘ On a broad rocky platform below the hill on the side next the

town stands a remarkable Jain temple, much differing from the

ordinary Hindu style ; square with a projecting columned

portico facing each of the four quarters. The columns,

quadrangular for a third part of their height, pass into rounded

sections, separated by cable bands, and have the sides and

sections richly decorated with deities, and most graceful and

intricate arabesque designs, rosettes and stars, leaf and scroll

work, in endless combination, all made out of the carver’s brain,

wrought almost as finely as Chinese ivory work. The friezes

and pediments round the porticoes and temples are ornamented

in like manner, and frequently a stone in the wall displays some

quaint wonderfully well-cut device ; a hundred-petalled flower

disc, two serpents inextricably intertwined, or a grotesque head

surrounded with fruitage. The temple is roofed with immense

overlapping flag-stones, and bore some sort of cupola now

ruined in the centre. On the massive folding doors of one of

the portals being rolled back, a strange sight is disclosed. In a

large square recess, immediately facing the entrance stand three

life-sized images of burnished copper, the counterparts of the

great statue on the hill above, each resembling each, and look-

ing weird and unearthly in the gloom of the adytum as the

light through the opening doors falls upon them. A like triad

stands within each of the other three entrances’.

Details of the interiors of other Jaina temples also reveal an

almost confusing variety of figures, decorations, and symbols.

To give but one illustration, in the Markuli temple, already

referred to, the main image of Adisvara is seated in Y6gamudra,

palm on palm, and crossed legs in the front. Behind frim is a

frahhdvali built against the wall. On 'either side are standing

figures of B^ubali and Parivanatha with a serpent of five hoods

153 Of. StQriock, op. «it,, p. 90-
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over the head of the latter, Bahubali is flanked by two small

figures, one with six hands, and another only with two. Of the

six hands of the former, three hold respectively an ankusa, a

kalasa, and a trident ; the rest hold fruit. Another seated male

figure has four hands holding an ankusa, aksamald, and fruit in

the three, with the fourth hand in Varada-hasta pose. There is

also a female figure with twelve hands ; four on the right and

four on the left, holding each a cakra or disc
;

two with a

thunderbolt, and the remaining, with a lotus and varada-hasta.

On the ceiling are lotuses and other flowers.^^

Often on the pillars of Jaina (temples are curious figures, like

that of the giraffe, or the interlaced basket-work, of which

Fergusson finds parallels in Irish manuscripts and crosses, as well

as, in America, and the valley of the Danube in Europe.^®® The

number of pillars also is sometimes far in excess of mere archi-

tectural needs, as in the case af the ‘ Thousand Pillar Basti ’ of

Mudbidrfi. ‘ It is very extensive, magnificient, containing on

and about a thousand pillars and no two alike. In the prophy-

laeum are of several great size, the lower halves square, the

upper round and lessening, recalling Egyptian forms, and all

covered with a wondrous wealth of sculptured gods, monsters,

leaf and flower-work, and astonishing arabesque interlacement,

cut with admirable cleanness. One quadrangular face bears a

hjmin, graven curiously in twenty-five small compartments, each

containing four compound words, which may be read as verses

in all directions, up .or down, along or across. On the outer

pediment there is a long procession of various animals, living

and mythical, among them the centaur and mermaid and an

excellent representation of a giraffe.^®® The two specimens of

wood-carving, reproduced elsewhere, viz. the Pancandri-turaga

and Navandri-kuhjara, are also from Mudbidrfi and belong to

the Couter’s palace there.

154 Cf. Mysore Archaeological Baport. 1925, p. 3.

155 Of. Fergnsson, op. cit., p. 83.

150 Walbonse, quoted by atarroob, op. eit., p. 88,
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To these illustrations from Mysore and the West Coast, we

might add another from the Deccan to show that the love of

profusion and variety was essentially the same, whether in the

North or South, differing only in the details of expression. The

temple of Belgaum with its pillars of magnetic black porhyry

has already been referred to. Its sculptures are no less interest-

ing. The brackets of the pillars are ornamented with heads of

cobras. In each of the eight architraves, which support the

dome of the temple, are carved five small cells or mandirs, each

containing a sitting Jina, and, between the ceils are four atten-

dants or supporters—standing figures each under a small canopy.

On one carved slab is a figure on horse-hack with a high cap, a

canopy or umbrella over his head, and a woman behind him.

Another is a fancy alligator or makara, a large-headed gaping

and similarly mounted short-legged dragon. In the centre of

the dome is a beautiful pendentive boldly designed and well

executed, but damaged at one point. The door leading from

the hall to the inner temple has been very gracefully carved.

On the centre of the lintel is a sitting Jina and above the comice

are four sitting men. On the neat side-pillar colonettes are five

bands with human groups in some of which the figures though

little more than an inch high are in strong relief. Inside the

bands of human figures is a band of rampant lions, their necks

adorned with high frills. Outside the colonettes is a band of

holy swans, another of lions, and a third of human figures,

mostly on bended knees. The pillars of the inner temple or

said are square and massive, relieved by having all the chief

fronts, the triangles on the base and neck, carved with flowers.

A richly carved door leads to the small ante-chamber in front of

the shrine. On the under-side of the door cornice is carved a

dancing figure between two musicians.*®^

It will be at once noticed that the austere asceticism which

symbolised itself in the huge stoic and naked monoliths was also

counter-balanced, if not more than counter-balanced by the

157 Beig.ium, Bom. Qm. %%I, pp. 540-41.
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abundance and variety of these sculptures which, in a sense,

give expression to the later and emotionalised Jainism that we

shall comment upon in a later chapter. There are not a few

traces of the early tree and serpent worship of the Dravidians

in Jaina sculptures ; and the five, seven, or thousand headed

naga is everywhere present in the Jaina temples. It is in fact,

as Fergusson observes, the naga that binds together and gives

unity to the various religions of South India ; and snake images

are very frequent about Jaina temples, particularly in Mysore

and Kanara.’®® In the Caturmukha Basti, at Gersoppa, there

is, among the various Digambam figures huddled together, one

of Par^vanatha with a beautifully carved iesa-phand, as also in

the exquisite seated marble figure still worshipped at Sravaija

Belgola. Hindu or Brahmanical influence is also traceable in

the sculptures of Indra or Sakra, Garuda, Saraswati, Laxmi,

etc.,^®* striking examples of which are found in the figure of

Laxmi bathed by two elephants at the entrance of the great

enclosure round the Gummata at Belgola, and in the huge

seated figure of Indra which has given the name of Indra Sabha

to one of the most interesting caves at E116ra. This naturally

leads us to a consideration of Jaina excavations in Karnataka,

which are perhaps more numerous in the Bombay division than

anywhere else in the peninsula.

“ The varying practical requirements of the cult of each

religion, of course, had an effect on the nature of the buildings

required for particular purposes, ” observes Smith, ; and the

striking paucity of Jaina caves, as compared with either

Buddhist or Brahmanical ones, is a strong commentary upon

those who adversely reflect upon the ascetic nature of the Jaina

religion. The importance attached to the lay community, as

well as,Jhe active part played in worldly life by the Jaina

163 Cf- Fergusson. op. cit.,''I,pp. 42-44 and 44 n 1 ; ibid. II, p. 79.

169 Ibid., pp. 4-5 ; C£. Eiibler, Indian Sect of the Jaintu, App. by

Burgess, Jaina Mythology, p. 61 f.

160 Sioitli, op, cit., p. 9.
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monks, must largely account for the fact that although, like the

Buddhists, the Jainas had a monastic organisation "it never

attained power like that of the Buddhist order.” As

Burgess has pointed out, the Jaina caves in Western India do

not exceed 4 per cent of the whole. The figures given by him

are; Buddhist 720; Brahmanical 160; and Jaina only 35.

The earliest of these belong to the 5th or 6th Century A. D.,

and the latest perhaps to the 12th century A. D. They are all

Digambara, and include one or two very fine specimens. Like

the Brahmanical caves they are also built after the plan of the

Buddhist vihdras, probably " as a means of dressing their

candidature for a larger sharfi of popular favour.” Chotd

Kailas or smaller Kailas, at EI16ra, is a curious example

of the imitation of the works of one sect by the votaries

of another. “ For there can be no doubt, ” says Burgess,

" this was undertaken in imitation of the great Brahmanical

temple of Kailasa, but on a much smaller scale. ” He also

adds, “ these two temples cannot be far distant in date
”

(
9th cent. A.D, ).^®®

By far the most interesting caves of the Jainas in this part

of the country are, of course, the groups called the Indra Sabha

and Jagannatha Sabha. They constitute a maze of excavations

leading from one into another, and Havell observes, “ The name

of the two temples, and the orientation of their shrines indicate

that, unlike most of the other shrines at EllSra, it was not the

tamasic aspect of the Trimurti that was here invoked, but the

blessings of the Rain God, represented by Visiju, the preserver,

and his s'akti, Laxmi, the bringer of prosperity. Only as the

temples belonged to the Jaina sect they appealed specially

to their saints, the Tirthankaras, to whom analogous

divine powers were attributed. With this qualification of

the symbolism of the structure and ornament has. the same

161 Cf. Ibid., p. 11.

163 Burgess, Caw TempU$ of tndio, pp. 170-71.

163 Ibid., pp. 103-06,
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significance as in Brahmanical and Buddhist temples

The entrance to the Indra Sabha is completely sculptured out

of a living rock, like the Kailas temple which it resembles in

many respects, though on a considerably smaller scale. Immedi-

ately within the walls is the Jaina equivalent of Siva’s Nandi-

shrine. The cubical cell is of the Brahma type, and stands for

the four-headed Brahma symbol, as seen at Elephanta, though

the four sides are sculptured with the figure of Mahavira. The
main block of Indra Sabha consists of a two-storeyed temple, cut

into the rock for a depth of over loo ft. “ Perhaps the most

remarkable feature of the sculpture of the Indra Sabha ”,

observes Havell, " is the strikingly beautiful and original fa9ade

of the side-chapel on the western side of the main temple, the

richness of which contrasts so admirably with the larger surfaces

of the grand chhaja shading the main front and the magnificent

profile of the elephants kneeling above it.

The figure of Indra himself is sculptured on the left of the

main temple, seated on a sleeping elephant as represented in the

photograph facing this page. Similarly seated under a tree,

carved with infinite care and accuracy with birds, fruits and

leaves brought into remarkable relief, is Indrani in the opposite

corner facing her Lord. This goddess, unlike Indra, is seated on

a crouching lion whose head is completely damaged. She is not

the only goddess in the group. There is also a four-armed Devi

with two discs in the upper hands, and a vajra in her left,

resting on her knee. To her left is another goddess with eight

arms seated on a pea-cock ; evidently Saraswati. Some of the

remarkable things to note are the dogs and deer at the foot of

Mahavira’s throne in the Jagannatha group. There are numer-

ous other figures common to other Jaina temples, but the

magnificent pillar-carving, with nude, standing Digambaras on

164 H^vell, op. cit., p. 201. The Brabmaoical oaves predominate at Ellora;

they are 17, whereas Bn^dhist ones are 12, and Jaina only five. All

are situated within the radius ol a mile.

165 Cl. Plate LXXI, Havell, op. cit., p. 292.
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their inner face, is particularly note-worthy. ( see photograph

opposite.

)

Yet E116ra forms one of a group ; there are others, more
ancient, further South. " When Buddhism was tottering to a

fall”, observes Burgess, " the Jainas timidly at first in Dharwar
and the Dekkan, and boldly afterwards at Elura—asserted

themselves as co-heirs to the Buddhists, with the Brahmans".***

The caves at Elldra being thus of later date, are supposed to

represent a decadent age in Jaina sculpture. The rock-cut style

was only a passing episode in their architectural history and was
dropped by the Jainas when it was no longer wanted. It has

had no permanent effect upon their own peculiar style. “ Not-

withstanding this, however, the architects who excavated the

two Sabhas at Elura, ” says Burgess, “ deserve a prominent

place among those, who, regardless ot all utditarian considera-

tions, sought to convert the living rock into quasi-eternal

temples in honour of their gods.” **’ There are similar excava-

tions in the Deccan at Badami, Aiholfe, Dharaiiva, Ankai,

Patan, Nasik and Junagad, as well as in the far South at

Kulumulu or Kulugumalai in the TinnaveUy District. The caves

at Dharaiiva
( Osmanabad 37 miles N. of Sholapur

)
are perhaps

the largest of these. The halls here are of considerable size,

being 80 ft. deep and 79-85 ft. across, with eight cells in each

of the side walls and six in the back, besides the shrine. In one

is an image of Parsvanatha with a seven-hooded serpent above

him, seated on a throne, in jndna-mndra. Hanging from the

east is a carved representation of rich drapery. In front of it

was a wheel set edge-wise, with antelopes at each side. There

are idrdulas and other non-descript monsters as well.*** That at

Aihole is two-storeyed with a number of halls attached, as at

E116ra. From their appearance, as well as the presence of the

166 Bnrgaas, op. cit., p. 610. ,

16T Ibid., pp. 511-12 ; ef- his Report on the Cave Temples in Western

India, p. 44 f.

168 Ibid., pp. 503-04 ; Fergosson, op. cit., pp. 18-19.

J.K.C.—2538-16
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peculiarly Southern Gummata { as at Badami )
Fergusson con-

cludes that the excavator must have brought the Dravidian

style with them into the Deccan. He says, the Ellora group

(
i.e. the Deccan group

)
exhibits an extra-ordinary affinity

with the southern style. They must have all been excavated

by the Calukyas and the RaLshtrakutas
(
7th to the 8th cent.

A. D. ) whose kingdoms extended from the Tungabhadra and

Krspa, in the South, to Elldra and Malkhed in the North.^**

The Badmni cave contains names of Digambara sadhus, and

the figures are marked by the sacred-thread, seen also in the

.status of Indra at Elldra; on either side of the statue of

Mahavira are chauri-bearers, iardulas, makaras, etc. The

caves of Nasik have cells and halls for the monks, and those at

Yeola, in the same District, have small but richly carved door-

ways.”^ Among the smaller caves of interest might be men-

tioned those of Ankai, in the Khanddsh District. They are

seven in all, and belong to about the iith or 12th cent. A D.

They are rich in sculpture, notable samples of which are the

female dancing figures on petals bearing musical instruments.

That of Kulugumalai, in the Tinnevelly District, is a rock-cut

temple which deserves mention also not for its size but for its

elegance of details. The temple now used by the Saivas is

described as " a gem of its class. ” It too belongs to about the

same period as the caves of Ankai. These excavations are

not copies of structural buildings but are " rock-cut examples,

which had grown up into a style of their own, distinct from that

of structural edifices.”

Jaina art is to an overwhelming degree religious, and hence

we find in it a certain lack of the purely aesthetic element

leg Ibid., pp. 2C-2S.
170 TixiTgeBs, A- S- of W. I., Btlgaum and Kaladgi Dists- (1874), pp. 26-6

;

Cave Temples, p. 491.

171 Bacgeag and Ooasens, Revised Lists of Antiquarian Remains in the

Bombay Prendency, Vftl, pp. 46- 9, 52.

173 Fergnsion, op. cit., pp. 18-19; Bnrgess, Cave Temples, pp. 505-07.

173 Fergnaaon, op. cit., p. 22 ; Boxgeai, op. cit., p. 159.

174 Fergnsson, op. oit., p. 7-
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conducive to its own growth. Even religion is emotional, and

in the conventional Jaina art the ethical object predominates.

The dominance of this ideal is indicated by sculptures represen-

ting scenes from the lives of their saints, rather than heroes in

any other walk of life. For instance, in the Candragupta Basti

at Sravana Belgola, the facade is made of a perforated stone

screen contain-ng as many as ninety sculptured scenes of events

in the lives of Bhadrabahu and Candragupta.

This also finds illustration in the pictorial art of painting. On
the walls of the Jaina Matha at Belgola are several examples of

how the chief tenets of their religion were sought to be inculca-

ted by means of this art. In one of the panels ( North )

ParSvanatha is represented in his samavasarana or heavenly

pavilion where the Kevalin or Jina preaches eternal wisdom to

the sravakas. A tree with six persons on it illustrates the six

IHyas of Jaina philosophy by which the soul gets tinted with

merit and demerit. Neminatha is also similarly represented in

the act of expounding religious doctrine. The only secular

scene that finds a place there is that of Kfsijaraja Odeya III

during his Dasara-darbar (on the right panel of the middle

cell ). But even such paintings are very rare in Karnataka.

There is nothing in what has survived of Jaina art in Karnataka

comparable with the immaculate Buddhist frescoes of Ajanta.

A few traces of old paintings are still to be seen on the ceilings

of the Ellora caves. There are also some at Kancipuram and

Tirumalai in the South. Dubreuil has drawn attention to

others at Sittanavasal in Fudukottai State, near Tanjore,

assigned to about the 7th cent. A. D. These paintings are

in a Jaina rock-cut temple, akin in their style to Ajanta, but

less forceful and impressive. More interesting, perhaps, are

176

Bice, Uyaor* and Coorg from tho Imcripticns, p. 6; cf. Smitiu op- cit.,

p. 270.

176 Of. Ep. Car. II Introd., pp. 80.31. •

177 Coomaraswani}', op. cit. ,pp. 118-19; cl. Ibid. III. PL LXXX, 256.

178 Dabrenil, Pallava Painting, p- 8; Coomarsswamr, op. cit., p. 89.

179 01. Ajit Ghose, J Comparative Survey of Indian Painting, I. H. Q.
n 3, p. 303.
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those of Tirumalai (N. Arcnt). Smith says, the Jaina holy

place at Tirumalai is “ remarkable as possessing the remains of

a set of wall and ceiling paintings ascribed, on the evidence of

inscriptions, to the nth cent. A. D. (E. I. ix, 229) Traces

exist of still older paintings covered up by the existing works.

But, with the exception of one, they are said to be purely

conventional and of little artistic importance. That exception

is a representation of twelve Jaina nuns who are white-robed.

But they are not to be supposed that they are Svetambara ; for

we have seen that such an order of Digambara sisterhood still

exists in the Arcot District of whose antiquity, therefore, this

is a valuable confirmation.

Apart from this mural painting, there was another kind of

Jaina art which was particularly prevalent in Gujarat, viz. the

art of illustrating, with beautifnl pictures, manuscripts of not

less artistic interest than they were of religious importance.

Dr. Coomaraswamy has observed that Mediaeval Indian art has

nothing finer to show than these Jaina paintings : only the

early Rajput pictures of ragas and raginis are of equal aesthetic

rank. *** A brief allusion to these therefore would not be a

digression, especially as the ‘ subjects ’ dealt with are persons of

vital interest to our history.

“ The tradition of Jain painting," says Coomaraswamy, " is

recovered in manuscripts of the thirteenth and subsequent

centuries. The text most frequently illustrated is the Kedpa

Siitra of Bhadrabahu, containing the lives of the Jinas, most of

the space being devoted to Mahavira. There are also illus-

trated cosmologies and cosmological diagrams, and appended to

the Kaipa Siitra there is usually to be found the edifying tale of

Kalikacarya The pictures take the form of square panels

of the full height of the page, occupying spaces left for the

purposb : only in very rare cases is the whole page used. The

180 Smith, op. cit., p. 344.

181 Of. Tharston, CatUs and Tribe$ of Southern India, II, pp. 432-33.

182 CoomSraswamy, Introduction to Indian Art, p. 117,
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proper subject to be represented is oiten indicated by a margi-

nal legend, sometimes by a diagrammatic marginal sketch, the

former doubtless due to the scribe, the latter to the artist

taking note of his instructions. The same subjects are repeated

in the various manuscripts almost without variation : it is very

evident that both in composition and style the pictures belong

to an ancient and faithfully preserved tradition.”^*®

There is similarly an illustrated manuscript of Bhaktamara-

Stotra, in the Ailak Panalal Digambara Jaina Saraswati Bhavana

( Bombay ), which, however, being on paper, unlike the palm-

leaf described by Coomaraswamy, has full-page coloured

paintings of unique artistic vdue. It is a pity that it is so

damaged and worn out that at the slightest touch the paper

crumbles to dust. Not the least interesting figure in it { out of

nearly forty
) is that of a four-headed Digambara Brahma,

standing on a lotus-stool with the Bull of Adinatha below.

There is a triple umbrella over his heads, the whole profiile being

surrounded with a halo of light. On the right is a naked sadAu

standing on a wooden seat and on the left a crowned royal

figure. On the inner surface of the back cover-leaf are carelessly

scribbled the words :
‘ RPT

wr I ’
( Sam. 1851, Phalgun 13 ).

But the contrast of this with the artistic script of the text, as

well as, the present condition of the manuscript make it clear

that it must be much earlier. Other manuscripts on palm-

leaves, like Pantpa Bhdrata in Kannada script, are not wanting

in this treasure-house of Jaina manuscripts. One more example

of book-illustration, is that from an illumined manuscript of

Nemicandra’s Trildkasara, where the. great teacher is repre-

sented as expounding the docrtines of his religion, and among

the auditorium is said to be Camundaraya, kis famous disciple

who caused the Belgola colossus to be erected}^

•

183 Ibid., pp. lM-15.

18A For a facsimile of this illostration see, Dratytuaiagraka, S.B.J. 1,

Introd. p, xxxix (facing).
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From this we must now turn to yet another form of Jaina

art, namely, that of inscribing on rock or copper-plate, some of

which is of not less artistic interest than it is of historical

value. The Kudlur plates of Marasimha Ganga, for example,

are both literature, art, and history, rolled in one. Particularly

noteworthy in it is the seal which is beautifully executed. It is

divided transversely into two unequal compartments, the upper

enclosing about three-fourths of the space, and the lower about

one-fourth. The upper division has in the middle a fine

elephant in relief, standing to the proper right, surmounted by
a parasol flanked by couris, with the sun and the crescent at

the upper coiners. Behind the elephant is a lamp-stand with

what looks like a court above it, and in front is a vase

surmounted by a dagger, and another lamp-stand. The lower

compartment bears in one horizontal line the legend :
‘ Sri

Marasingha-Dfivam, in Halfi-kannada characters.^®® The official

designation of the engravers is often given as Vihoakarma ; and
not infrequently we have reference to “ the ornament to the

forehead of titled sculptors.”^®* The banners of Jaina kings

are also not without interest. Those of Ganga Pfirmadi and
Hastimalla, indicate the stamp and symbol of Jainism, viz. the

Pincha-dhwaja ( Flag of pea-cock feathers
) described as " the

banner of the divine Arhat.”“’

Finally, we cannot conclude this chapter better than by
pointing to the taste of the Jainas in always selecting the best

views for their temples and caves. At Ell&ra they came per-

haps too late, when the best sites had been already appropriated

by the Buddhists and the Hindus ; but speaking of the Jaina

ruins at Ham pi, Longhurst observes, ' unlike the Hindus, the

Jainas almost invariably selected a picturesque site for their

temples, valuing rightly the effect of environment on archi-

tecture.i '1 he hill originally occupied by them, south of the

185 Mysore Archeological Beport, 1981, p 18.
186 Mice, Goorg Inscriptions, Ep. Oar. I, p. 7 , Ep. Car. II Inirod., p, 53.
187. Hnl^h. Ind. Ill, p. 165 ; Ind. Ant. XVIU, p. 318.
188 Longhurst, Hampi £iuiu, p. 90.
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great Pampapati temple, is significantly called the Hema-Kutam
or the Golden Group.^** There is also not a more picturesque

spot in the vicinity than that chosen and occupied by the Jainas

at Sravana Belgola, their first colony in the South. Mudbidrfi, in

South Kanara, their last stronghold, is thus described by Wal-

house in his matchless style :
—

' No Cistercian brotherhood was

wiser in choosing a dwelling place than the Jainas. Their villages

are ever marked by natural beauty and convenience. This one

named MudbidrS is in a slight hollow on the verge of a wide

rolling plain, covered after the rains with vast expanses of tall

grass between flat lined elevations which are often studded with
A

beds of a light blue gentian. The village is embowered in fruit

and flower-trees and intersected by a labyrinth of hollow ways

or lanes worn deep by the rains and tread of generations.

Rough steps ascending to a covered entrance like a lynch-gate

lead up to the houses that stand back among the trees. The

banks and walls built of laterite blocks black with age are

shrouded with creeping plants, azure convolvuli, and a profusion

of delicate ferns sprouting from every crevice, and words are

wanting to describe the exquisite varieties of grasses that wave

everywhere on walls and roofs. Bird-of-paradise plumes,

filmiest gossamer, wisps of delicate-spun glass, hardly equal in

fairy fineness the pale green plumy tufts that spring in unregar-

ded loveliness after the monsoon. Shade and seclusion brood

over the peaceful neigh bourhood, and in the midst stand the

greatest of Jain temples built nearly five centuries ago.’

169 Ibid., pp. 25-6.

190 Walbonsa, cited by Sturrocb, op. cit., pp. 87-8.



III. IDEALISM AND REALISM

( CHARACTERISTICS : RELIGIOUS AND SOCIAL
)

JAINISM AS IT WAS

Jainism as it was, at the time of its introduction into

Karnataka, was in many respects quite different from what it

came to be later, owing to the conditions obtaining there. But,

in order to be able to appreciate this metamorphosis, it is

necessary to comprehend clearly the basic ideas and principles

of the pristine faith. The sources for this are, no doubt, of a

comparatively later date
; but it is not difficult to distinguish

between what was original and what was transformed. For, as

Carpentier has rightly observed, “ the inflexible conservatism of

the small Jaina community in holding fast to its original in-

stitutions and doctrine.. .has been its strongest safeguard”;

and in spite of periods of severe affliction, has enabled the

Jainas to preserve their canon to a large extent untainted. ^

There are indications in inscriptions and bas-reliefs of the first

and second century A. D. of their authenticity going back to a

much earlier period, and its oldest elements “may very well go

back to the time of the first disciples of Mahavira, or at any rate

to the Council of Pataliputra which was held according to tradi-

tion under the Maurya king Candragupta at the end of the

fourth ( or beginning of the third ) century B. C.
” ® The

transformations were principally in matters of detail,— and the

unconscious modifications which all religions and institutions

tend to undergo in matters of practice rather than in the

principles underlying them.

1 Oarpentier. The Cambridge History of India I, p. 169.

3 Macdonnel, India’s last, p. 71 ; Jaina Sutras, S.B.B!., XXII, lutrod.,

pp-

;

Gbosal, Dravyaeanigraha, SBJ. 1, pp. 3-1-
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The first material split within the Jaina community itself

came at the time of Bhadrabahu and Candragupta, largely on

account of the calamity of the famine and the consequent

migration of the Digambaras to the south. ® In the words of

Mrs. Sinclair Stevenson, "It was naturally the more vigorous

monks who undertook the long journey to South India, and
perhaps the older and more infirm ascetics who remained at

home had already been allowed to wear some clothing as a

concession to their infirmities ; the habit of so doing would have

been likely now to become general among them. Thus one

element of division was established among the Jainas, that of

difference in practice, and it only remained in order to make the

division permanent, that they should have a differing sacred

literature So arose the controversy about the ' clothes ’, and
‘ no-clothes ’, which has ever since divided the community into

Svetambaras and Digambaras.^

There could be httle dout that the more severe forms of dis-

cipline, represented by the Digambaras, yielded place to the less

severe asceticism of the Svetambaras in course of time. This

supposition is supported by what we know of Mahavira and the

line of teachers who followed him. Mahavira himself discarded

all clothing and experienced the most painful forms of self-

mortificaticn in order to realise his goal.* The Acaranga SHtra

of the Svetambaras states ; More than four months many sorts

of living beings gathered on his body, crawled about it and

caused there pain ;
but always well guarded he bore the pains

caused by grass, cold, fire, flips, and gnats,-manifold pains.’

8 See pp. above.

4 StaveneoQ. The Bectrl of p. 7i.

5 Literally ii'eeltimbura tneans ' white cloth ’ iind Digambara means

direction ( sky )-cloth ’
; ».«. those who wear white clothes and thtse

that wear no clothing. As a matter oi fact this distinction 'applies only

to ascetics. C/. Carpentier, op. cit. pp, Ibh-bS.

6 Jacobi, op. cit., p. xvii-xviii n 1 ; Stevenson, op. cit., p. 43 ;
Ei hler,

The Indian Sect oi the Jainat, p. 3.

7 Aehdrangm Sutia I. 8i 1. 3 ; ibid. 3. 1.

)KO—3838*17
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Similarly, the Kalpa Sutra, attributed to Bhadrabahu, states :

He with equanimity bore, underwent, suffered all pleasant and

unpleasant occurrences arising from divine powers, men or

animals ; for it is said of an ascetic in the last stage of his

spiritual career that he does desire neither life nor death.® The

same severe code must have been followed upto Bhadrabahu

who was the last of the Srutakivalis? But under Sthulabhadra

who convened the Council of Pataliputra the rigour was mitiga-

ted and the Digambaras disapproved of the change.*® The

controversy appears to have continued for some time even

among the Svetambaras. For, Arya Mahagiri, the immediate

successor of Sthulabhadra in the Svetambara apostolate, being

a stricter ascetic, is said to have reverted to the “ ideal practice

of nakedness. ” There was reaction again under Suhastin, and

Aryamahagiri retired to DaSarnabhadra out of sheer disgust.**

The new doctrine, however, gained royal support from Asoka’s

grandson Samprati, under whom, as we saw, the first SvetSmbara

mission was sent to the South. Thus, from very early times,

both these schools of Jaina thought found representation in the

South ;
but by far the most overwhelming epigraphic and

archaeological evidence in the South is of the Digambara sect.*®

Despite these and other differences ( with which, however,

we need not trouble ourselves here) *® the great Jaina com-

munity which came to the South had many things in common,

especially in their fundamental doctrines and outlook on life.

8 fatpa Sutra, 117 ; ibid. Rales for Yatis, p. 51.

9 Cf. Devasena, Darsanasara, tv. 12-lS ; cf- Peterson, Report on San.

M88. Ill, p. 24.

10 Jacobi, op. cit., p. xliii.

11 Cf- Stevenson, op. oit., p. 74 ; Barodia, Bistory and LUtrature of

Jainism, p. 65.

12 The'earliest Hthic reference to the S'vetambaras in Soath India is

found in an inscription rof Kadamba ^rig^varma, Ind. Ant- VII,

p. 38i Another is in Gp, Car. 11, SB 254. In the former they are

called ' S'oetapatha ’
in tne latter ' Sitdmbara

13 See BUhler, op. cit., pp, 1-3; Jaini, The Jaina Oaeette XX, pp> 8S-5>
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In the eyes of the masses as well as non-Jaina faiths like

Buddhism and Brahmanism the Jainas were one, whether

Svetambara or Digambara they represented one school of

thought, viz., the Nirgrantha. It is the dominating charac-

teristics of this that we have to examine in the course of this

chapter, particularly in the light of their contrast with condi-

tions in Karnataka.

In the first place, what were the features of Jainism before it

came to be aSected by its competitions with Buddhism

Brahmanism, and Animism ? They were, fundamentally, in

respect of their attitude towardsjGod, Creation, Life, Destiny ;

and more than anything else, their mode of living. Briefly, the

Jainas were atheistical but believed in the eternity of existence,

universality of Life, immutability of the Law of Karma, and

Supreme Intelligence as the means to Self-Liberation. In social

life they were well organised and followed a rigorous discipline.

We shall examine these in the light of the conditions that

obtained in Karnataka at the time of their first impact.

The Jainas denied that God, in the sense of the Creator and

Sustainer ol the universe, existed. "If God created the universe,"

asks Jinasenacarya, " Where was he before creating it ? If he

was not in space, where did he localise the universe ? How
could a formless or immaterial substance like God create the

world of matter ? If the material is to be taken as always

existing, why not take the world itself as unbegun ? If the

creature was uncreated, why not suppose the world to be itself

self-existing?" Then he continues, "Is God self-sufficient?

If he is, he need not have created the world. If he is not, like

an ordinary potter, he would be incapable of the task, since, by

hypothesis, only a perfect being could produce it. If God

created the world as a mere play of his will, it would be making

God childish. If God is benevolent and if he has created the

world out of his grace, he would not h#ve brought into existence

U BilbleT, op. cit., p. 3,
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misery as well as felicity." Hence, the conclusion of the

Jainas was, in the words of Subhacandra, “ L6ka (
world

)
was

not created, nor is it supported by any being of the name of

Hari or Hara, and is in a sense eternal.”

But this did not make the Jainas materialistic in the sense of

the Caravaka, whose motto was to make merry while life lasted,

since they thought ' the body turned to ashes turns not to life

again.’ ” On the other hand, the Jainas firmly believed in the

eternity of the soul, and insisted upon the very highest rectitude

of life, up to final perfection, as a necessary means to permanent

happiness now and hereafter^^® The Pancastikaya-sara by

Kunda-Kundacarya, one of the earliest of South Indian Jaina

works, states the Jaina view of life and salvation thus :

—

“ The soul which is the agent ot its own karma and the enjoyer

of the fruits thereof, as conditioned by its own karma, gets

blinded by the veil of ignorance and roams about in the world

of sarhsara, which is limited for the faithful and unlimited for

the unfaithful.

“Suppressing or annihilating the veil of ignorance which

clouds the faculties of perception and will, well equipped with

the Three Jewels, the undaunted pilgrim that has conquered

the suffering and pain due to the environment, beckoned by the

ideal of self-knowledge, wades through the path and reaches

the Divine City of Perfection.”

Both the rationalistic atheism, as well as, the high spiritual

idealism of the Jainas, contained in the above passages, were in

contrast with the animistic faith of the Dravidians and the

priest-ridden ritualism of the Brahma^as. The latter too

15 Latthe, An Introduction to Jainism, pp. 85- 87, Jinasena, Adi Purdna

ch. Ill, cl- Bhandarkar, Report on San. MSS, 1833-8i, p. 118.

16 S'abhacandra, Com. KSrtikeyciauprekfa oh. X; cl. Bhandirkar, op.

cit.Tp. IIH.

17 Cf. Tilak, OitdraTuuya, rch.X^, pp. 71-78; cf. Bolvalkar add Ranade,

Hist-oflnd- PhilosojAy II, pp. AOS, 459.

18 Warren, Jainism, p. 2.

19 PamstOaya, 8- B. J, JII, 75-76,
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believed in the doctrine of karma ; but their interpretation of it

rested more on the performance or non-performance of sacrifices

and other details of Brahmanical retualism than on ethical

conduct. The Jainas, on the other hand, laid stress on the

moral responsibility which was applicable, not merely to human
beings but equally well to the animal and lower existences.*®

Strange as this might sound to many ears, this theory was

perfectly logical in the light of their definition of Jiva or Soul.

Kundakunda states that "Jiva is conscious, formless, charac-

terised by Upaydga, attached to Karma, the lord, the agent,

the enjoyer ( of the fruits of kar^a ), the pervader of bodies

{ large or small ) ; that which goes upward to the end of Ldka^

being freed from the impurity of karma.” Life was univer-

sally the same and it was governed by the same immutable law

of cause and effect. Not only was man endowed with Jiva but

all creatures including plants, animals, birds, insects, and even

at^ic invisible beings had life. This hylozoitic theory, as

Jacobi calls it, is an important characteristic of the Jainas, and

" pervades their whole philosophic system and code of morals.”**

It was quite different from the animistic belief in the existence

of spirits in stones, trees, and running brooks. The latter had

to be propitiated with bloody sacrifices destroying other forms

of precious life. But, according to the Jainas, life in all its

forms was sacred ;
and it moved upwards to the same goal,

and was not to be disturbed or disintegrated by any kind of

voilence. This was the rationale or psychology underlying

perhaps by far the most dominating characteristic of Jainism^

viz. the principles of Ahimsa.^

The implications of this doctrine are perhaps nowhere better

illustrated than in a story contained in the Yeiastilaka-Campn

20 ' f ^ ^ iWd - 122 ; cf . Dra*y«**»»flroAo,

ibid. I, pp. 36-39.

21 PoKtSatikaya^ra. S. B- J. ni, 27 T cf. Dfavyvafkgraha. ibid

I, pp. 6-7.

32 Jacobi, op. cit.. p- xxxiii-

29 Smitli, op. cit., p. S3.
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by Somadeva. It is related therein that a prince, Ye^odhara

by name, was once stricken with great remorse for the delinqu-

ency of his wife. He thought of renouncing his kingdom and

becoming an ascetic. His mother, seeing his malady, proposed

that the offence could be atoned for by performing a huge

sacrifice involving the slaughter of numerous animals. The

noble prince protested, saying that violence to life was the

greatest of sins. Moreover, he was actuated with a high sense

of duty and declared :

TTRISf Wt'^rai IWT nTTT II

" If the king be righteous, they are righteous
;
if he be wicked,

they are wicked
;

if he be neither good nor wicked, such also

are they ; they walk in the way of the king : as the king is, so

are the people.”

The king’s plea was, of course, that Ahimsa was the highest

of principles. The poet has cleverly, but with great truth,

represented the mother as quoting Manusmfti wherein it is

stated,

jnn4 <15^: fer: ^^^i i

f5 II V. 39.

“ Animals have been created for sacrifice, by the self-existing

( Brahma )
himself ; hence, the killing of animals in sacrifice,

does not involve any sin.”

The king in vain argued against this, but for all his pains the

mother thought, sifr ufm wsm
‘ My son is blown about by the wind of Jaina doctrine.' Finally,

Yaiodhara assented to the sacrifice of an effi^ instead of the

live animal itself. But as a consequence of this symbolical

violence, both of them had to undergo suffering in a round of

numerous transmigrations.** The moral is obvious, and it

illustrates the extreme iij^istence of the Jainas on the principle

of Ahimsa, no less than the theory of karma. The contrast

24 Ta^eutHaka.vimfu ; cf. Peterson, op, ct(. IV, pp, 42-44.
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with Brahmanic teaching is also not to be lost sight of. The
victory of the Jainas as against the Brahmanas is illustrated by
the writings of Tiruvalluvar the great “ pariah ” writer of the

first or second century A. D. He declares ;

" To abstain from the killing and eating of living beings is

better than to perform a thousand sacrifices in the sacrificial

fire.” Again,

" Behold the man who killed not and abstaineth from flesh-

meat ; all the world joineth hands to do him reverence.”

" The greatest of virtues is non-killing : killing bringeth in its

train every other sin. •»

" They may say, sacrifices gain for a man many blessings ;

but to the pure in heart the blessings that are earned by killing

are an abomination.” “

The fact that Tiruvalluvar imbibed the spirit of this excellent

doctrine and helped to propagate it only proves the permeation of

Jaina teachings in the lowest strata of Dravidian society. It also

indicates beyond doubt that the Jainas made no distinctions of

caste at that time. In contrast to this we understand from the

Tholkappiyam a Brahmanical work that, already in the fourth

century B. C., the study of the Vedas was prohibited to the

lowest among the Velldlars or agriculturists.** Manu’s restric-

tions on the Madras are too well-known to need citation.** An

illustration from the Uttaradhyayana Sutra will make the Jaina

attitude towards the ‘ poorest, and lowliest, and lost,’ quite clear.

HarikSia was a Svapaka or canddla. He became a great

sage possessed of the highest virtues, with his senses wholly

subdued. Once on his begging tours he approached the enclosure

of a Brahmanical sacrifice. He declared :

" 0 Brahmanas, why do you tend the fire or seek external

purity by water ? The wise ones say that external j)urity,

which you seek for, is not the right thing.
•

as Xfira/, chs . XXVI 259, 260 sed X^QCtl 321, 838.

26 Cf- Shesha lyangar, ZJravidKtn /ndio.p. 179. -
27 B. G. 51 H H iW*

MoMUMTli ch. IV 80.
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•‘You use Kitsa-grass, sacrificial poles, straw, and wood
;
you

touch the water in the morning and in the evening ; thereby

you injure living beings and in your ignorance you commit sins

over and over again.

“ The law is my pond, celibacy my holy bathing place which

is not turbid
;
penance is my fire, life my fire-place ; right

exertion is my sacrificial ladle ;
the body, the dried cow-dung

;

kartnan is my fuel ; self-control, right exertion, and tranquillity

are the oblations, praised by the sages, which I offer."

No wonder the Vttarddkyayana proclaims :
" The value of

penance has become visible ; tirfk appears of no value. Look

at the holy Harikesa, the son of a Svapdka whose power is

so great." ^

The above illustration also serves to indicate some of the

moral virtues sought to be inculcated by the early Jainas.

Kunda-kundacarya, in the South, adds, “ Inordinate taste for

worldly things, impure emotions, hankering for and indulging in

sensual pleasures, causing anguish to fellow-beings, and slander-

ing them openly or covertly ; these constitute the springs of

evil.” So, “ To whatever extent the five senses, the four taints

of emotions, the four instinctive appetites, are suppressed by a

person, well established in the path of righteousness, to such

extent the doorway for the entrance of evil is closed for that

person.” Kanakasabhai Pillai has observed that Nirgranlhas

and Buddhists aimed at a high ideal of morality and that these

two religions “necessarily exercised a very considerable influence

upon moral and intellectual order, upon public ideas and senti-

ments in the Tamil country.” The saune might be said about

Karnataka. This was the natural outcome of a teaching that

inculcated civic and philanthropic virtues born out of the

principle of Ahimsa, which, in its active form, meant helping

38 Vltaradlhyayana Sutra, 8. B. E. XLV, pp. 80-66 J
Biihler, op. cit.

pp. 3-4.

39 Pame&itiiaya-tdra, S. B. 3, III, tt. 146, 147.

80 K^DirkMabbai Pillai, Tkt TamUt 1800 Feor* Ago, pp, 233-34,
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humanity in its struggle for emancipation. “ In the case of the
wise ones ”, says Kundakunda, " moved by pity, they help the

struggling souls to emancipation. ” He also explains, " If any
one, moved at the sight of the thirsty, the hungry and the
miserable, offers them relief out of pity, then such behaviour
of that person is love or charity." Such a humane message
was certainly needed by the ‘ blood-thirsty Marawar ’ who shot

arrows at innocent travellers ' merely to feast their eyes over

the quivering limbs of their helpless victims ’
; and the early

Tamils who ‘‘ considered it an honour and a virtue in a military

man to carry off the people’s wi'^es, to devastate the enemy’s

fields, to destroy their houses and to lift the cattle of neighbour-

ing tribes.
”

The social organisation of the Jainas was designed to carry

out in practice the ideals briefly indicated above. They only

showed their practical good sense when they divided their

community into two sections, viz., the Yatis and the $rdvakas.

The former were the ascetics and the latter the lay community.

The Buddhists had a similar organisation of monks and laymen;

but, as Smith has pointed out, they relied more on the Samgha

of ordained friars than on the laity. Among the Jainas the

relation between the two sections was more balanced ; and

hence their social equilibrium was stable. As in the case of

the A^ramas or four stages, viz., Brahmacarya, Grhasta,

Vdnaprastha, and Sanydsa of the Brahmanas, the difference

between the Jaina Yatis and Sravakas was one of stages.

Literally, the Yati was one who strove ( - to strive ) and the

Sravaka, one who listened ( w - to hear ). The one struggled

actively for emancipation ; the other tried to follow by acting

up to his teachings, so far as he could, within the limits imposed

29 Paw,asliltaya-Mra, S, B. J. Ill, vr. 146, U7. ,

30 Sanakasabbai Pillai, The Tamilt 1800 Tears Ago, pp. 233-34.

31 PaneMikdya~sdra, 8. B. J. Ill, 143,' 144.

32 Cf. Ch. X n. 15 above; S'rinivisa Aiyaogar, Tamil Studies, p. 194.

33 Smith, op. cit,, p. 52.

34 Cf. Stevenaoo, op, cit„ p. 67) Maodooell, op, oit,, p. 70.

3628-18
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by the worldly life. But the end was the same, and a layman

ultimately looked to becoming a full-grown ascetic. For, accor.

ding to the Jaina, emancipation could be had only at the end

of a period of rigorous self-mortification, which was possible only

for an ascetic to undergo. Nirvana was the goal to be

attained. According to the Digambaras complete nudity was

essential for this ; the Svetambaras thought that it was not

absolutely necessary. In the Uttarddhyayana, beloning to

the latter, it is stated that " Some house-holders are superior to

some monks', but the saints are superior to all house-holders”.

The Digambaras, being more severe in their view of asceticism,

differed from the Svetambaras in this and another important

respects, viz., as regards their treatment of woman. The

Svetambaras admitted that woman too could attain salvation

and hence allowed them to become nuns. There are rules in

their sacred books for the guidance of nuns no less than for the

monks. On the contrary, the Digambaras definitely closed

the doors of salvation against house-holders and woman,

undoubtedly as a corollary to their extreme insistance on

nakedness. Srutasagara plainly states,

—

srr^r ifRr ^
I ii argwptginT w

II

The reasons are that women and house-holders cannot attain

Nirvana for their inability to obverve certain injunctions.

36

Ibid., p. 69.

36 This period extended from one antarmuhiirta before death to twelve

years at the most. Ibid,, p. To; Jacobi, Death and Disposal of the

Dead ( Jain ), E. R. E. IV, P. 485.

37 Bufiier, op. cit., p. 2; Bnrgess, Ind. Ant., p. 38.

38 Vttaradhyayana Swfrc, "SB. E. XLY, 6-20.

39 e. g. Kalpa SOtra, Bnles for Yatis, 8. B. E. XXII, p. 297.

40 S'tntasigara, Sluttprabhrla-Hln
; of Peterson, op. cit. II. pp- 84-85 i

He also DcTMena’s BhAvotamgraha, U. D. J. O. XX, pp, 26-7 w 82-6.
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Devasena, in his Dar^anasSrasamgraha says, that Jinacandra,

pupil of Santyacarya, pupil of Sri Bhadra-bahuganin, being

“wicked and slow to good works, ” devised the doctrine that

“ women in their life as women can be saved ;

” “ these and

other false doctrines he made perverting the scriptures and

thereby plunged his soul in the first hell." *’• And there seems

little doubt that ( apart from details
)

this was the general

attitude towards women since the days of Mahavira and Buddha.

To illustrate this remark we have only to recount a few passages

from the Svetambara and Buddhist writings.

The Kalpa Sutra lays down ^piany a rule restricting social

intercourse between monks and nuns. The terms in which

these rules are stated betray an utter lack of faith in woman’s

nature, if not in human nature itself. It prohibits, for instance,

a monk and a nim to stand under a tree, even if it rained,

unless it be in company with other members of either sex or the

place was distinctly visible to passers by.^® The Siiira Kftanga

is more explicit and lays down that “even a monk who

practices severe austerities should avoid the company of

women.” The reason is plainly stated ;
" As men ( by baiting

)

with a piece of flesh a fearless single lion get him into a trap, so

women may capture an ascetic though he be careful, and " as

antelope caught in a snare, so he does not get out of it, however

he struggles; afterwards he will feel remorse like one who

has drunk milk mixed with poison. So, “ considering the

consequences, a worthy monk should have no intercourse with

women.”

Buddha, like all other ascetics, was not less diffident about

the influence of women on spiritual life. When Mahapajapati,

his own aunt, got herself admitted into the Order by evoking

the pity of Ananda (Buddha's most trusted disciple), and

Buddha yielded to the importunities much against his <vill, he

•

41 Devafi^na Dartfanoiamgraha, vy. 12-16
;

of. Fetoraon, op. cit. HI p. 24,

42 JEolpd S* B, E, XXII, p. 303, vv. 38'39.

43 Siitrotkr0nga, ibid., pp, 872-273, vv. 8'10. 18t
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declared, " If women had not received the going-forth
(
i. e.

initiation
)
in the doctrine and discipline, the religious system

(
Brahmacarya

)

would have lasted long, the good doctrine

would have stayed for a thousand years ; but as women have

gone forth, now the religious system will not last long, now,

Ananda, the good doctrine will last only five hundred years.” **

Similarly, with regard to house-holders :
“ Cramped and con-

fined is house-hold life, ” said Buddha, “ a den of dust ; but

the life of the homeless one is as the open air of heaven. Hard
is it for him who bides at home to live out, as it should be lived,

the Holy Life in all its perfectu)n, in all its purity !

” “

And Manu, in spite of his oft-quoted line

ira’ prohibited woman even to read the Vedas,—a prohibi-

tion which he places on woman and Sudra alike^^ This raises

the suspicion that the causes may have been cognate, viz., that

like the Siidras a considerable section of Aryan wives might

have at that time come from the hated Dasyu or non-Aryan.

But whatever the reasons, the above parallels, illustrate the

genesis of the Digambara attitude towards woman, which had

its roots in the psychological back-ground of the age. The

Jainas justify it on purely philosophical grounds. In many other

respects, as well. Jainism resembled Buddhism on the one hand,

and Brahmanism on the other. In the opinion of Prof.

Buhler, Jainism stands nearer the Brahmana than the Buddhist

system.*’ Learned comparisions have been made by him and

other scholars like Prof. Jacobi and Dr. Bhandarkar ; but with

this, however, we are not here directly concerned.*® The question

of borrowing and indebtness is also vain to discuss, and we can

only say, in the words of Jacobi, that the various systems “ are

41 Cf. Thomas, The Life of Buddha, pp. 108-109.

45 ifajjima ULikaya II, p. 99 ( tr. S'liaoara ) ; of. Mookerji, lien and
Thought in Ancient Jndia.pp. 35-7 ; Bhys Davids, Buddism, p. 125.

46 lianusmrti, Chs. V 155,ciIX 18, and IV 80.

47 Biihler, op. cit., pp. 11-12; Baudhdyana n, 10-18, S.B.E.XIV, p. 275.

48 Jacobi, 8, B. £. XXII Intiod., pp. liii, xvii-xxiv and xxxiii-xxxv

;

B.K.E. VII, p. 465 • e/. Bhandarkar, op. oil., pp. 101-102,
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related to each other by a kind of affinity of ideas : For

example, Ahimsa and Karma. Similarly the Ratna-trayi or

the Three Jewels ( Right Faith, Right Knowledge, and Right

Action
)
of the Jainas might be compared to the Eightfold Path

elaborated by Buddha ; i. Right Belief ;
ii. Right Aims ;

iii. Right Speech
; iv. Right Actions ; v. Right means of

Livelihood; vi. Eight Endeavour; vii. Right Mindfulness;

viii. Right Meditation.®* On the other hand, the five great vows

of the Jainas, viz., Ahimsa, Sunrita, Asteya, Brahmacarya, and

Aparigraha were exactly the same as those laid down by

Patanjali in his Y6ga Siltras,^\ though in the Jaina system

they were elaborated and explained in a manner unsurpassed

by others in minuteness of detail and painstaking observation.

The Jaina idea of Ahimsa, for example, extends far beyond

the Brahmanical or Buddhist notions. "Lest plants and

animalculae be destroyed, the Jaina ascetic sweeps the

ground before him as he goes, walks veiled lest he inhale a

living organism, strains water, and rejects not only meat but

even honey, together with various fruits that are supposed to

contain worms
;

not because he has distaste for worms, but be-

cause of his regard for life.” We shall consider in the next

chapter how these characteristics of the Jaina religion and

society came to be transformed in Karnataka in the course of a

few centuries ; until at the present day the Jainas of Karnataka

are hardly to be distinguished from other Hindus, both in their

beliefs as well as in their practical life.

49 Jacobi, S.B.E. XLV Introd., p. xxTvii.

50 Cf. Jaini, Oullme of Jainism, pp. 52-66 ; Rhys Davids, op. cit,,

pp. 47, 108.

61 Pathnjala Y6ga Sutra II 35-39 ; Aedranga Sutra, S.B.J. XXII,

pp. 200-310.

52 Hopkins, The Beligions of India, p. 288 ; of. Smith, op. cTt., p. 53

Jaini, op. oit., ( Trades and Industriea ) p- 71- The minuteness of

observation to which this doctrine led is seen in the Kalpa Sutra, Rules

for Yatis, S.B.E. XXtl, pp- 304-6 ; similarly, for details of discipline

gee Aiadhara Dhermdmrta ch. viii. cf- Bhandarkar, op. cit., p. 98 n. 2.
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JAINISM AS IT CAME TO BE

The imperceptible way in which religions change in the course

of centuries, especially when placed under conditions different

from their original atmosphere, affords an interesting branch of

investigation. Prof. Liiders alluded to this fact in the course of

his valuable lectures on ' Aryan Civilization in Central Asia
’

delivered in 1928 under the auspices of the Bombay University.

He pointed out, from the evidence inscribed on pieces of leather

and wooden tablets found in China, how Buddhism in that

country had been so transformed as to admit of Sramanas who

were married, owned slaves, and took part in commercial tran-

sactions, as well as beheved in the expiation of sin by payment

in money, forgetting the pure principles of the religion which

they pretended to follow. Similarly, Smith has observed, that,

" While the original of&cial Buddhism was a dry, highly mor-

alised philosophy, much resembling in its practical operation the

Stoic schools of Greece and Rome, the later emotional Buddhism

approached closely to Christian doctrines in substance, although

not in name. In other directions it became almost indistinguish-

able from Hinduism.” “ What happened to Jainism in

Karnataka was not unlike this in many respects.

In the first place, with regard to its atheism. “ Since the

doctrine gave no other support, ” says Biihler, “ the religious

feeling of the laity clung to the founder of it, Jina, and with him
his mythical predecessors became gods In many of their

hymns in honour of Jina they appeal to him with as much fer-

vour as the Brahmana to his gods ; and there are often expres-

sions in them, contrary to the original teaching, ascribing to Jina

a creative power. Indeed, a Jaina description of the six

principal systems goes so far as to number Jainism, as also

Buddhispi, among the theistic religions.” Epigraphic and

53 Smith, The Oxford Hislor^ cf India, p. 55.

5t The work referred to is Saddart'anasamueeaya, 45, 77-8 ;
Biihler,

The Indian Sect of the Jainas, pp. 18-iO, cf. Barth, Selegions ef India,
p. 146 ; Thomas, The Li/e of Buddha, y, ‘Hi.
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literary evidence, in support of these statements, is indeed,

easy to find. For instance,in one inscription Jina is spoken of

thus
: i

Jina or Jina-pati, adored by the gods, is here described as

or the first Creator of the world.®® Speaking of

another such epigraph at Tumkur, Rice has pointed out, “ In

an endeavour to accomodate itself to the age, Jina is described

as the Universal Spirit who is Siva, Dhatri ( Brahma ), Sugata

(Buddha) and Visiju ”.®* Likewise, a Jaina grant of the Ratta

King, Kartiviryadeva, says that “ the dust of the earth may be

counted, and the drops of rain ; , but the reward of preserving

an act of piety cannot be estimated even by the Creator.”

We have already noticed in numerous Jaina grants such acts

of piety either in the shape of building, or of endowing temples

for their upkeep, repairs, or carrying on the eight-fold worship

of the gods. Fergusson has remarked that the Jainas built

temples out of all proportion to their population owing to the

belief that temple-building was a means to salvation ; temples

were really ‘ prayers in stone.’ Srava^a Belgola is one

witness to this spirit of devotion. It attracted pilgrims from

all places who have left their mark on the local records.

Princes and people alike made grants for anointing the images

with milk, and decorating them with flowers and garlands.*®

Similarly, gifts were made for feeding ascetics, construction of

water-sheds for the use of Jaina devotees ; for the study of

Sutras ; for burning lamps before the gods, and for their daily

S6 Fleet 8. and 0. C. Inscription. Ind. Ant, VII. p. 106, LL 51-2,

Br. Satalprasadji points out that for Jaina poets these terms had a

different meaning, t.g- that bdl "means Rishanhadeva who made

rules in and not creator of the world.’

'

66 Rice, My$er» and Coorg from the JnscripHoni, p, 203, Tuml^r 9.

67 Fleet, Batta Inscriptions, J B B B A S X, p. 239.

68 C/. Mysore Archaeological Beport, 1923, p, 61; Ep. Ind. IH, pp.

207-9, 11.

69 Fergusson, Mist, of Ind. and Bast, Arch. II, p. 26.

60 C/. Ep. Cat. U, SB 233-8, 242 -5, 247, 268 and Introd, pp. 72-3, 77-8,89.
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worship. There are interesting examples of thirty to a hundred

sheep being offered as the price of burning a lamp, probably all

the year round as a perpetual endowment.®*- The popular awe

and respect for these grants is indicated by the imprecations

with which such inscriptions generally close : e. g. “Whosoever

takes away land presented by himself or by another is born a

worm in ordure for 60,000 years. The property of the gods is a

dreadful poison
;
poison destroys a single person, but a gift to

the gods ( if seized
)
destroys sons and grandsons.®*

The kind of image worship and temple ritual implied by the

above evidences arose among^ the laity and not among the

monks, says Jacobi :
“ When the people in general felt the

want of a higher cult than that of their rude dieties and demons,

and when the religious development of India found in Bhakti

( devotion
)

the supreme means of salvation.” *® Evidently,

the theory of Karma, as well, underwent considerable modifica-

tion when once the Jina was invested with divine grace ;
and

he that was once but a supreme example of conduct became in

course of time a saviour of souls by the direct power of divine

interference. ®®'' Thus Rsabha came to be described as a ship

for crossing the ocean of Samsara ; and a protector against the

wild beasts passions, in the forest of the world. Nay, more ; by

the repetition of his divine name all troubles could be overcome.

Miraculous hymns, like the Bhaktamara-Stotra and Kalyanaman-

dira-stotra, came to be composed, by the help of which, for

instance, Manatunga is supposed to have got himself released

61 Cf. Rangacharya, Inser^iionj 0/ Madras Presidency II, Mr. 134 6,

8K. 212, Rd. 17, and ibid., Im. pp. 23 -31. Bee also Mysore Archaeo-

logical Reports, 1925, pp. 16-16, and 1916, p. 51.

C3 Rice, Inscriptions, Ep. Car. I, p, 52. The S'aiva form of this was, that

tampering with snch grants was tantamonnt to ‘ killing twenty cows on
the banks of the Ganges or palling ont a thousand lingaa, etc.’

Cf. 3nltZ3oh, 8.1.1. II, p. 499.

63 Jacobi, Jaina Sutras, S. E. XXII Introd., p. xxi.

63o Br. Sitalprasadji writes to me, " The Jaina poets describe Arhats or

Tirthankaras, not as direct doers of actions, but as indirect helpers.

By worshipping them we get merit that helps in having onr desires

folflUed.
”
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from the bondage of fortytwo chains ; and SiddhasSnadivakara

to have converted a Siva-linga into the image of Par^vanatha.

That such stories are repeated even in the case of learned sages

like Samantabhadra, Akalanka, and others is only proof that

this Bhakti movement did not confine itself to the laity in the

long run. Akalanka is said to have invoked the goddess

Kushmandini to work a miracle against the Buddhist goddess

Tara, and by her interference won a victory over his rivals.*®

We have already alluded to Elacarya’s allaying the devil by
means of the Jwdlamdlini-stotra.*^ There are in the inscriptions,

as well, frequent allusions to the goddess Padmavati who still

finds a large number of devotees, especially among the Jainas

of the Kannada speaking districts. For instance, one at Bfilur

speaks of a ]ainavratisa ( ascetic) who by his mantras was sub-

duing the goddess Padmavati for the increase of the wealth of

the Hoysalas
;

later on we are told. “ that Yakshi became

worshipped as the goddess Vasantikd.^’’

Ammanavara-caritri or the “Doings of the Mother” is a

manuscript which is commonly found in the possession of many

Jainas in the Kannada country ; and Buchanan also refers to it

as ‘ Amonora carita.’ Indeed, the light that Buchanan throws

on the popular form of Jainism at the time of his visit, about a

64 Cf. Marathi Jnana K6s’a ( ), p. 332-33. I have seen manuscripts

of these hymns well illustrated with magic symbols and detailed ins-

tructions as to the number, place, time, etc. for the repetition of each

mantra, as well as miraculous powers attributed to each, such as the

power of bestowing wealth, longivity, immunity from fire, accident,

etc. etc. They are in the Sri Ailak Pannalal Digambara Jaina SaroM-

watibhavana, Bhulcswar. Bombay; and some of them have been pub-

lished by Mr, Nathuram Premi, in the Sindi-Orantha-Ratnankara-Kar-

yalaya, Hirabag, Bombay 4.

66 Cf. Ep. Car. 11 Introd., p. 84.

66 Cf. Hiralal, Catalogue of MSS. in C. P. and Berar, Introd, p. xrCtx.

67 Cf. Buchanan’s Travels III, p. 81; Ep. Caj. V, Belur 124, trans., p. 88 .

The name of the Jaina-traiis'a, referred to in this epigraph is stated

to be Varahamina-munindra in the list of the Humcha gurus, Cf, Bicg

Mysore and Coorg I, p. 372.

3.S.C.—2628-19
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century ago, is valuable, especially as he says he derived his

information from Panditacarya Swami, the guru of the Jainas,

who claimed to be equal to the chief Pontiff at Sravapa

Belgola.** According to him, the Jainas denied the authority

of the Brahmanical Vedas and their eighteen Furdnas

;

but

their greatest authorities were Gommata-Sdra, Trilokasdra, and

Lubda-{ Lubdhi ? ) Sdra, These they considered as holy as the

Brahmanical Vedas, and believed they were composed by

Adi Brahma or Adiiwara. Sometimes it is difficult to follow

(whether Buchanan or his informant we can hardly say),

when, for instance, it is also stated that their chief book

was Y6ga (written in Sanskrit with Kannada characters)

explained by twentyfour purdnas all composed by Vrishabha-

Sdyana (?) Who attained divine knowledge by long prayer.”*®

However, there could not be the least doubt as to the nature of

the popular beliefs. We transcribe below a few specimens ;

—

" The gods of the Arhiia are spirits of perfect men, who
owing to virtue have become free from changes and are all

equal in rank and power. They are called Jiniiwara ( the

Lord Jina ), Arhiia
(
worthy ), or Siddha

(
‘ holy ’

? ). These

live in a heaven called Mdcsha
(
Mdksa

) ; it is by their worship

only that future happiness can be obtained. The first Jina was

Adi Parameswara who has 1008 names.
" The servants of the Siddhas are spirits of good men who

live in an inferior heaven called Swargam. They enjoy ha ppiness

there according to their merits. Swargam is situated higher in

the air than Mount M6ru (‘North Pole ’); men ought to worship

these as they possess the power of bestowing temporal gifts.

“ Concerning Vishnu they say that he was a king who

owing to good works, was born as Rama. He was a great

hero and conqueror, and finally became a Siddha or Jina.

Mahliwara or ^iva, and Brahma are only devatds inferior

r

68 Bnchanan, op. cit., pp. 79, 79.

68(1 the first Tirthankan?

69 Ibid., pp. 76 and 613.
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in rank to Indra who is the chief of all happy beings in
Swargam. There are sixteen stages in this heaven.

“ Marima, Putalima, and other Saktis are Ventarus, living
on Mount MSru; but they are of malevolent disposition. Below
MahamSru and earth is Bhuvana or hell, the residence of the

spirits of wicked men who are called Rdksasas and Asuras ;

and although endowed with great power they are miserable.
Bhuvana is divided into ten places of punishment in pro-

portion to the crimes performed by their inhabitants

etc. etc. etc.
”

Here, indeed, is a khicari ot all faiths and behefs: both
Aryan and Dravidian, Hindu as well as Jaina. Marima and
Putalima who were worshipped with bloody sacrifices have here

entered the Jaina pantheon, evidently divested of all their

ferocious and blood-thirsty character. In the Dharwar Distriot,

Jainas of all classes are said to believe in sorcerers, witches,

sooth-sayers, and consult them in cases of sickness or other

calamities. Similarly, Thurston speaks of the worship of

Bhutas or devils by the Jainas of South Kanara. They set

apart a room for them in their houses, called the Paddle but

instead of sacrifices they offer to them metal images of fowls,

goats, pigs, etc. As a matter of fact such a metamorphesis

in the practical aspects of Jaina belief was inevitable. For, in

the words of Jacobi, " generally speaking, the notions of the

Jainas about demons, ghosts, ete. were very much the same as

those of other Hindus; but the position of the Superhuman

beings was, in many respects, altered by the efforts of the Jainas

to introduce systematic order into the Mythological conceptions

current at the time when their religious teachings were reduced

to a definite form.
"

70 Ibid., pp. 76-3. n

71 Cf. DharwSr, Bom. Gaz. XXfl, p. 118. ^
71 Thurston, The Castes and Tribes of Southern India II, p. 427; cl,

Bturrock, South Kanara I. p. 189-

78 Jacobi, Demons and Spirits, E. R. E. IV, p. 608; Ibid. Cosmography
pp. 160-61
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The next point in respect of which the Jainas have

apparently changed is with regard to Ahimsa. There seems

little doubt that they have changed in practice though not

in theory. In the first place, it is necessary to remember

that originally they insisted upon non-injury to life, in thought,

word and deed. The Gupti or restraints were of three kinds, viz.,

and Bhdva-samvara or thought-restraint

was the first, and of primary importance. It consisted, above

all, of the observance of the five Vratas, or vows, viz.

(i) Ahimsa {not to cause or tend to cause pain or destruction to any

living being by thought, speech, 'or conduct ); (ii) Satya ( truth in

thought, speech and deed); (iii) Asteya (to take nothing, unless,

and except, it is given); (iv) Brahmacarya (chastity, on the

devoted contemplation of self by the soul ); (v) Parigraha-tydga

(
renunciation of worldly concerns). It is significant to notice

that Tiruvalluvar imbibing fully the spirit of these teachings

declared :
" The greatest virtue of all is non-killing : truthful-

ness cometh only next

In the light of this, therefore, it is difficult to understand how
an ascetic like Simhanandi could help or even inspire the Ganga
Kings to found their Kingdom of Gangawadi, except in contra-

diction to these principles. For, it is also a well known injunc-

tion for the ascetic that he begin nothing
(
i.e. do nothing that

has the seed of another life in it ).’« Hence, the foundation of a

kingdom inevitably based on force and blood-shed was undoubt-
edly in violation of the vratas of Ahimsa and Parigraha-tydga.’’’’

74 Jaini, Outlines of Jainistn, pp. 96-7.

75 Rural. XXXIII 323.

76 Kundakunda. Satpahuda
; c/ Petersoa, Eeporfe on San MSS. II, p, 82.

77^ IS inteteresting to note in this connection the remarks of

Mr. Bertrand Kassel about Japanese Buddhism and Teutonic Christi-

anity : “ What the Japanese made of Buddhism reminds one in many
ways of what the Teutonia nations made of Christianity. Buddhism
and Ohristianity, originally,were both religions aiming at the achieve-

ment of holiness by renunciation of the world. They both Ignored
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“ He who loves the world,” says Kundakunda, “ is bound in

the chain of works. He who loves it not is loosed. This is in

brief the doctrine of the Jainas with regard to the deliverance

from spiritual bondage.”’® But very often the Jaina teachers

lost sight of this teaching, particularly, in their keen rivalry

with the Buddhist and other sects. Akalanka, for instance, we
are told entered into a compact with king Hastimalla to grind the

Buddhists in oil-mills in case of the latter’s defeat in religious

eontroversy.’® That this was not actually enforced does not

absolve the Jaina guru from the sin of hypothetical violence ;

even as king Yasodhara could "not escape from the cycle of

numerous re-births on account of his symbolical sacrifice,

noticed earher. Likewise, we find them carelessly giving vent

to feelings of hatred against their Buddhist and other rivals

in expressions like " Prosperity to Jinasasana, powerful to

rebut its assailants, in splitting the skulls of the elephants

opponents speakers”;®® and “This king Jayaduttaranga

cleft open the frontal globes of the lordly elephants the

arrogant false disputants of the Ekanta-Mata with the thunder-

bolts the arguments based on scriptures”.®^ Maghanandi, a

politics and government and wealth, .for which they enbetituted the

fntnte liie as what was of real importance. They were both religions

of peace, teaching gentleness and non-resistance. But both had to

undergo great transformations in adapting themselves to the instinct •

of warlike barbarians. In Japan a multitude of sects arose, teaching

doctrines which differed in many ways from Mahayana orthodoxy!?).

Buddhism became national and militaristic ! the abbots of great

monasteries became important feudal chieftains, whose monks

constituted an army which was ready to fight on the slightest provoca-

tion, Sieges of monasteries and battles with monks are of constant

occurrence in Japanese history.*’ Bussel, The Problem of China,

pp. 91-3. n

78 Kundakunda. op. oit.

79 C/. Ep. Oar.IIIntrod., p. S4.
*

80 Ibid. V, Trans., pp. 189-90

81 Cf. Kudlur Plates of Marasimha, Mysore Archaeological Report,

1931, p. 23.
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Jaina ascetic, is described as " a lion to the herd of rutting

elephants the Mimansakas Students of subconscious

psychology may not be blamed for finding in these expressions

revelations of suppressed feelings of violent anger. Thai the

violence stopped only with words must be remembered to their

credit, but even this expression in words is undoubtedly a

violation of their strict doctrine of Ahimsa as interpreted by

themselves. The following quibble only goes to support our

contention that, out of practical considerations, the Jainas

practically transgressed what they theoretically attempted to

inculcate. In support of Kumarapala’s infliction of capital

punishment upon aU those who offended in any way against the

doctrine of Ahimsa, it is contended :

‘A true Jaina will do nothing to hurt the feelings of another

person, man, woman or child ; nor will he violate the principles

of Jainism. Jaina ethics are meant for men of all positions—for

kings, warriors, traders, artisans, agriculturists, and indeed

for men and women in every walk of life. . .
“ Do your duty

Do it as humanely as you can ”. This in brief is the primary

principle of Jainism. Non-killing cannot interfere with one's

duties. The king or the judge has to hang a murderer- The

murderer’s act is negation of a right of the murdered. The

king’s or the judge’s order is the negation of this negation, and

is enjoined by Jainism as a duty. Similarly, the soldier’s killing

on the battle-field.’®*

It can hardly be contended that all the wars fought by Jaina

kings and soldiers in Karnataka orelsewhere were "a negation of

any negation ” except it be “ a negation of their own principle

of Ahimsa.” But, it should be conceded that Jainism has been

largely responsible for making Karnataka, in the main, vegetarian,

and Ahimsa still form the substratum of Indian character as a
If

whole. For hundreds of persecutions of the Jainas by non-Jainas

we can hardly find a singli'instance where the reverse happened

82 Ep. CkF. 11 SB 61, Trans., pp. 17-18.

63 Smitb, op. cit., p. 53; Ct. Jaini, op. cit., p. 72.
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Thirdly, the development of castes and sub-castes among the

Jainas of Karnataka throws ample light upon the problem of

caste-origins in India. We have already noted their division

into Svetambara and Digambara ; not merely do these not

interdine or intermarry, but in their hatred of each other, forget

even the highest principle of their religion, namely, Ahimsa.^

The Acaranga Sutra lays down that " To friendly or hostile

(
heretics

)
one should not give food, drink, dainties and spices,

clothes, alms-bowls, and brooms
;
nor exhort these persons to

give
(
such things

)
nor do them service, always showing the

highest respect.” We shall consider here a few cases of how

the division and sub-division was carried on to a fatal extremity,

by the Jainas in Karnataka leading to their ultimate fall or

practical absorbtion by other communities.

In the first place, according to Smith, " The propagation of

Ahimsa necessarily produced a sharp conflict of ideas and

principles of conduct between the adherents of the doctrine and

the old-fashioned people who clung to bloody sacrifices, cow-

killing, and meat-eating. Communities which had renounced

the old practices and condemned them as revolting impieties

naturally separated themselves from their more easy-going and

sell-indulgent neighbours, and formed castes bound strictly to

maintain the novel code of ethics.” *• Secondly, divisions arose

within the Jaina community itself due to several reasons. An

inscription at Sravana Belgola states :

—

“ Arhadbalin, who, by means of’the eight-fold omens consist-

ing of Vyanjana, Svara, Nabha, Tanu, Laksana, Cinnha,

Bhauma, and kahuna, knows, as if a witness, pleasure and

pains, success and failure, and everything else in the three times

(
past, present and the future

)
and who shone with his two

disciples, Puspadanta and Bhutabali made the Mula-

Samgha
(
consisting )

of the Kundakundanvaya ( lineage ) into

84 C/. Biihler, op. cit., p. 8.

86 Aearomga Siitra I, 7. 1, 8- B. K. XXII, p. 62.

86 Bmitb, op. oit.. p. 38.
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four satnghas in order to minimise hatred and other
( evils

)
that

might arise owing to the nature of the times.” It passes our

comprehension, however, to understand how hatred and other

evik could be minimised by creating such divisions ! The

inscription goes on to say, "Let one make a difference in the case

of heterodox samghas such as the Sitdmhara and others which are

of a form contrary to rule ; but who thinks of such a thing in

the case of the SENA, NANDI, DEVA, and SIMHA Samghas,

is a heretic.” **

Dr. Hoernle identifies Arhadbalin with Guptigupta, disciple of

Bhadrabahu II
; for he points out that Arhadbalin and

Vi^akhacarya were other names of Guptigupta.*® According to

Pattdvalis, Maghanandin, disciple of Guptigupta, established the

Nandi—Samgha or Balatkdragana ; and there are at Karanja,

in Berar, temples belonging respectively to the Balatkdragana,

Senagana, and Kdstd—Samgha. Mr. Hiralal, speaking of these,

observes; 'They derive their names from the sub-divisions of the

Digambara community into which it was divided in the earlier

centuries of the Christian era. Balatkdragana is the most

important branch of the Mula-sarhgha ( lit. the original com-

munity
) wich is the original name of the Digambaras. Kunda-

kundacarya
(
1 st. cent. A. D, ) is said to have caused by a

miracle the stone image of Saraswti to decide a dispute between

the Svetambaras and Digambaras, in favour of the latter.

Since he made Saraswati to speak by force
( )

his followers

called themselves Balatkdragana of the Saraswati-gachcha. The

closing verses of a genealogy found in the temple of the Baldtkd-

ragana
(
at Karanja

)
state that

" Preceptor Padmanandi became the first of the Balatkara-

gapa by whom the stone-made Saraswati was made to speak.

87 Ep. Car. II SB 254, pp. 110-11.

88 Ibid.'

89 Hoernle, Two Battaralia of the Saraswati Oaohcha, Ind. Ant. XX,
p. 350.

90 Ibid; cf. Fleet, Bhadrab&hn, Candragnpta, and S'rarana Belgola,

Ind. Ant. XX.I, p, 159.
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Thereby arose the Saraswati-gachcha on the mount Crjayanta.

Hence, a bow to that lord of sages Padmanandi.”
(
w. 41-2 ).

‘ That Padmanandi is another name of Kundakundacarya is

proved by the 4th verse of the same genealogy :

II
”

It IS interesting to notice that this verse is also found inscribed

on the lamp-pillar of the Ganagitti-temple at Vijayanagara

recording the grant of Irugapa, already alluded to
; only

instead of qnprVJrs in the second line we find the words

‘^ ?nniT '^’=11.’ This substitution was evidently necessitated

by the previous lines of the inscription which read :

^sTc^rTiroilsfaw: 1

ired n
**

Prof. Jacobi has observed that “ The inscriptions furnish

materials for a necessarily incomplete history of their ancient

schools
(
gatias ) ; but they do not quite agree in all details with

the more modem traditions of the Patidvalis.”** We have here

at least one remarkable instance of epigraphical confirmation of

the statements made in the Patldvalis referred to by Mr. Hiralal.

It is clear also that Balatkaragana was but a subdivision of the

Nandi-Samgha. The words : indicate the

special pride of the members belonging to it. The Belgola

inscription with like pride says,

“ Among these Samghas, the Nandi-Samgha, an eye to the

world has the three subdivisions : gana, gachcha, and vali
; and

victorious is the lofty Inguleswara-vali of the pure Pustaka-gachcha

of the virtuous Desigana of that Samgha. In it were Naga,

Deva, Udaya, Ravi, Jina, Megha, Prabba, and Bala with the

suffix Candra ; Deva, Sri, Bhanu, Candra, Sruta, Naya, Gu^ia,

Dharma and others with the suffix Bhusana ; as also Vidya,

Dama, Indra, Padma, Amara, Vasu, Gu^ia, and Manila with

91 C/. Hiralal, op. cit., p. iii.

92 Hultzach, 8. 1. 1. I, pp. 156-57

93 Jacobi, Jainism, E. B. E. VII, p- 474.

JitO—2528-20
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the suffix Nandi

:

Destroyers of sin, breakers of the tusks of

the elephants the disputants, conferers of various kinds of good

fortune, bees to the lotuses universal learning, possessors of

bright bodies uninfluenced by the world-conqueror Cupid, lofty

by their pure conduct, and free from the ties of the world were

these celebrated ones.”

It need hardly be pointed out that the list of the names and

sufi&xes contained in this epigraphical record must serve as a

valuable index to the class, sect, or subsection of any given

Acarya or teacher, though obviously not an infallible guide

owing to much overlapping. * There are indications in Tamil

inscriptions as to separate villages being occupied by the Jainas,

Brahmanas, and others.*® Names of villages or places like

Samana-halli or village of the Sramanas, Sravana Belgoja or the

white pond of the Sramanas, and Savanoor, Savanadurga, etc.

surely seem to confirm the same fact. Mr. Rice, for instance,

has likewise pointed out that PansdgS or HansdgS in Coorg was

the ofificial centre of the HoitagS-gacheha which he identifies with

Pmtaka-gachcha.** Some of the other sub-divisions met with

mostly in the inscriptions are Valahari-gana, Kdl6gra-gana,

Karanur-gana or Kanurgana ; Yapaniya-Samgha, Mdthura-

satngha, Gopyasamgha, Addakali-gachcha and Trintrini-gachcha.*’’

Gana, Satngha and Gachcha, are often used as convertible terms,

as for example : an inscription of Amma II speaks of Dhiradeva,

disciple of Divakara, as belonging to the Yapaniya-Samgha of

Nandi-gachcha ;•* and the Jaina-Siddhanta-Bhaskara gives the

apostolic line of the Sena-gana founded by Jinasena I.*® We

94 Ep. Car. II SB. 254, pp. 110-11.

95 Cf- Oh- IV n. 40 above.

96 Bice, Ep. Gar. IV Yd 26; cf. Mytore and Coorg from th* Interiptioni,

pp. 141-42.

97 Cf, Bangacharya, op. cit. II. SK 215, N1 397, C. F. 324 ( Madras

Masemn); Sheshagiri Ba%, Studies in 8- 1. J. II, pp. 61-2; Katburam

Premi, op. cit p. 117.

98 Cf. Baogaebarya, op. cit. NI. 397.

99 Ibid., p. 995.
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have already found these referred to above as Nandi-Samgha

and Sena.-sa.mgha respectively in the Sravana Belgola inscrip-

tion.“® But almost all of the orthodox divisions trace their

origin from the Mulasaingha and Kundakundanvaya which

evidently points to their genesis after that great teacher who

lived about the 1st century.

The heterodex Samghas are mentioned as being five in

number, by Indranandi in his Nitisara :

g^iwa r; 11

It is rather surprising to find the Ydpaniyas included in the list,

as we find them described in an inscription of Amma II as part

of the Nandi-Samgha which was orthodox according to Arhad-

balin. Similarly, the Drdvida-Samgha : Its founder is said to

have been Vajranandi, disciple of Pujyapada who certainly

belonged to the Kundakunda lineage. The Maihura-Samgha is

supposed to be a sub-division of Kastd-Samgha whose founda-

tion is attributed to Kumarasena, the desciple of a co-disciple

of Jinasena author of the Mahapurdi^a. According to Deva-

sena’s Darianasdra Kumarasena was or fallen away

from the path of asceticism.^®* His reference to Jinacandra,

pupil of Santaycarya, pupil of Sri Bhadrabahu-ganin has already

been alluded to. We quote below the full passage in order to

illustrate the manner in which these divisions took place, no less

than the attitude of one sect towards the founder of another.

" Sri Bhadrabahuganin had a pupil by name Santyacarya,

and he a pupil of Jinacandra, wicked and slow to good works.

“He devised this doctrine—that women, in their life as

women, can be saved ;
that the Kevalins or perfected saints eat

—though none could see them eating, and were subject to

disease.

“ That the sage who puts clothes on may be saved ; that Vira

Was translated from one womb to another ;
that salvation may

100 Of. n 90 aboTe.

101 Of. Nathuram Premi, op- cit,. p- 132.

lOJ Cf. Ibid., pp. 133-34, 138 and 141.
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be found in every creed ; and that what is declared to have life

in it should never be eaten.

"These and other false doctrines he made, perverting the

scriptures—and thereby plunged his soul in the first hell.”^®*

No less than eighty-four sub-sects of the Jainas are enume-

rated in the Marathi-Jndtia-Ko&a and the origin of each

appears to have been due to reasons as trivial as those noted

above ; They differed as to whether a man should bathe in

cold water or hot water, eat or not eat certain plants, worship

standing or sitting, should decorate images or not, and whether

the ascetics were to carry, ef at all, a bundle of pea-cock

feathers or a cow-tail whisk, etc., etc.'®® Without going into

these trivialities, therefore, we shall proceed to examine the

more real causes of most of these divisions.

The Jainas of Dharwar have a tradition which very well

illustrates how they crystallised themselves into a separate caste

owing to their strict observence of Ahimsa. They say that

there was in ancient times a king named Ik^avaku who had

two family priests : one of them, Parvat by name, sacrificed

sheep to the god of fire, and the other, called Narad, used only

parched rice for oblations. The descendants of the former,

according to them, are the Brabmanas, and those of the latter,

the Jainas. They also hold that their community was once

divided into Brahmana, Ksatriya, Vaiiya, and $iidra, but that

the Ksatriyas having disappeared long ago, only the other three

now remain.'®* This fourfold Aryan division of society is every-

where traceable among the Jainas of Karnataka and un-

doubtedly indicates the influence of Aryan ideas and institu-

tions over the mass of Dravidian population. A decisive proof

of this is found in South Kanara, where, only one section of the

103 Dors’anasamgraha w. 12-15; cf, Fetergon, op. oit. Ill, p. 21.

104 Maralhi-JnanOf-Kos'a (JSf p. 323 ,

105 For a detailed consideration of these see Glasenapp, Der Jainsmus,

pp, 355 -57 ; Burgess. Digambara Iconography, pp. 2-3; Ind. Ant. VII
p. 28.

106 Cf' Dharwar Bom. Gaz. XXlI, p. 116.
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Jaina community follows the Aryan law of inheritance, whereas

another, still adheres to a relique of the Dravidian matriarchate,

viz., the Aliya Santana law according to which property

devolves, not from father to son, but from maternal uncle to

nephew.^®’ The tendency for the Aryan to drive the Dravidian

underground is indeed still visible in the vigorous movement set

afoot to have done with this anomalous anachronism by means

of legislation, and thereby do away with one barrier which

isolates the Jainas of South Kanara from the rest of their

co-religionists in India. The priestly class among the South

Kanara Jainas are divided into two sections ‘Kannada Pujaris'

and ‘ Tulu Pujaris ’ about whom Sturrock observes, “ the latter

are indigenous, while the former are descended from emigrants

from above the ghauts." ^®® Moreover, the priests, as a rule, have

marriage relations only with their own class, although they dine

with the remaining three namely, the Brahmana, Ksatriya,

Vaisya sections of the laity. When they marry at all outside

their own class such relations are confined to these three classes

alone.^®® There are besides these, several osher classes of Jainas

known as Setvals, Caturthas, Bogars, Pancamas, and Gaudas,

all of whom might however be classed as Sudras. Thurston

observes there are as many as twenty-two sub-divisions among

the Tamil Jainas.^*"

The $etvals appear to have been originally a body of

hundred families excommunicated for some unknown reason ;

and now forming a sect by themselves. The Caturthas or

* fourth class
*

are of course the ^udras ;
Buchanan speaks of

them as the Sadru, ( Woculigas or cultivators ) and says, “They

worship only the god Jina, but do not inter-marry with the true

Jainaru." The reason for this was that “ formerly the Sadru

were Jainaru, but his ancestors disliking that religion, betook

107 sturrock, op. cit., pp. 191, 168; Thurston 1 op. cit., pp. 426-27.

108 Sturrock, op. cit., pp. 190-91.

109 Dharwar, op. cit., pp. 116-17,

110 Thurston, op. cit., pp. 419-20.

111 Dharwar, op. cit., p. Ill-
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themselves to worship Visnu.” As a matter of fact there is

another class called ' Jaina Banajigaru or Dasa Banajigas who

style thMnselves ‘ Jaina Ksatriya Ramanujas.
‘

These appel-

lations are a string of contradictory epithets, only revealing

the confusion of faiths that resulted in the course of centuries.

Banajigas, for ^ught we can make out, must have been traders

( San. trade ) ;
but they call themselves Ksatriyas I Jaina

Ramanuja is again an unintelligible paradox. Whereas, in

truth, the " Jaina Banajigas " are not Jainas at aU ; for

Buchanan says they were converted to Saivism at the time of

Basava. To make this confusion, worse confounded he adds,

“ They worship the same gods as the Hindu Pancama Baniji,

i.e. Siva, his wife and sons, whom they consider identical with

Brahma and Siva !

”

The Gaudas are farmers and labourers, speaking Tulu or

Kannada as their home-language. They all follow the ordinary

system of inheritance and not that of “ descent through

females.” Generally they are Hindus, but some are also Jainas.^**

Sturrock gives the following account of their splendid organi-

sation :

—

" They have a somewhat elaborate system of caste goverment.

In every village there are two head-men, the Grama-Gauda and

the Vattu or Gottu Gauda ; for every group of eight or nine

villages there is another head, called the Magane Gauju, and for

every nine mdganes there is a yet higher authority called the

Kattimaneyava. The caste is divided into eighteen haris or balis,

113 Buchanan, op. cit. I, pp. 421-23

113 Buchanan, op. cit., p. 240. These Banajigas might very well be

compared to the Malkhands of Bajpntana and the Kabir-patUhis of

North India, both of whom are a curious mixture of Hindu and

Mahomedan faiths,—the one from ignorance and force of habit

;

the oOher from enlightened eclecticism.

113<> From Ordma-bhajaka ^Smrtis), Odvunia .{grdma-unia, inscrip-

tions )i to gaunda or gauda.

114 Gf. Sturrock, op. cit., p. 191; Thurston, op. cit., and Buchanan op.

cit., pp. 421-22.
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which are of the usual exogamous character. The names of all

these have not been ascertained, but those of twelve of them are

as follows : (i) Bangara, (2) Nandara, (3) Mulara, (4) H€mmaiia.

(5) Salu, (6) Kabru, (7) Go}i, (8) Nayar, (9) Setti, (10) Basru-

vogaru, (ii) Balasanna, and (12) Karmanaya.”

The Bogara sub-division of the Jainas, who are at present found

in the Bellary and Belgaum districts, are chiefly workers in

brass ; they cannot inter-marry with the others though they may

dine with them.'^^ This is in fact the chief barrier wliich divides

the various sub-castes of the Jainas, noticed above, from one

another
;

justisfying the observation of Smith that though the

teaching theoretically condemns caste, " in practice the modem

Jaina is as fast bound as his Hindu brother in the iron fetters

of caste.” Buchanan has pointed out that the Jainas of

Tuluva do not admit that any Sudras belong to their sect ; but

the office of Purdhita is in the hands of the Brahma^as alone.“»

Thurston also says, that, in the Tamil country, an ordinary

layman cannot become an Arcaka ; it is a class apart and they

do not have marriage relations with laymen.*** In the Kannada

districts, even the Caturthas and the Pancamas do not inter-

marry, although they are qually classed among the Sudras.

The origin of the Pancatna class is generally attributed to

their excommunication on account of widow-marriage ; but it

does not seem unlikely that some at least among them might

have been converts to Jainism from the Hindu caste of untouch-

ables at a time when Jainism was still in its pristine condition, **•

The survival of original distinctions, habits, customs and institu-

tions, even after formal conversion from faith to faith have been

already illustrated in this chapter ; but we might add one more

instance to enforce the same conclusion.

115 Storrock, op. cit., p. 1C2

1 16 Cf. Bellary Oaeetteer I, p. 64; Belgauni, Bom. G»z, 3CXI, p. 10?.

117 Smith, op. cit., p. 54.

118 Bachanan, op. cit. Ill, p. 412.

119 ThatEton, op. cit. pp. 432-33.

120 Dbaitrar, op. cit., pp. 116-17.
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Speaking of the Roman Catholics of South Kanara, Sturrock

has remarked, " To this day the Roman Catholics have not

entirely shaken themselves free of the trammels of caste and

they are still divided into classes of which Bammans or

Brahmins, Carodas or Ksatriyas, Sudirs or Sudras, salt-

makers and washermen are the most prominent The

cultivating and labouring classes are much like their Hindu

neighbours All classes retain the Hindu dress Married

women substitute for the Hindu ‘ tali ’, a necklet from which is

suspended a figure of the infant Jesus made of gold in the case

of those who can afford it ' They have all Portugese names

such as Saldanha, Brito, Mascarenhas, Vas, Coelho, Sequeira,

derived from Portugese sponsors, when their ancestors were

baptised after conversion, but in some cases, especially in the

rural districts, they use their old native titles such as Prabhu,

Naik, Shetti, Pai, Padval, etc.

” In the same way as some relics of caste feelings still remain

among them, their whole habit of life is in many ways still

affected by survivals of old customs and modes of thought, though

western ideas have made much more progress amongst the

Canara Christians than amongst the corresponding classes on

the east coast. Many of them, especially amongst the women,

cannot bear the idea of eating beef. Widow re-marriage is not

prohibited, but it is looked upon with much disfavour. A bride-

groom of good position expects a large dowry with his bride,

and many a man has been impoverished by being blessed with

a large family of daughters, A wife never calls her husband by
his name, and except among the more educated classes she is

no more regarded as her husband’s equal than is the case among
other natives.”**^

This lengthy quotation is justifieable becaus the remarks

made tWein are almost literally applicable to the Jainas. The

present day Jainas wear (Taste-marks just as other Hindus do

ISl Starrook, op. oit., pp- 183-86.

13!1 Cf. Thurston, op. cit., p. 430; Belgaum, op. eit., p. 102.
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they do not marry widows, except among the Paneamas they

observe fasts, festivals, ceremonials, quite like other Hindus;

child-marriages also take place among the Jainas they burn

the dead, throw the ashes on the third day into a river, and
even offer rice-balls to the crows on the tenth day, and feed

relatives and caste-fellows on the twelfth and thirteenth days

A detailed consideration of these and other points, interes-

ting as they may be, would take us far beyond our limits.

But a few of the more striking features which have crept into

Jaina society, especially in contradiction to their avowed

theories and practices, might be ^escribed with advantage.

Jainism, being like Buddhism an anti-Vedic movement, must

have cast off the sacred thread of the Brahmapas, in conformity

with their democratic denunciation of caste. But, with the

resumption of this institution, in practice though not in theory,

the Digambaras of Karnataka also adopted its most distinctive

symbol. It does not seem unlikely that great converts

to the Jaina faith from Brahmanical ranks, like for instance,

Gangaraja and Vadiganghala Bhatta, might have insisted

upon retaining the marks of their social status, even after their

formal acceptance of the new creed. The concession once made

123 Ibid., p. 103; Dharwar, op. oit. pp., 116-17. Now the practice

appears to have been changed, among some.

124 C/. Bhandarhar, op. cit., p. 119; Belgaum, op. oit., pp. 102-3.

126 Mhurston, op. oit., pp. 432-33.

126 Ibid. Contrast this with what Yasodhara says to his mother in the

yas'cutilaia-Cti’npu by Somadeva :
‘ The spirits of ancestors have

either entered other bodies or passed away into the land of spirits, in

neither of which cases they stand in need of oblations which are

devoured by crows ’. Cf. Peterson, op. cit. IV, p, 44.

127 Qangaraja is spoken of as a ‘ Purifier of the KaunMnya-gotra. ekitf of

the Kamata Brahmans' in Ep. Car. V Belur 124, trans., p. 82.
’

128 The Kudlur Plates of Marasimha record the grant made by hferasimha

Ganga to Vadiganghala Bhatta, his preoaptor, a great laina disputant,

who is therein described as * born in an illustrious and learned

Brhman family, noted for Us Vtdtc Slttdy and sacrifiets’. Cf. Mysors

Archaeological Report, 19 1, pp. 23-4,

ISO—86a8>21
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must have become the g^eral rule ; and teachers like Somadeva

only confirmed it by saying

sr sRijqvm I

15 ^rsTTHT

jmr>f g rf%^r ii

* Where there is no harm done to the highest principles of

Jainism, where there is no infringement of the vows enjoined,

all indeed is acceptable to the Jainas which have the sanction of

local custom.
’

Likewise, Jinasena in his Mahdpurdiftt, speaking of yajnas

(involving no killing of course) states that since they are in

conformity with Vyavahara Naya they are worthy of adoption

by the Jainas. These statements only serve to indicate the

new outlook of Jainism, as it was affected by its struggle for

existence. Now it is the rule, rather than the exception, among

the Southern Jainas to wear the sacred thread. They perform

the ceremony when the boy is about seven years of age ; and,

if Thurston’s information is correct, then, in the Arcot District

even girls are taught the thread-wearing mantras at about the

same age, though they are not actually invested with the

sacred cord. This volte face with regard to their attitude

towards the delicate sex is more definitely indicated by several

inscriptions which allude to their attainment of the abode of the

gods by means of severe asceticism. We quote below a few

instances.

An inscription at SravaRa Belgoja records: "On receiving

diksd from the guru, Srimati Ganti, becoming a treasure of all

penance, a celestial jewel of liberality, the chief of the possess-

ers of numerous virtues, the beauty of the face of the ladies

compassion, self-restraint and forbearance, (and) a moonlight to

12S C/. Jaina Bitairi 'Sllr v- 1^
130 MfO^pura^ IL, 83-90; cl. Jaina Sitairi XII, pp. 111-46.

ISl Bdgantti, op. cit., p. 102,

139 Tbunton, op> ait., pp. 433-31.
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the ocean modesty, was ever celebrated in the world, being

lovingly praised by the earth The subduer of the Kasayas,

Srimati Ganti, having by severe penance thus obtained name
and fame on the earth, and having fixed her mind on the pair of

the lotus-feet of the great Jinenira, the lord of the world, attained

by Samddhi, a high rank in the abode of gods. Srimati Ganti,

ending her life by the rite of sanyasana, went to the world of

gods. Her good penance being immense, the meritorious

Mdnakabbi Ganti, adored with the ornaments good qualities,

caused to be set up this epitaph to her great guru."

It is clear from the last words that the excellent Srimati

Ganti was the gum of another MSnakabbfi Ganti; which

evidently reveals the existence of a regular sisterhood of nuns.

We have already alluded to the Ganagitti Temple of Vijaya-

nagara, and it is possible that Ganti or Gdnati is but a contrac-

tion of Gdne^itti (oil-woman). The oil-pressers known as

Ganigas, of South Kanara, originally belonged to Vijayanagara

and Mysore.”® Although these are not Jainas at present, the

existence of the Jaina Ganagitti Temple at Vijayanagara would

seem to point to some at least among them having been once

Jainas. The class of nuns called Ganti, therefore, might possibly

have belonged to the Ganiga or oil-pressing caste. Rice reason-

ably thought that there must have been a regular sister-hood of

Digambara Jaina nuns in South India. '*• The evidence in 'this

behalf is quite canvincing despite such theoretical objections as

contained, for instance, in the BhSva-samgraha by Somadeva.

After considering various arguments against woman’s right to

salvation, the writer concludes; uaur

I an wm Mir '
ii m u

133 Cf. " Women, as is usnal in this monkish poetry, are very pessi-

mistically characterised. They are, for example, described as • the

torch on the road to the gate of hell, the root of all miseries; and the

prime cause of discord
’

’•
(
Hemacandra’s T6ga.S'Mra ) Macdonell,

India’t Past, p. 74.
*

13i Ep. Oar. IT SB 351. trans., p. 155.

186 Cf. Btnnook, op. oit., pp- 167-68,

186 l^oe, Coerg Inserijitioiu, Ep- Oar. I, p. 66 n 8.
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In Sanskrit siNT?^T ^ I 'Sim: 3T<IWTW®:

^ fsR^ 11

Against this dogmatism we find at least one instance of a

woman strongly asserting herself. An inscription in Coorg

records that one Jakkiyabbe who performed Sanyasam (or

death by starvation ) which is considered by all Jainas as a sure

pass-port to Mukti did so “without hesitation deciding I will

obtain Mukti" It is reasonable to suppose that this practice

might have come also as a substitute for sati among Jaina

women, in view of the fact that the Jainas condemn every form

of suicide excepting Sallekhana, and Buchanan records
(
on the

strength of Panditacarya’s statement
)
that ‘widows ought not to

burn themselves on the bodies of their husbands.’ According

to Samantabhadra, one of the greatest of Karnataka Jaina

teachers, SaUikhana was to be performed " when overtaken by

calamity, by famine, by old age, or by incurable disease.”

What worse calamity could befall a woman than the death of

her husband, especially when to take a second meant only

excommunication worse than death ? On the other hand, death

by taking the holy vow meant for her glory in this world and

salvation in the next ; for it is believed that the last cloth in

137 Devaaena, Bhavaaamgraha, JI. D. J. G.^X, pp. 26-7 vv. 92-8.

138 Bice, op. cit. No. 31. As lately as 1913 at Rajkot a S'vetambara non,

named Jlvibai, took this tow and died after two or three days. " To

take this vow and die on a bed of Kuaa grass says Mrs. Sinclair

Stevenson, “ is called Santharo; and though in this age of Dnsama it

is impossible for those who do so to go straight to Mok^, as they

would formerly have done, yet they pass to Devaluka, and may hope,

if their previous karma was good and their faith in the Jaina creed

strong, to pass to M6kta after fifteen more incarnations ". She also

states, the practice is far more frequent still, than Europeans realise.

Stevenson, The Beart of Jainism, pp. 163-64.

139 Buchanan, op. cit. Ill, pp. 73-6. Bev. Heras has got a Sati-stone

from Gersoppa, from among the Jaina ruins’, but it cannot be asserted

that the sati-stone is also Jaina.

140 ^ eto. Batnakarandaka-s'ravakaoara, M. P.

J. Q. I, p. 89 y 1; cf, Ep.Car. P Introd.| p. 69,
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which a nun is wound has the efficacy of giving children to

childless women. In any case, there are unmistakable ins-

tances of nuns performing the act of Sallekhana no less than

those of monks, and there is also in an inscription at Sravaiia

Belgola, a reference to the presence of nuns who attended the

ceremony of Panca-kalydna or the five auspicious things ( Birth,

Anointment, Renunciation, Enlightenment and Liberation of

Jina or Gommata
)
together with the monks. Thurston

says, there is still a sisterhood of nuns in South Arcot who shave

and wear white cloth. These might be Digambara as he says

that all Jainas there are Digambara. And what is still more

interesting is that he speaks of a class of Arcakas or priests

called Annum or Annuvriti

:

“ a kind of monk who is allowed

to marry but has special rules of conduct,
”

Lastly, something must be said about the various pontificates

of Karnataka, which also added to the varieties of codes and

practices, a geographical principle, dividing the present day

Jainas into so many bewildering sections and sub-sections.

Buchanan for instance, has observed that the Jainas of Tuluva

are in many respects different from those of Belgola above the

ghdls. One of the differences he noted was that the former

( inspite of there being Bunts among them )
denied that there

were Sudras among the Jainas. At present the Hindu Bunts

are classed among the Sudras ; but the Jaina Bunts, because of

their political status, must have classed themselves among the

Ksatriyas in the past. The Amonora-Caritra referred to by

Buchanan traces the origin of the Bairasu Wodeyars from

Uttara-Madura, and an inscription at Karkal speaks of

Virapandy of the same family as or belonging to the

lunar race (of Ksatriyas) of the family of Jinadatta. Their

141
142
143
144

143

Ct, Marathi-Jndna-Kdt'a p. 331. -

Ep. Car. n SB 268, trans., p. 70 n 1; ef. Ibid. Introd., pp. 69-70, 89.

Cf- Thurston, op, oit., pp, 430-33. •

Buchanan, op. cit. HI, p- 419.

Ibid., p. 81; Hultzsoh, Jain Colossi in South India, Ep, Ind. VII,

pp. 109-11, LD 9-11 of text; Eioo, Mysort and Coory frqm th*

TmcriptiaHt, pp- 138-39
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gurus having the titles of Lalitakirti and Carukirti Pan^it-

acarya, though originally subject to the Chief Pontiff at Sravana

Belgola, claimed according to the testimony of Buchanan, a

status equal to the chief. The Bunts are a proud race and

their peculiar law of inheritance adds to their isolation. The

rulers as well as the mass of Jaina population of South Kanara

being of this class, it was natural for their Pontiffs to claim

independence, just as the secular chiefs attempted to do on the

fall of Vijayanagara.

Lalitakirti is described as belonging to the Kdlogra-gana

which must be identical witbi ( or a branch of
)

the Pustaka-

gackcha
, as he is also stated to be of the Panasdgi hneage of

DSsigana. The Jaina priests of Hottagi { Pustaka-gachcha

)

claimed exclusive jurisdiction over the bastis of PansogS and

Talekaveri, which Rice thinks must have been the Umits of the

Cangalva kingdom of Coorg. Since Lalitakirti belonged to

the Hottagi gachcha and was also the family priest of the

Wodeyars of Karka}, it is natural to suppose that his influence

below the ghats must have lasted as long as the supremacy of

these kings. But the real pontiff of South Kanara must be

considered the Panditacarya of Buchanan, whose fuller title was

and still is Carukirti Panditacarya. He has his seat now at

MudbidrS. The VSnur inscription which records the erection

of the colossus there, by order of Carukirti, calls him “ the sun

of the firmament of the Disigana and the moon in the milk-

ocean of the pontificate of the town named Belgula.
”

The pontiff of Belgola is, of course, by tradition the Chief

Pontiff of most of the Jainas of South India. An inscription at

Nagamangala mentions Laksmisgna Bhattaraka, Jaina guru

of Srava^a Belgola who claimed to be the lord of the thrones of

146 Cf.'lbid,, pp. 110, 113-13; Bachanan, op. cit., p. 79.

147 (7/ Sturrock, op, cit., j89.

148 Baag^harya, Inscriptions of the Madras Presidency II SK 215;
Holtasoh, op. cit., p. liO.

149 Bice, op. cit., p. 142; Coorg Inscriptions, Ep. Car, I, p. lS.

150 Holtascb, op, cit. p. 113,
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Delhi, Kolhapur, Jaina Kanci ( part of* Conjeevaram
) and

Penugonda ( Anantapur District.
) The foundation of this

chief pontificate is attributed to Caundaraya, who erected the

colossus at Sravana Belgola. To provide for the maintenance

and worship of the image he established a Matha and other

religious institutions with liberal endowments, and appointed

Siddhantacarya ( Nemicandra ? ) as guru. There is a full

genealogy of successive teachers who followed Siddhantacarya.

From 1117 A. D. these gurus are said to have borne the name
of Carukirti Panditacarya. We have seen that this has also

been the little of the South Kanara pontiffs. The year of the

change in the little of the Belgola pontiffs is significant. It

synchronises well with the period of Ramanuja’s personal

influence over Bittiddva Hoysala. That was a turning point

in the history of Jainism in Mysore. For a time at least the

chief centre of Jainism was transferred to South Kanara,

symbolised by the removal of important Jaina manuscripts

( like Dhavala and Jayadhavala

)

to Mudbidrfe where they are

still to be found. It is not to be denied that there was a

line of gurus at Sravaiia Belgola even from earlier times
; but

of this, however, we have no connected records. At the time

I visited the Matha (May, 1927) everything was under

Government lock and key, the pontifical seat being the subject

of severe contention by two rival candidates, reflecting thereby

the unfortunate factiousness which everywhere prevails in

the community. Amidst the relics reminding one, of the

once glorious past, was a genuine naked Digambara ascetic,

Vp^abhasfina by name, residing in the Bhandari Basadi built

by a treasurer of Narasimha I ( Hoysaja ).

The Jainas in the Bombay Karnataka as well have their own

gurus. The existence of two divisions called respectively

Laksmisena-gaita and Jina-sena-ga^ seems to indicate that

161 Ep. Car. IV Ng 43, trans., p. 126.

153 Bice, Uytort and Coorg I, p- b72.

133 Bfimanuja left Mysore in 1118 A* O*

164 Of. Ep. Om. U Jntrod., p. 23*
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the former must have been at one time Vaisnavas (Lit.

Laksmisayana abode ( bed ) of Visnu’s consort ) ; and the latter

must have called themselves in imitation of the former’s name.

It is possible the latter considered themselves a purer division.

Both have their chief seat in Kolhapur. There is also a

Balatkaragana with its head-quarters at Hombas in Mysore.

Each sect has its own guru who is invariably an ascetic.^®® The

Pancamas have their own guru called Laksmi-sena Swami,

who also lives at Kolhapur. The guru of the Setvals is at

Hombad near Honawar ( North Kanara District ). That of the

Bogars is at Malkhed, in the Nizam’s territory ; he is strangely

called Balutkaragun represesenting the name of the sect rather

than that of a person. The Caturtharu or Caturthas have also

their own teacher at Kurundwad. We have already seen

that there is no free social intercourse ( ». e. marriage and

interdining
! ) between these various sects and divisions. That

even geographical divisions act as great barriers is indicated by

the fact that Kannada and Gujarati Jainas do not dine

together.^®’ The Jainas of the extreme South in the same way,

form a commimity by themselves. Their high-priest has his seat

at Sittamur in the Tindivanam Taluk of South Arcot District.

He claims to have power over all Jainas South of Madras,

independently of Belgola and K.mara. i®* All these Jainas have

no marrige relations outside their own small circle. No wonder

that year after year their census indicate a steady decline in

population, i®*

155 Of- Dhatwar, op. cii., p, 118.

156 Cf- Belgaam, op. cit., p. 103. "I There does not appear to be a teacher
157 Cf- Dharwar, op. oit., p. 117. h ot the caturthas at Kurundwad
138 Thurston, op. oit. pp. 433-31. J now; there are teachers at Nandani,

Kolhapur, and Belgaum.

159 During the thirty years from 1891*1931 their decrease for the whole of

India has been5-8% (1901), 64% (1911). and 9-4% (1931). Of.

Shah, ' Decreasing Jaina Population,’ The Jaina Oaeette XX, p. 1E7.

To cite one specific instance, the population of B'ravana Belgola, their

chief centre in the South, has decreased from 18, 237 in 1911 to 17,293

in 1921. Mysore Census Beport, 1931, Pt. V, p. 195.
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CONCLUSION

Truly, nothing succeeds like success ; and the failure of

Jainism to hold its own against its numerous rivals in the South,

as in the North, has led to many a false estimate of its achieve-

ments in the past. Thus, it is largely held that Jainism, like

Buddhism, did not strike deep roots in South India and that

there was nothing like a Jaina Period in the history of India.^*®

With all deference to the scholars who maintain these views, we

venture to believe that the study of Jainism in Karnatak,

*attempted in the foregoing pages, inadequate as it is in many

ways, is sufficient evidence to the contrary. Despite the flux of

half a century and more since Fergusson wrote, his observations

still remain largely true, viz. that “ Until the numerous Jaina

inscriptions which exist ever5rwhere in the South are collected

and translated, and until plans are made of their buildings, and

statistics collected about them, it is idle to speculate either

about the time of the introduction of Jainism into the South, or

its vicissitudes during its existence there. It is a task which, it

is to be feared, few in that Presidency are capable of under-

taking, and that fewer still are willing to devote the time and

lobour requisite for its successful accomplishment; but it is

worthy of being attempted, for, if successfully carried out, it

would add to our scant stores of knowledge one of the most

interesting chapters still available for the religions and artistic

history of the people of India,^** Much research has been done

since 1876 when Fergusson made these remarks, but much more

still remains to be done. However, with what materials we can

gather at present, let us focus together the various problems

and their solutions suggested by this our necessarily inadequate

study.

160 Cf. AravamnthaD, Kavtri, Uavkhdrit and the Sangam Era, p. 2

Smith, The Oxford Bistory of India, p. sS.

161 Fergusson, Bistory of Indian and Eastern ArcMteeture, I, pp. a66-67

( o. c.

)
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EXTENT OF INFLUENCE

First, as to the extent of influence. Whatever may be the

antiquity of Jainism in the South, no one can deny that there is

enough conclusive evidence to the effect that, at least from the

beginning of the Christian era, down to the epoch-making con-

version of Visnuvardhana Hoysala by Ramanuja in the 12th

century A. D., Jainism was the most powerful religion in

Karnataka. The fall of the Kalacuris in the Deccan, during

the same century was another death-blow that was given to

Jainism in Karnataka. But even after this it continued to flou-

rish in the Tuluva country until its overthrow by Sivappa Naik

of IkkSri in the 17th century. Thus, for nearly a millennium

and a half Jainism was quite alive and active
; and even now

unlike Buddhism it has a considerable following in the South,

no less than in the North. During the heyday of its power

there was not a single dynasty in Karnataka, whether large or

small, that did not come under its influence at one time or

another : The Kadambas, the Gangas, the Rastrakutas and the

Kalacuris in the Kainatak among the more powerful ; and the

Rattas, Silaharas, Cangalvas and the Tuluva rulers of Kanara,

among the minor feudatories, counted among them a large

number of votaries of the Jaina faith. Two great princes at

least among these
(
viz. Marasimha Ganga and Indra IV Rastra-

kuta )
died in the orthodox Jaina fashion of Sallekhana, in

addition to Santaladevi, a queen of Visnuvardhana Hoysala,

thereby showing the firmness of the hold of Jainism upon them.

Among the non-Jaina rulers, the Calukyas and the Vijayanagara

kings, as well as the present dynasty of Mysore, no less than

some at least among the Colas, distinguished themselves by

their patronage of Jainism. In geographical extent, as well,

the pepneation of Jainism is indicated by the Jaina vestiges stiU

left intact or in ruins in every district of Karnataka to a greater

or lesser degree. Its influence among the masses is indicated by
the grants made to sacred places by merchants, goldsmiths,

and even garland-makers as already noticed; it is also still
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visible in the various castes, customs, and institutions of

Karnataka as noticed in the chapter on ‘ Jainism as it came to

be,’ which have crept into Southern Jainism mainly through

the door of large and indiscriminate conversions.

CAUSES OF DISINTEGRATION

The question that naturally arises out of this is “ How did

such a vast force and movement come to be disintegrated ?
”

The answer is two-fold : Internal causes, and External causes-

The internal causes have been already dealt with ; namely, the

^transformations within Jainisin itself that made it almost

indistinguishable from the surrounding creeds and practices.

The Jainas were too much divided and subdivided into sects

and subsects, and in the words of Indranandi

:

vnr^fi ^ tni5n% 1

’niRnfHi: II

‘ After the sages Bhadrabahu and Vikramanka attained to

heaven, people have become self-willed through attachment to

sin, ’ The external causes were the rise of revivalist Hindu move-

ments, like Saivism, Vaisnavism, and Lingayatism, the conver-

sion of royal supporters of Jainism like Mahendravarma Pallava,

Sundara Pandya, and Visnuvardhana Hoysala, and last but not

least, the Muhommadan conquests in the South. As a corollary

to these followed a series of persecutions the truth of which

bears close examination. We have made incidental references

to these in the previous chapters, but it is well to state a few

more here so as to arrive at a definite conclusion regarding them.

PERSECUTIONS

Dr. Krishnaswami Aiyangar has observed, “ Religious con-

troversies between Jainism, Buddhism and Brahmanism there

might have been, but these were apperently under the control

of the civil authorities for the time being.” Speaking of per-

162 Indranandi’s Samayabhiisana 3, cited by Pathak, Pujyapada and

the Authorship of Jitundra-Vyaiarna lod. Ant. XU, p- 10.

163 Krishuaswamy Aiyangar, Contribuiions, p- 314.
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secutions he says that these stories seem to have been concoc-

ted by the later hagiologists to enhance the glory of their own

particular form of religion ; and that “ in each one of these cases

it can be proved conclusively there is no evidence of a general act

of persecution, such as is described, as these religions flourished

in undiminished influence even after the period to which these

persecutions are ascribed.” The general spirit of toleration

in India towards creeds other than one’s own has been remark-

ably revealed in our history at least from the time of Aioka to

Akbar ; and we have also seen that the Jainas received con-

siderable patronage even from ,nilers who were not themselves

Jainas. But from these instances we cannot emphatically deny

the fact of pesecutions in South India. The fact that Jainism

continued to flourish even long after the * alleged persecutions
”

cannot be considered as proof of the falsity of the allegations

any more than we can say that there was no persecution of

Christianity in Europe, or of Hinduism under the Muhommadan
rulers, since these religions have survived to our own days and

continue to flourish if at all with greater vigour. If the several

traditions can be explained away as mere concoctions of

hagiologists, the following facts are certainly incapable of

dubious interpretation :

—

(1) In the Madura and Tinnevelly Districts a barbarous relic

of the old persecutions of the Samanal is still kept up in the

ceremonial form known as Kuluvettal ( lit. impaling). "The
model of a human head is stuck on a pike and carried in a

procession ; some sit as if impaled on a stake
;
others appear to

be hanging from the gibbets, etc. The idea of the performance

is to suggest mutilation, and there can be little doubt that it is

intended to commemorate the savage treatment which the

Jainas of old received at the handsof their Saiva persecutors.”**®

(2) In a cave near the Anjaneya temple at Bettadapura

(
Coorg )

there is a linga pn the pedestal of which is written

164 Ibid., pp. 238-89.

165 Tinnevelly Gazetteer I, pp. 100-101; Madura Gazetteer I, pp. 74, 297.
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the word ‘ Jina ’ evidently betraying the fact that the place

was once used by the Jainas and that the image of Jina was
replaced by the symbol of Siva. "llie Aihole temple, a

photograph of which is given elsewhere in this volume, is another

such example. Such conversions of Jaina temples to Saiva use

are by no means rare. How whole cities of Jaina power were

often desecrated by the Saivas is indicated by the present con-

dition of Barkur in South Kanara, which is only one among
several such instances. Barkur was once the strong-hold of the

Jainas. " Groves and clusters of trees cover most of the area

-—now with here and there a group of houses and a temple, but

always a Brahmin temple ; the conquering religion rules there,

and no Jaina passes through, for the broken and headless

images of his Tirthankaras may be picked up by the dozen

among the grass and bushes that have crept ovet his shattered

temples, and here and there one may be seen laid before the

entrance of a Brahmin temple over which all must tread.”

There could be little doubt, therefore, that apart from the

innate weakening of the Jaina religion, these persecutions were

real and largely responsible for the final overthrow of Jainism

in South India.

AHIMSA

But it is remarkable that for scores of instances that could be

cited of persecutions directed against the Jainas, there is hardly

a single instance of retaliation by the latter. The flight of

Basava and Cenna-Basava from the Kalacuri capital im-

mediately after the murder of Bijjala was due to a sense of

guilt rather than active persecution. Hence, as the greatest

contribution of the Jainas to Karnataka Culture, as well as to

Indian life and character, must be counted the great principle

of Ahimsa. It is this which has made Karnataka^ largely

vegetarian in diet and quiescent in character. But it is not

166 Cf. Mysore Archaeological Report, 1925, p. 15.

167 Sturrock, South Kanara I, p. 92; cf. Bmith, Early Eistcry of India,

PP. 473, 495.
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right to attribute the failure ot Jainism to their emphasis on

Ahimsa, as some have done.^*® For, as we have noticed already,

this did not stand in the way of their conquests or defence of

kingdoms ; nor did it stand in the way of kings and judges in

the detection and punishment of criminals. The bravery of

Jaina kings and generals, no less than that of the rank and file

is a common theme of eulogy in Jaina inscriptions. For instance,

an inscription in Mysore speaks of a Jaina warrior, Baicappa, as

having ‘ sent many o the Konkanigas to destruction ’ and

thereby ‘ gained the heavenly world and attained the feet of

Jina.
’ >'

PESSIMISM

Another cause to which the failure of Jainism is usually

attributed is its alleged ‘ pessimism.’ This needs a fuller and
deeper discussion than we are prepared to enter upon here. The
goal of all Indian religions, in fact, is declared to be Death and

not Life. Confining ourselves to Jainism for the present-, we
cull a few remarks from Mrs. Sinclair Stevenson’s ‘ The Heart of

Jainism
’

to understand what this dictum means :

—

“ The desire of India is to be freed from the cycle of re-births

and the dread of India is reincarnation. The rest that most of

the spiritual seek through their faith is a state of profound and
deathlike 'trance, in which all their powers shall have ceased to

move or live, and from which they shall never again be

awakened to undergo rebirth in this toilsome and troubled world.
“ If, therefore, we would try reverently and sympathetically to

grasp the inner meaning of an Indian faith, we must put aside

all thought of the perfectly developed personality which is our

ideal, and of the joy and zest that come from progress made and
powers exercised, and, turning our thoughts backwards, face

168 Of. Ramaswami Ayyangar, Studies in S- 7. 7- I. p. 106. Dr. Saletore

has elaborated this theme in his Mediaeval Jainism (ch. on 'Jaina
Men of Action ’).

169 Ep. Oar. VIIl, Sb. 162.
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lor a while another goal, in which death, not life, is the prize,

cessation not development the ideal.”^’®

" Both
(
Hinduism and Jainism) use the same words, such as

moksa and nirvana, and both think of the highest state as

attained by those who have completely stultified their persona-

lity, and who are not perfected characters but perfectly charac-

terless beings who touch life on as few points as possible.

"It seems, in fact, impossible for any religion which is not

illuminated and irradiated by Hope to become a really mis-

sionary faith.”^’*

" The more one studies Jainiam, the more one is struck with

the pathos of its empty heart."^’’^

In order to realise the nature of the Jaina ideal one has only

to stand within one of their richly carved temples, or gaze at

the face of one of their great colossi, lost in the exuberance

of its peace and contemplation. Their mythology and their

literature penetrate the utmost depths and variety of human

thought and imagination. Their ethical ideal reaches the

boundaries of theoretical perfection. The supreme goal of their

life is to be perfect as the Arhat or Jina or Tirthankara is

perfect ; literally, the Deserving, the Conqueror, the Founder

of the Path across the Ford
;
perfect in the Triple way of Right

Faith, Right Knowledge, and Right Conduct. Indeed, the

harmonious combination of these three, each in its fullest

development, is the supreme ideal to be attained ;
and the

ideal is attainable by all including the lowest forms of life and

existence. Failure in one form of existence is only a stepping-

stone to another in which to set right the mistakes and resume

the lost path. No one, however low and fallen, is doomed ; all

have salvation. What could be more optimistic or more dyna-

mically optimistic in its outlook !

Indeed this raises the question, ‘ Who is a pessimist ? and

‘ What is pressimism ? ’ But a discussion of this, as already

170 Mrs. Stevenson, The Heart of Jainism, p. I-

171 Ibid., pp. 171-72.
172 Ibid., p. 275. Ibid., p. -189.
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remarked, would be a digression too long for our purposes.

What Dr. Thomas has said about Buddhism is perhaps more

true in the case of Jainism :
“ Buddhism has been called pes-

sunistic,” says he, "but it is so only in the sense in which all

religions are pessimistic that inculcate asceticism, and place true

happiness above the pleasures of the sense."^'^*^

The following observations on Christian monasticism are

illuminating ;

—

"The basic idea of monasticism in all its varieties,” observes

the Catholic Encyclopaedia, “is seclusion or withdrawal from

the world of society. The object of this is to achieve a life whose

ideal is different from and largely at variance with.that pursued by

the majority of mankind ; and the method adopted, no matter

what its precise details may be, is always self-abnegation or

organised asceticism. Taken in this broad sense monachism

may be found in every religious system which has attained to a

high degree of ethical development, such as the Brahman,

Buddhist, Jewish, Christian and Moslem religions, and even in

the system of those modern communistic societies, often anti-

theological in theory, which are a special feature of recent

social development especially in America. Hence, it is claimed

that a form of life which flourishes in environments so diverse

must be the expression of a principle inherent in human nature

and rooted therein no less deeply than the principle of domesticity,

though obviously limited to a far smaller portion of mankind

The truth is that the Christian ideal is frankly an ascetic one and

monachism is simply the endeavour to effect a material realisa-

tion of that ideal. . . .Two ideas that constantly recur in Eastern

theology are that the monastic state is that of Christian

perfection and also a state of penance.”^’®

" Love not the world, nor the things that are in the world,
”

sayeth the Gospel. " If any man love the world, the charity of

the Father is not in him. For all that is in the world is con-

174 Cf. Thomas, The Life of Buddha,p. 178 n-

175 The Oatholie Encyclopaedia X, pp. 4o»-68.
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cupiscence of the flesh, and the concupiscence of the eyes, and
the pride of life, which is not of the Father, but of the world.

And the world passeth away and the concupiscence thereof. But

he that doeth the will of God abideth forever."

Jaina asceticism was not based on other ideals : only instead

of reliance on a personal God, the Jainas relied upon their Ideal

of Perfection embodied in their Jina for all practical purposes.

The futility of mere external form and penance has already been

indicated in the words of Kundakundacarya, than whom the

Southern Jainas produced no greater teacher

;

‘ One may understand the true nature of Tirthankara ; one may
have interest in and devotion to the scripture ; one may have

self-control and penance : With all these, if one is not capable

of realising his own true self, to him Nirvana is beyond reach.

NIRVANA

And what is it that leads to this Jaina ideal of life ? It is

non-attachment to things of this world and freedom from anger

and sensuous desire

:

tin tinn <Ktig m i%i%i. 1

n nn aftntint nntnnt ntRr 11

And “ Unlimited perception and knowledge are always associated

with Jiva and spotless conduct born of these leads to Moksa.^’’*

" Jiva is the architect of its own form of existence. It is the

doer and enjoyer of its own Karmas.

“ Atma which is free from the defect of Karma gets to the

highest point of the universe, knows all and perceives all, and

obtains the transcedental bliss everlasting.

“ Thus Atma, becoming omniscient and all-perceiving through

its own effort obtains the infinite bliss which transcends sense-

experience, which is freefrom any imperfection, which is spiritual

and self-determined." •

m St. John ii. 15-17. •

177 8. B. J. Ill, Panedatihdyastira, gatba 177.

178 Ibid. 179.

170 8. B. J. Ill, Panedatikayaaara, gatba 161.

180 Ibid., githis 27-28.
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IV. KARNATAKA CULTURE

Such as the character and history of Jainism have been in

Karnataka, what is their bearing on Karnataka Culture ?

Though an answ'er to this question has been suggested in more

than one chapter of this book already, we should here try to

focus our attention more poin'edly on the main theme we set*

out to study. It is obvious from what has been set down in the

course of our survey that both Jainism and Karnataka Culture

have affected each other deeply. A creed that held sway over

the lives of princes aud peasants alike, during more than a mil-

lennium in Karnataka, was bound to leave its indelible marks

on the culture of its people. Likewise, the fact that Jainism

came to be substantially transformed in Kamktaka as witnessed

in an earlier chapter, is sufficient proof of the strength of

Karnataka Culture. From both these points of view, therefore,

a closer examination of Karnataka Culture becomes quite

necessary.

Culture is not an easy word to understand. It might mean
different things to different people. Hence, it is desirable

to explain its connotation, at least in our present context.

Mr. Devu^u in the Introduction to his book on Kannada Culture

has, we are afraid, given it too general a meaning. Though it

is correct to define " Culture " as ‘ that which differentiates

man from the mere animals, ’ it is necessary to be more specific.

He has done this admirably, however, in the body of his work

itself. Therein he has dealt with ‘ the development of culture

among fhe people of Karnataka as might be learnt from their

folk-songs, tales, proverbs', conundrums, etc.’ A similar attempt

to explore the vital elements in Karnafaka Culture has been

also made by Mr. M. Venkatesa Iyengar, in bis Popular CultHrt
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in Karnataka. Though, he, like Mr. Devudu, has made no
attempt to cover the whole ground of Karnataka Culture or to
deal exhaustively even with the topics selected " ( such as the
Viraiaiva and Haridasa movements, and ;the significance of

proverbs, folk-songs and place names ), both have tried to

interpret the mind and heart of Karnataka on the basis of a
very close study of some of its historic phases, and manifesta-

tions in its present outlook and life. “A deep and real culture,"

observes Mr. Iyengar, “ has, as it were, transfused the very air

that the people are breathing and it appears in all the many
acts of their lives and often in the words which they use with-

out realising the full meaning.” ^ At the same time he rightly

says " that no claim is advanced that the popular culture of

Karnataka is separate or different from the popular culture of

other parts of India. The ruling ideas of nearly the whole of

India on essential topics relating to life are more or less the

same. But each area wears these ideas with a difference and

the men who built up the culture of one locality and the move-

ments which contributed to it are necessarily often different from

those of other localities.” ^ It is from just this view-point that

we might look at Jainism and Karnataka Culture.

Culture may not lend itself to a formal and clear-cut defini-

tion, but it is not the less tangible because of this elusive

character. Though there are certain essential qualities, which

are of a universal nature, that distinguish cultured societies

from the brutish, it is not difficult to differentiate one species of

culture from another. Thus, it is not wrong to speak of Indian

Culture, European Culture, Chinese Culture, and so on. In like

manner, it is also possible to mark out provincial variations in

our national culture. For instance, though all Indian women
may be wearing sdrees, as distinguished from the gowns of Euro-

pean women or the Kimonos of the Japanese women, the mode
or style of wearing the sdree differs fsom province to province,

1 Papular Culture in Karuataka, p. 11.

8 Ibid., Frefoce, p. vi.
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and even from caste to caste. This individualiy is, however, not

confined to dress alone ; it shows itself in speech, manners, diet,

customs, art, etc. And though all these may form a synthesis

which we describe as culture of a particular brand
(
Karnataka

Culture, for instance ), it is also possible to analyse its several

elements and find therein traces of particular influences. Hence,

out of the synthesis of Aryan and Dravidian in South Indian

Culture, the worship of spirits, snakes, Mdri-amma, and

Murugan may be clearly marked out as Dravidian, while the

worship of fire, Brahma, and the Vedic deities, as well as the

Aryan philosophy and way pf life, may equally be clearly'

singled out. In like manner should it be possible and useful to

find out and assess the contributions of Janism to Karnataka

Culture.

In the light of these observations, let us recount the distinc-

tive features of Jainism as pointed out in an earlier chapter.

Here it is well to remember that Jainism was meant to be not

merely a ‘ philosophy but also ' a way of life ’. We have

already shown, however, that in Kaniataka ( as perhaps also

elsewhere
) it survived only as a philosophy and largely ceased

to be a way of life. What happened to Aryanism or Vedism,

in general, in the southern Dravidian atmosphere, also happened

to Jainism, in particular. Confining its philosophic universa-

lism to the books, it became sectarian in its mode of life. It

absorbed into its own system or scheme of life most of the

elements and characteristics of non-Jaina Karnataka, and by

so doing it ceased to be distinctively Jaina. Except by the

practice of not eating the supper after night-fall and the

worship of nude images of the Tirthankaras, it is hardly possible

to identify a Jaina in Karnataka from the rest of the people.

His temples and festivals may be different, but their variation

looks only sectarian, even as the Vaisnava might differ from the

Saiva. But whatever be the position of the Jainas in Karnataka

today, there is no gainsaying their contributions to Karnataka

Culture in the past. Outwardly they consist of imparting a
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great impetus to the development of Kannada literature, as

shown earlier, and enrichment of the art and architecture of the

province by distinctive types of their own. Both in quality and

quantity the service rendered by the Jaina writers, artists, and

architects to Karnataka Culture was considerable. Yet to

attribute the military and political achievements of certain

rulers, generals, and ministers to Jainism is hardly warrantable.

They achieved their successes in these fields, not on account

of any distinctive qualities imparted by their Jaina creed, but

more by overlooking the distinctive teacliings of Jainism such

as ahimsa and asceticism. Such,^artial and political vigour or

acumen was equally well displayed by the non-Jaina kings,

generals, and ministers.

Eclecticism was undoubtedly the bedrock of state policy and

social relations in those times, with a few equally undeniable

exceptions of sectarian bigotry displayed by some rulers and

other men. Thus most of the avowedly Jaina or Hindu

monarchs, men and women, revealed a remarkably latitudinarian

interest in the religious institutions and activities of one

another. Numerous instances of these have been cited by

other writers in the field, and the curious reader may refer to

them.® Some typical examples have also been cited by us

earlier. However, one fact may be set down to the credit of

the Jainas of Karnataka. There were fewer persecutions on

account of religion in Karnataka than was the case in the other

parts of South India during the same period. This may be,

perhaps, attributed to the wider, deeper, and longer permeation

of Jainism in Karnataka. We have also observed before that

for scores of acts of persecution of the Jainas by the non-

Jainas, there are hardly any instances of violent reaction on the

part of the Jainas. This spirit of toleration could certainly be

ascribed to the syadvdda of the Anekantamata-vadins. ^Indeed,

3 E. g. Chapter:! on Baligion and SociAy in Altekar’s RaipraltSt'U,

Saletore'd Jtituam, and Vij-tyanagara, Moraes'a Eaiambdkula, and

Krishna Ban’s G<Mga$,
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as Mr. J. C. Powys has observed in his The Meaning of

Culture, ‘‘The sceret of culture is to have a knowledge of

relative values in this world.
”

Another trait widely illustrated in numerous inscriptions in

Karnataka is that of the spirit of self-abnegation and sacrifice.

Sati-stones and Virgals proclaim this in all parts of Karnataka.

Though this was a feature of the spirit of the age, the example

of hundreds of Jainas voluntarily subjecting themselves to the

tribulations of sallekhana and satnddhi-marana must indibutably

have heartened the votaries of even other sects to do the same,

as a matter of honour.

The Jaina hasadis were repositories of learning, in all

branches, even as their arctitecture afforded a stimulous to

artistic expression and their yaris set examples of high spiritual

striving. It was Jaina writers who insisted on maintaining the

purity of the Kannada language. “ Several of the Jaina

authors, ” observes Mr. R. Narasimhachar, “who weie advo-

cates of purism in the use of Kannada, have condemned the

practice of introducing unnecessary Sanskrit words into Kannada

composition. They denounce the practice as the mark of an

imperfect education. Nayasena compares it to the mixing

of ghee and oil ; and Nagavarma, to the stringing of pearls

along with pepper-corns. There were even a few authors who

attempted to write works in Kannada without the admixture of

Sanskrit words in order to show that the use of Sanskrit is not

indispensable for Kannada composition."* It was a Jaina poet

Nfpatunga who gave us the true extent of Karnataka as the

country stretching from the Godavari to the Kaveri.

It was again the same Nrpatunga ( or Amoghavarsa I, 815-77

4 Karuafnka-Kari-Charitre, Introd., I, p. xviL
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A. D.
)
who described the culture of Karnataka in the following

terms:

—

zSricieSari} ri3&

;:>uao

riQoiMo v3»^^ola$Hzi&»drisariv>' il

siod o

sSesdoo ^ac&aioo encec^ I

ri^esjziaUoric'' Si^i^siio II

w
" Skilled are the people of that region in making speeches

with apt words and also in understanding and pondering over

( other’s
) speeches. Naturally intelligent, they are, even with-

out special study, versed in the usages of poetry. All are skilful

in their speech. Even young children and the dumb learn

wisdom and words respectively at a hint.
”

And lastly, in the words of the Kuppatur inscription (d. 1408

A. D.)

" Among the many beautiful countries it contained, an abode

of the Jina dharma, a mine of good discipline, like the dwelling

of Padmasana (Brahma), having acquired great fame, the

birthplace of learning and wealth, the home of bnequalled

splendid earnestness, thus distinguished in many ways was the

lovely Kama(aka country.
”



V. APPENDICES

A. GENEALOGIES

The antiquity of the separation between the Svetambara and

Digambara sections of the Jaina community is well indicated

in the following lists of the gurus or teachers preserved by them l

Digambara $vetambara

I. Mahdvlra
2 . Gautama 2. Gautama

3- Sudharma 3- Sudharma

4- Jambu 4- Jambu

5- Vispunandin 5- Prabhava

6. Nandimitra 6. Yaiobhadra

7- Aparijita 7- Sambhutavijaya

8. Govardhana 8. Bhadrabcihu

9- Bhadrabahu

Up to the fourth successor from Mahavira their teachers are

common. Then they diverge for about two or more generations,

but meet again in Bhadrabahu after whom there is no conformity

whatsoever except in the singular instance of Samantabhadra.

This teacher is placed sixteenth or nineteenth in the Svetanibara

lists and about 34th in the Digambara lists. The continuations

of these lines given below will show beyond doubt that after

Bhadrabahu the Svetambara and Digambara lists never meet

again :

—

Digambara Sveidmbara

10.* Vi4akha 9. Sthulabhadra

II. Prosthila 10. Arya Mahagiri

12. Ksatriya II. Arya Suhastin

13- Jayasena 12. Arya Susthita

14. NSgasena 13. Indradinna
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15 - Siddhartha 14. Dinna
16. Dhristisena 15 - Simhagiri

17 - Vijayasena 16. Vajra

18. Buddhilinga 17 - Vajrasena

19. Dharmasena 18. Candra

20. Naksatra 19. Samantabhadra

21. Jayapala 20. Dfiva

22. Pandava 21. Pradyotana

23 - Dharmasena 22. ManadSva

24. Kamsa 23 - Vira

23 - Subhadra - 24. Vira

25 - KiLIaka

These names are abstracted from the Pattavalis publisl

by Klatt and Hoemle in the Indian Antiquary.* The order of

succession has not been tampered with, but only the details con-

nected with each name have been omitted. It is significant to

note that in the Svetambara Pattavalis given by Klatt, Sthula-

bhadra, the junior contemporary of Bhadrabahu, is stated to

have been a contemporary also of Candragupta who overthrew

the last of the Nandas ergo, the contemporaneity of Bhadra-

bahu I (Srutakevali) with CandraguptaMaurya is unquestionable.

After Subhadra, (25) in the Digambara list given above, we
have the following:

—

26. Yalobhadra 31

27. Bhadrabahu II

30. Maghanandin 34.

The list need not be continued further,

the following observations by Hoemle in the light of the above

:

" All pattavalis agree in representing Maghanandin as the

actual founder of the Saraswati Gachcha, whence k is also

Dharasena

( Jinacandra

)

Kundakunda
Umasvati

Samantabhadra *

It is well to consider

1 . Extracts from the Historical Becorda of the Jainas, led. Aot.

XT, pp. 245 ff ; Hoemle, Three Further Fatt&valia of the Digambarae,
ibid. XXI, pp. 67 ff.

8, Klatt, op. cit., p. 251 n 35.

8, (7/. Hoerule, op. cit., p, 74 and Ep. Car, n SB 264, Introd., p, 87*

8528-it4
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called the Amnaya or Line of Nandin. At the same time they

also all agree in making the pattavalis proper of the Gachcha

to begin with Bhadrabahu, two steps before Maghanandin.

This it appears to me can have but one meaning : before

Bhadrbahu the Jain community was undivided ; with him the

Digambaras separated from the Svetdmbaras, but remained united

themselves ; with Maghanandin the Digambaras themselves sepa-

rated into four divisions, the most important of which would

seem to have been that named after Maghanandin
'• Now, it is well-known that the Digambaras place the great

separation of themselves and* the Svetambaras in Sam. 136*

(orA. D. 79). This tradition of theirs is not borne out by

their own pattavalis, as represented in A, B, C, D. For they

place Bhadrabahu in Sam. 4 (orB. C. 53, and even Magha-

nandin is placed in Sam. 36 (orB. C. 21). Therefore one of

two things : either the tradition about the separation in Sam,

136 is false, or the separation took place long after Maghanandin.

" We have undoubtedly here two contradictory traditions of

the Digambaras disclosed to us; that of their pattavalis places

the great separation considerably earlier than Sam. 136, in the

time of Bhadrabahu. The question is who this Bhadrab^u
was. The Svetambara pattavalis know only one Bhadrabahu,

who from the dates assigned to him by the Svetdmbaras and

Digambaras alike, must be identified with Bhadrabahu I, who
died 162 A. V. according to Digambaras, or 170 A. V. according

to the Svetambaras. The fin8il and definite schism may then

have occured later in Sam. 136, or according to the Svetambaras,

Sam. 139."*

B. DOCUMENTS
The sources that are still open to the student of South Indian

Jainism 'may be gauged somewhat from the number of Jaina

MSS. libraries that are -scattered throughout South India.

Many of them are still unknown. Detailed lists of some have

«. iWd.. pp. 69-80.
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been collected in the Sri Ailak Pannalal Digambara Jaitia

Saraswati Bhavana, Bombay. The information has been classi-

fied under the following principal heads :

—

1. Name of Work.

2. Language of the original.

3. Author’s name.

4. Commentaries if any and Lang, of commentary.

5. Place where MS. is found.

6. Subject of Work.

7. Complete or not.

• 8. Number of pages. ^

9. Number of Slokas.

10. Date of Copy.

The lists, however, have been copied just as they were

received, and hence there is no order in them either of place,

subject or even language. We give below an abstract of them

which may serve research scholars competent to make use of

them :

—

Places where MSS, are found and the total number of

volumes that are known to exist :

—

Fresidenci'

FroTince or
atato

FUco of Find

i

Total No.
of Works. Bemarks

Bombay Bombay City

:

I. Saraswati Bhavana 2410 962 are MSS. out of

2. Candraprabha- 444

which 116 are on
palm-leaves.

Caityalaya

3. Dhatmalal’s
Library

4. Manekcand

i

65

138 **

Caityala3'a

5. Not specified 528 165 in Hindi

Bhusdval
Sdtdra ; Ankali

155
76: 89
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Presidency
Province or

Stats
Place of Find

Tofcal No.
of Works. Bemarks

Nandagaon 254 ( Nasik

)

Surat

:

Narsimhapur 228: 566
Sholapur 718
Belgaum 33 89 are printed.

3 in Kannada
Mudhol
Dharwdr 49 7 in Kannada
Hubli 16 Kannada
Kdrwdr

•

Banavas6 44 8 Kannada,
I Tamil,

SirSi 253 31 Kannada

Kolhapur Kolhapur 931 109 Kannada,
8 Marathi,

I Tamil
Ichalkaranji 29
Sangli 160
Terda} no

Mysore Mysore :

r. Oriental Library 186
2. Private Libraries 332 49 Kannada
Sravana Belgola 999 124 Kannada
Humcha 689 192 Kannada
Ndgamangalam 211
Sdgar 68

Madras Madras
Oriental Library 317
Mudbidre 2518 453 Kannada,

I Marathi
Kdrkal 224 54 Kannada
Hebri 38 9 Kannada
Yenur 23 10 Kannada

Making due aliowances for a sprinkling of printed works, at

least 10,000 out of these 12,812 volumes are in manuscript
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form. A systematic search should certainly reveal more. There

are no doubt copies of the same manuscript in several places, but

sometimes these hidden libraries also contain very rare and

unpublished works like the Jayadhavald at Mudbidr6. ^ From
the ‘ Remarks ’ column, above, it is also evident that a large

number of MSS. is in Kannada ; the rest are mostly in Sanskpr.

a few in Prakrt. and some also in Hindi, Marathi and Tamil.

The subjects dealt with are various ; Religion, Ethics, Mytho-

logy, Medicine, Grammar, Prosody, Lexicography, etc. We
also often come across works like Yantra-Vidyd, Naksatra-

’Phala and Padmavati Kalpa. T^e value of these manuscripts

may be gathered from the extracts published by the Saraswati

Bhavana in its Annual Reports. One of these, for example,

entitled Vftakalha-koia by Sakala Kirti contains stories of the

following vrtas observed by the Jainas :

—

1. M^ghamalavrta.

2. Ekavalivrta.

3. Dwikavalivrta.

4. Ratnavalivrta.

5. NandiSwara panktivrta.

6 . Silakalyanavrta.

7. Naksatramala.

8. Vimanapankti.

9. Srutaskandhavrta.

10. MSrupankti.

11. Sravanadwadafiivrta.

12. Akalapancami etc. *

The following passages from the Trivarndcdra by Brahmasuri

are an ample commentary on the Social outlook of the later

Jainas :
—

I

>TIH( H 11 ? U

1 Of. Haralal, Catalogue of MSS. in 0. P. Ind Berar, Introd., p. xxiii.

Now being published bp Prof. Hiralal of Amravati Berar.

9 Of. Sri Ailak FannAlal Digambara Jaioa Saraswari BhaTana Fourth
Annual Buport, pp. 81 ff.
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w ^iv«rni Btomh: i

II =l II

« # *

3*T3?n^»n^ 3»i^5irt^ i

wiRM fmr ii

^ fiJiiS ^sn3»ur^ aw i

w^TSEmwfHT n

* * *

jnM sf«TW wi^ir I

#Nt«i TftwSt?, n

* • *

WT WWffim T^?fTlt&WII%*PH I

&5rre^ f^sfif: 'rrWHf^ ii «

wnfr^nrai gvTe«r>r®%aTO n

« • *

ig# *r«ft awwr siwif^f 3i3rat i

/l^nn^aa'i ^rwr ^^qm;
^iqiaifi fejfqsqfRn ^ «

« «

«»riR qwr I [ ? 1^ 5%1% I

ar^^qrarra q: sl^r5^t%

q^qqr: s^W^sq: ii
*

The writers seem to have been conscious of the calamities

that awaited some of their laboured works, and we find

A^adhara closing his manuscript with

qipsiq® ^ftvqf q?r%wi^qqr i

w>ftq: qq?#q q:^ i%^?r qqr ii

And finally

:

if/i» li^qi^qiR qfg^^rr^ qq?f i

qqif wisfwqt >1^ q:qfif qqwqc II

aft: ?qiil II
*

9 Ibid., pp. 90-91. For 74 gotras, Fravarei, S&lram, and S^dkha followed
by the Tamil Jainas, foQnd in a Tamil MSS see The Jaina Ooeette
XXrH, pp. 219-31 , cf. Comments thereon by Mr. Kamta Prasad Jain,
ibid., pp. 293-96.

4 P/ntiftOMroddhdra, cf. Sri Pannalil Digambara Jaina Sarafwati
QhtTana Second Annqal Report, p. 69.
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C. NOTES

Two technical terms that we have often used in the course of

this work need elucidation; they are Syadvada and SallSkhana.

The former relates to Jaina doctrine and the latter to their

practice. Both are in a sense peculiar to the Jainas. The

Jainas call their religion

SYADVADA.

This has often been described as the doctrine of ‘ Scepticism’,®

but it is more correct to call it ‘ the Science of the assertion of

Alternative Possibilities * It neither affirms nor denies the

existence of a thing, but only states that a thing is, or is not,

or is what it is described to be only from one out of several

points of view with which reality might be comprehended. In

other words our perception of reality is only relative to our

point of view, but ' the thing in itself ’ is so complex that we

can at a time but express only one out of its several aspects.

No better example of the clarity, subtlety, and profundity of

the Jaina intellect could be given than this. Yet, it is highly

technical and we can do no better than reproduce the following

exposition of it which is perhaps the most lucid one could

think of :

—

" The great contention of the Advaitins was that there is only

one really existing entity, the Atmm, the One only-without-a

second {ikamivadvitlyam), and that this is permanent (nitya) all

else being non-existent (
a-sat ), a mere illusion. Hence it was

called the attna-vada, eka-vdda, and nitya-vada. Their stock

argument was that just as there are no such entities such as

cup, jar, etc., these being only clay under various names and

shapes— so all the phenomena of the universe are only various

manifestations of the sole entity, atman. The Buddhists^ on the

other hand, said that man had no real knowledge of any such

permanent entity ; it was pure speculation, man’s knowledge

6 Cf. Hnltzsch Jain Colossi in South India, Ep. Ind. VII. p. 1 13.

0 Cy. Fleet, Sans, and 0- O. Inscriptions, lod. Ant. VII, p. 107.
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being confined to changing phenomena—growth, decay, death.

Their tioctrine was therefore called anitya-vada. Clay, as sub-

stance may be permanent ; but as a jar it is impermanent

—

may come into existence, and perish. In other words. Being is

not simple, as Advaitins assert, but complex ; and any state-

ment about it is only part of the truth. The various possibilities

were classed under seven heads {saptabhangi), each beginning

with the word syad, which is combined with one or more of

these terms asf* {'is’), ndsii (‘is not’), and awafeavya (‘cannot

be expressed’). Thus, you can affirm existence of a thing from

one point of view {sydd asti), deny it from another {sydd ndsti) ‘

and affirm both existence and non-existence with reference to

it at different times sydd asti ndsti. If j'ou should think of

affirming both existence and non-existence at the same time

from the same point of view, you must say that the thing

cannot be spoken of sydd avaktavyah. Similarly, under certain

circumstances, the affirmation of existence is not possible
{
sydd

asti avaktavyah
] and also both sydd asti ndsti avaktavyah).

What is meant by these seven modes is that a thing should not

be considered as existing every where, at all times, in all ways,

and in the form of everything. It may exist in one place and

not in another, and at one time and not at another.” ^

salle'khana

This is the peculiar rite of the Jainas by which one starves

himself to death under given conditions. It is held that this

act leads to MdAsa or liberation from the miseries of earthly

existence . The psychology underlying this may be stated in

the argument of the Uttarddhyayana-sGtra, viz., that death,

willing or unwilling, is inevitable
; the latter belongs to helpless

fools : the former is called pandita-marana or death according

to wisemien. * Whatever the modem mind might think about

it the logic of the Jaina was inexorable : According to him man

7 Cf. Bhandarkar, Beport on San. MSS. 1883-84, pp. 96 6; Bice (E. P.).
Kanartu lAteratwe, pp. 23-4.

8 S. B. E' ELY, CTMaeddAyayiM-idfra, t. 20-34.
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was made up of soul and body ; matter was the bondage of the

spirit. Liberation of the soul from material bondage was the

Ideal. What could be more logical then, than to train the soul

like the caterpillar to slowly but surely relinquish the cocoon ?

Misguided you might call them, but no better test of the hold

of a religion upon the mind of a people could be given. The
number of people who died by this vow is certainly impressive.

It is not every instance that occurs that is recorded
;
yet no less

than 94 individual cases are recorded at ^ravaiia Belgola alone,

besides the 700 who are said to have foUowed the example of

Prabhacandra in performing Sailekkana noted in SB No. i.

The other inscriptions of .^ravana Belgola which record such

deaths are Nos. ii,64-d6, 117, 118, 126-129, 159> 389 and 477
and eighty others. The earliest goes back to the 7th centiuy

A. D. These include both men and women, mostly monks and

nuns: 64 males and 16 females. Out of these 48 of the former

and II of the latter died between the 7th and 8th centuries.

Samadhi and Sanyasana are the synonyms of SaUikhana used

in the epigraphs.

According to the Dharmdmria by Asadhara, " Firm faith in

Jainism, observance of Anw-gwno— and iiksi-vratas, and

sallSkhana according to rules at the time of death—these

complete the duties of a householder."*

But SallSkhana was not to be performed without the guru’s

permission, as evidenced by Samantabbadra.^* It was to be

performed only in cases where ordinary death was felt immi-

nent, as

w 1

wfewsrmml ; u ^ u

Even then, it was to be done according to rule—

anf

fail I

9 0/. Ep. Car. II Introd., pp. 69-70.

10 Ibid., p. 83 n. 4.
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After pacifying all, with a pure mind

—

fW «ribrt S5»ht: i

qftspTJTf^ w B ? II

wram? Ik •

«?^lWira?'K ^ *I5T: !TW^ II « II

anjit qr^PK tirt: fsrai^qisr i

w ?n^i5qT arrpr ii *1 ii

w^qwfrqqpifq fif^r ffqmmirfq 5re-qT i

qaHu^KHqiwg snicHl ii % ii

The mind was not to be ru£5ed or agitated with either desire for

life or for death and all the hppes and fears connected there-
'

with—neither memories of friendly attachments nor anxiety for

heavenly bliss. This is the rule expounded by the Jinendras ;

—

aftratfirtorraww ftq R?pr qmiq: i

wlwqTurwts qaii^; fiRuw; ii » n

To those who follow these precepts the highest happiness is

promised

:

q# aiiuw^ wfw qjsmjjRqif: —
ft’^qw«nc5Rq put i

qf^i^qqrgfist ii c u

WsqwtTqqqt^J qitg^Di I

HqTw?reqf3 ^.'^TOR'qw fqfqn n ^ n

One instance of SalUkhana performed in this classical fashion

by Maladhari-deva, is thus described in an inscription

:

" At the Hrtha of Dhavata-sarasa ( Bejgola ) he ( Maladhari-

deva ) striving at ripeness which was blessed by renunciation,

full of joy, with firm mind, ( and
)
exercising ( his body

)
in the

( five )
methods ( of kay6tsarga )^* abandoned { his

)
unstable

body in order to produce, as it were, the complete destruction

of (cupid) who springs from the body.’’^*

11 Jlalnataraniabt-8"rd9a&edra v., U. D, J, Q. XSIV, pp. 89-69.

13 Cf. Jtaobi, Death and Diepoeal of the Dead, E. B- E. IV, pp. 484-95.

13 Cf. Ep. Osr. Ul pp. ‘iM-07.
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Santaladevi, 41, 42, 170
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Santivarma, 10

Sanyasana, 163, 164

Saraswati-gaccha, 43
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27, 28

$atpShu4a, 66

Salprabhrta-tika, 66

Saundatti, 33, 48, iii

Savants, 52

Schism among Jainas, 66

Sena-gana, 82

Sendrakas, 13

Settis, 57-59

Setvals, 157

Siddhakedara, 14

Silaharas, 48, 170

Simhanandi, 15, 45, 148

Sivamara, 17

Sivappa Naik, 61, 170

Somadeva, 48, 85, 86, 87, 88,

162 r

Som^Swara, 26-27, 29, 34

Sramanas, 6-7, 14, 154

Sri Puru§a, 17

Sri Vaisnavas, 44

Srivardhadeva, 90, 91

Srutakevalis, 6, 130

Srutakirti, 9, ii

Srutasagara, 68

Sthulabhadra, 130

Subhacandra, 56, 132

Subhatunga, 30, 33, 74

Suggaladevi, 25

Suhastin, 7

Sundara Paridya, 25, 40, 171:

Sutrakrtanga, 139

Svetambaras, 7, 8, ii, 66, 67,

69, 72, 104, 109, 124, 129.

130, 131, 138, 139, 151

Syadvada, 70, 181, 191-92

Syadvada-vidya, 46

Taila II, 25, 29, 34,

Takka, 70

Talgunda, 10

Tamil Jainas, 157

Tarkika-cakravarti, 41

Timmaraja, 20

Tirthankara, 67

Tinivalluvar, 135

Trilokasara, 20, 125,

Tuluva, 52, 55, 61, 165, 170

Udayadeva Papdita, 23

Umasvati, 8, 67, 68, 73

Uragapura (Uraiyoor), 69

Uttaradhyayann-siltra,

135-156

Uttara-purSifa, 31, 32, 85
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Vaisnavism, 39, 41, 42, 171
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Venur, 166
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Vijayadeva *3. 24

Vijayaditya, 23, 48

Vijayakirti, 16, 30
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56, 64, 65. 92. 163, 166
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Vimalacandra, 70

Vimaladitya, 24, 30

Vinayaditya, 23, 39

Vinayasena, 85

Vira Ballala, 16, 42, 43

Vira-gallu, 55

Vira Manmathadeva, 43

Vira Pandya, 59, 60, 165 •

Vira Saiva, 34, 38
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Virasenacarya, 13, 31
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Visnuvarma, 10
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